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THE

DESTITUTE ALIEN IN GREAT BRITAIN

INTRODUCTORY.
BY ARNOLD WHITE.

The growth of population and the pressure of existence

within these islands have occasioned, for some con-

siderable time past, anxiety on the part of those in

search of remedies for the evil conditions under which

so many of our fellow-subjects are compelled to toil.

Among the causes that have not yet received adequate

and dispassionate examination, is the flow of foreign

labour to our great towns, with its moral, physical,

and economical effects on the native population.

Throughout the civilized, and in parts of the un-

civilized world, a strange movement is taking place

towards the crystallization of national life from native

elements only, and the rejection of those alien con-

stituents which, since the fall of Rome, have generally

been considered desirable for the creation of perfect

national existence. This movement is no less mai^ked

in the United States of America than in Russia,

or even in Arabia itself. The increased and increasiug

stringency of the conditions under which Castle
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Garden permits the entry of the Irish, Hungarian

or Italian proleturiat, finds a parallel in the renais-

sance of orthodoxy in Russia, The disfavour into

which heterodox faiths have there fallen, under the

iron hand and strong convictions of the Attorney-

General of the Holy Synod, and the consequent

alliance of those forces of ignorance and of strength

that have hitherto occupied a dominant position in the

history of modern Russia, are producing much the

same effects as the anti-alienism of the United States.

In Mahommedan countries too, this note of national

revival is no less dominant than in lands where faith

is less effectual to stir the harmonies of nationalism

than self-interest, as in the case of the United States;

ambition, as in France; or the memory of a glorious

but vanished past, as in Portugal. Arabia, and a large

part of Central Africn, have recently become the scene

of a violent insurrection against the foreign element,

and a consequent drawing nigh of those who hold

undimmed the original doctrine of ]\[ohammed.

England, thanks to the Huguenots, Mr. Cobden,

the Slave Trade, the Jevv's, and an inherent capacity

for taking lai'ge views of gi-ave national questions, has

been the last country in all the world to question,

or even to examine, the doctrine that uninteri'upted

ingress for men, vromon, and merchandise of other

nations, is essential to and advantageous to her

national life. There are, however, no longer wanting
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signs that tlie reign of this dogma is not to continue

without challenge. Two phenomena combine to render

a critical examination of the efftcts of the doctrine

of free entry of all human beings not only inevitable

but indispensable. The first of these phenomena

is the attitude of the citizens of the United States

towards the whole subject of immigration^ and the

other is, the revival in Russia of the Middle-Age

methods of dealing with the Jewish question. The

first of these phenomena has set men thinking how

far a policy of free immigration that is bad for the

United States, with its vast and but partially occupied

territory, can be good for the United Kingdom with

its daily increasing population and diminishing capa-

city for the production of its own food. The second is

the recent Russian practice of harrying the poor Jews

until they fly their country in sheer despair^ thus

creating a centrifugal force for the distribution of

needy and unskilled workers, which has already

affected Great Britain, and cannot fail to affect her

in the future to a still greater extent.

So far as Great Britain is concerned, the question

is unlikely to bo settled without a more thorough

examination into the facts than has yet been made.

The House of Commons Committee on Immigration

touched but the fringe of the subject, and seemed

more interested in demonstrating that those who

wished to restrict and regulate immigration desired
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to attack the civil and religious liberty now happily

accorded to the Jews, than in bringing out the true

physical, moral and economical results of the system

as now followed in England.

The (Sweating Committee of the House of Lords

refused to accept direct evidence bearing on the sub-

ject, for fear of trenching on the rights and privileges

of the Commons Committee, which was concurrently

occupied in tlie ostensible examination of the immi-

gration question. The consequence is tliat while the

country thinks the subject has been fairly considered,

nothing has taken place but a fruitless wrangle on

the Jewish (piestion, which has nothing whatever to

do with the mattei*.

Accordingly, it is my intention to endeavour to

place before the public practical information provided

by experts on the various points from which the whole

subject may be regarded. The present volume is but

an instalment of the whr)le woi'k.



TEE HUGUENOT AND FLEMISH INVASION.

By C. B. Shaw.

Tub discovery of printing', with the impulse thereby

given to religious and political thought, although in

the end of incalculable advantage to mankind, was,

by strange contrast with the blessings it conferred, a

principal factor in the persecutions inflicted on the

Protestants throughout Europe ia the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries.

During the long night of the middle ages science

and letters had fallen into decay, and the Church,

far from struggling against the mental darkness pre-

vailing, had done its best to maintain it. The austere

and penitential devotions of the early Christians had

been gradually succeeded by perverted doctrines,

sacerdotal tyranny, and ceremonials strangely allied

to pagan rites; and while the mass of the people

were the slaves of the Church in mind and body,

the clergy themselves were so degraded that purity

of manners and ecclesiastical rules were alike dis-

regarded. A large proportion of the land was in

the hands of the Church, exempt from any corre-

sponding duty or obligation to the State; yet so
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insatiable Avas tlie greed of tliat Sacred Institution

that it would soon have absorbed the whole wealth of

Europe had not the secular governments interposed.

In the pulpit preachers confined their exhortations

to alms-giving, pilgrimages, and the obtaining of

religious indulgences, the traffic in the latter being

carried to such a pitch that papal pardons were sold

in parts of Christendom openly in the streets and to

the sound of the drum. Seminaries of learning, widely

scattered, and manuscripts, costly and difficult to

obtain, were the only resources of literary culture

;

the voices of the few pious and enlightened souls

who laboured for letters in the retirement of cloister

or study being inaudible to the masses for want of

proper channels of communication. False traditions

in history, amazing superstitions in religion, universal

belief in astrology, and barbarous punishment for

heresy— even for offences against the Church un-

intentionally committed—marked the degradation of

the age.

Such, then, was the condition of Franco—which, like

the rest of Europe, had lain for centuries mute and

despairing before the impassable barrier of bigotry

and ignorance—when the wooden blocks of Laurence

Coster, and the metal types of Gutenberg and his

fellow workmen, proclaimed to iho world, at first in

the reserved and doubtful language of experiment,

but finally in the bold and confident voice of assured
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EUccesSj the dawu of modern liberty and the emanci-

pation of the human mind.

The efforts of the printers were at first slow and

laborious^ the Mazarin Bible talcing some seven or

eight years to finish; but copies of the Scriptures

and ancient authors were in course of time widely

distributed and eagerly read. Luther, Zwingle, and

other ardent spirits began to preach the doctrines of

the Reformation^ including the Supremacy of the

"Written Word—now brought within the reach of all,

and the Church of Rome, jealous of the new crusade,

commenced its onshvught against preachers, printers,

and books alike.

In spite, however, of persecutions and prohibitions,

books multiplied, and the reformers gained numberless

converts. The ranks of the Lutherans were swelled

not merely by the poor and lowly, but members

of princely houses, nobles, priests, and earnest sup-

poi'ters of the Catholic hiei'archy rallied to their

standard.

So electrical were the effects of the religions reform,

that at length the very foundations of the Papacy be-

gan to totter. The more politic men of the day,

alive to the signs of the approaching storm, tried to

allay it by recalling the Church to a sense of its own

position, and by urging the introduction of timely re-

forms; but without avail. The Holy See, either from

stupidity or incorrigible pride, turned a deaf ear to
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the counsel of its frieuds^ aud betook itself to those

measures whicli were soon to make its name a terror

and a reproacli to humanity.

Meaux^ from its proximity to tlie then Flemish

frontier^ and other circumstances that favoured the

transmission of influences from the norths was the

first town in France to respond to the new movement.

Guillaume Bri^'onnet, the Bishop of the Meaux, joined

heartily in it^, and. by offering the pulpits of his

absentee clergy to Lefevre, Farel^ and other disciples

of Luther^ and distributing copies of the Bible among

the workshops, soon made his diocese a centre of

dissent. Other places followed, the lead of Meaux,

and as the conversions spread, attendances at mass

naturally fell off and Church revenues declined.

The Sorbonue—-the Faculty of Theology at Paris, and

the inspiring author of many a cruel edict—there-

upon petitioned Parliament to interpose its authority,

with the result that partisans of the pernicious

doctrines were persecuted, wherever found, those who

were unable to save themselves by flight being burnt

alive. The execution of the Placardists and the

butchery of the \^iudois were further instances of

the Church's '^ discipline ;

^^ but towards the end

of the reign of Francis \., says De Felice, '' the

movement had made such extended strides that it

was impossible to follow its course in all its wind-

insfs . . . there was in the niiads and hearts of
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meiij even in the air tlioy breathed^ au overwhelming

desire for religious reform.'^

The term '^ lluguenot/' whatever its origin^ soon

became the distinctive appellation of the advocates of

the new propaganda^ who, for the next hundred years

at least, were destined to phiy so iuiportant a part

in French history. The elements of order were intro-

duced into their hitherto defective organization, and

Calvin took the place of Luther as the apostle of

French Protestantism.

AVithin the limits presci'ibed mo it is only possible

briefly to sketch the chain of circumstances that

eventually led to the exodus of the French Protes-

tants. No impartial writer, however, can touch upon

the history of that period without observing that in

the course of their bitter struggle, they were moved

by political as wx'U as by religious considerations.

Many men of great influence, who were disafl'ected

towards the Government, or jealous of the court fac-

tion, joined the Huguenots in the hope of furthering

political aims ; indeed, so numerous and important were

the accessions to their ranks, from one cause and

another, that for a time it looked as if the supremo

authority were likely to fall into their hands—a fact

which goes I'ar to explaiu, although it dues not excuse,

the part played both by Church and State in the

measures adopted to destroy them.

The royal decree of 1 002, guaranteeing liberty of
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worship to IVotestants^ having been openly set at de-

fiance by the Catholics, and the massacre of Vassy,

followed by the destruction of Protestant Churches,

having provoked reprisals, France became for a time

the theatre of civil war.

Sheer exhaustion on both sides at leun:tli brouofht

the conflict to an end, and the treaty of St. Germains

was signed; but the peace proved of short duration.

The Queen Mother, Catherine do ]\Iedecis, laying

aside her temporizing policy, now went entirely over

to the Guise party, and, with the assistance of foreign

counsellors, fresh schemes were devised for the ex-

tirpation of heretics. The marriage of Henry of

Navarre became the occasion of the treacherous

assassination of Admiral Coligny and the oft-recounted

Massacre of Saint Bartholomew. For four days the

streets of Paris ran with the blood of those who were

bidden to Catherine's hideous /t's/o. But this was not

enough : the provinces also were made to contribute

their share to the blood-offering ; for six weeks simi-

lar scenes were enacted throughout the length and

breadth of France, and a huudi'ed thousand Huguenots

paid the penalty of heresy. To commemorate the

event a medal was struck, wliich bore the strange

device, "Piety has awakened justice."

The wars of the League which followed these bar-

barous acts were only termiiuited on the accession of

Henry of Navarre to the throne, and in l-»08 the pi'o-
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mulgatiou of the Edict of Nautes onco more accorded

to Pi-otestants liberty of conscience and of worship.

The freedom tliey enjoyed was^ however, but shoi't-

Hved; for, on the assassination of the kin<^, religious

discord again broke loose, and for years the Huguenots

were the victims of ever varying acts of persecution.

After the siege of Rochclle, where the English

twice ignominiously failed, to relieve their Protestant

allies, the Huguenots ceased to exist as an armed

force or a political party. Being treated in a more

tolerant spirit by Cardinals Richelieu and Mazarin,

tliey showed a wise discretion, stood resolutely

aloof from civil broils, and if they took up arms at

all, it was, as has been acknowledged, almost in-

variably on the side of loyalty. Colbert, the enlight-

ened minister of Louis XIV., also protected them as

far as he dared ; and, although during his lifetime

they were subject to disabilities and indignities against

which he frequently protested, it was not till after his

death, and mainly under the evil influences of the

triumvirate consisting of Pero la Chaise, Prime

Minister Louvois, and Madame de Maintenon, that

those persecutions were renewed which crushed them

in countless numbers, and denuded France of the

flower of her population.

Had the Huguenots been treated with leniency

they wouhl liavo remained loyal and industrious

subjects of the crown, and France would not have
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liad occasion to bewail the loss to her commerce,

industries, and wealth, to which their dispersion con-

demned her. Bat the persecutions directed against

them after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, in

1685, passed the bounds of human endurance. Pro-

hibition of all forms of Protestant worship, destruction

of churches, abduction of children, wholesale con-

versions at the point of the sword, dragonuades

which spared neither sex nor ago, dungeons for the

men, convent prisons for the women, every means

that subtlety could devise or tyranny carry out, were

adopted by the " Great Monarch " and his Christian

agents to stamp out heresy and make France the

untainted rival of Catholic Spain.

Before the Pevocatiou, Colbert cautioned Louis

against the effects of his insane policy. '^ I am sorry

to say it," he observed, ^' but too many of your

Majesty's subjects are already among your neighbours

as footmen and valets for their daily bread ; many of

the artisans, too, are lied from the severity of your

collectors, and are at this time improving the manu-

factures of your enemies "—the J']uglish to wit.

Penalties were now enacted, against which " con-

version " was tlie only door of escape to those who

wished to remain in Prance ; bub the spirit of the

Huirnenot rebelled a^rainst so mean an evasion. He

would suffer death, or serve in the galleys, he would

leave his kindred, his wealth, even the country of his
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birth — wliicli to a Frenchman has ever been the

symbol of his adoration, liis devout conception of

God's choicest work— all these he would renounce

with manly resignation, but betray his conscience he

would not.

It was the same in Flanders. Causes similar to

those that brought about the flight of the Huguenots,

and which are fully described in the brilliant pages

of Motley, induced the Flemings who professed the

Protestant faith to leave their country and seek in

Holland, Germany and England that liberty of wor-

ship and personal freedom which were denied them

at home. The Church of Piome, acting in concert

with the civil rulers, had adopted the same infamous

processes against the Protestants in the Flemish

dominions of Philip IT. (with the added terrors of

the Holy Inquisition) as characterized the persecution

of the Reformed Church in France ; and the results

were in the two countries almost identical. Antwerp,

which is said to have done more business in one

month than A enice in two years when at the very

height of her grandeur, became deserted ; Bruges

and Ghent, abandoned by their respectable citizens.

Catholic as well as Protestant, became crowded with

thieves and paupers, and the whole trade of Flanders

was ruined. As in the case of the Huf^uenots the

Flemish Protestants carried to the countries which

gave them asylum, England among the number, the
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skill, tlie iiitelUgence and the industry tliat liad made

tlieir own country rich and prosperous.

Whilst the capitulation of llochelle sealed the fate

of the Iluguenots as a political party, the Revocation

of the Edict of Xautes put an end to such vestiges

of religious freedom as the dragoons of Louis XIV.,

and the tender regard of the Jesuits for their spiritual

welfare, liad failed to confiscate. Many men of dis-

tinction fled to Holland, among others Jurieu, the

professor of Hebrew and Theology at the Protestant

University of Sedan, and Huyghens, the Astronomer

and Mathematician. Some few, for the sake of ser-

vices rendered to their country, were exceptionally

favoured by being freely permitted to leave it and

settle elsewhere. A'mong these were Marshal Schom-

berg, a man of distinguished family and high military

capacity, who subsequently served under William,

Prince of Orange, and was killed at the battle of

the Boyne, also the Marquis de Puvigny, whose son

entered the English service and became Eirl of

Galway. Admiral Duquesnc, '^ the first sailor in

France," was, in consequence of his great age,

allowed to end his days in his native country. His

two sons went to Holland.

But moans of escape became daily more dithcult.

The sea-coast and inland frontiers were jealously

guarded, and those who were captured by the king's

scouts were treated with the ntmost barbaritv. The
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men, old and young, were condemned to instant

death, or to the galleys for life. Servants who aided

and abetted the escape of their masters were flogged

and branded with the fleur-de-lis, the emblem of

French Sovereignty ; magistrates, merchants, pastors,

peasants, all alike were forced to make long marches,

sometimes in chains, and in the company of thieves

and cut-throats, and were urged along, did they but

falter by the way, with blows and imprecations ; women

were torn from their husbands^ and children from

their mothers^ breasts. It is a relief to read that

in many instances the priests themselves revolted

against the unnecessary cruelties the Protestants

were made to suffer, and endeavoured to assuage their

lot. The women, even those who had been bred in

luxury and refinement, faced hardship, and resorted

to every conceivable disguise in attempting to escape.

They cut off their hair, disfigured their faces with

juices and d^'es that coloured and blistered their

skins^ dressed themselves like men, assumed the

character of lackeys or peasants, drew wheel-

barrows, carried manure, walked hundreds of miles

throuo^h snow and mud, enduring^ with unmurmurino-

fortitude hunger and thirst, every imaginable priva-

tion, rather than abjure their faith or submit to the

tyranny of their oppressors. Those who were dis-

covered and arrested were thrown into prison or

immured in convents. Persons of gentle birth,
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pregnant wonion, old men, cliildren and invalids,

many who liad never seen the sea before, braved its

perils, and entrusted tliemselves in open boats in

their eagerness to escape. They fled in French,

English and Dutch merchant vessels, hidden under

bales of goods, heaps of coals, and in empty casks.

Other instances might be mentioned of courage and

fortitude, of dangers faced and hardships undergone

by Protestants of both sexes and all ages in their

efforts to escape rather than endure the ignominy of

conversion, or the debasing terms on which im-

munity from persecution was to be purchased; but

enough has been said to show the spirit of our f(jreign

settlers.

That the Huguenots were loyal when treated with

clemency is shown by their conduct^ during the wars

of the Fronde, by their refusal to assist the Duke of

Montmorency in his endeavour to excite rebellion in

Languedoc, and by their action at Kochellc when they

supported the Kegent against their own governor.

Louis XIV., too, had actually thanked them at the

beginning of his reign "for the consistent manner

in which they had supported the royal authority."

'^lliat they were laborious, honest and enterprising is

shown by the condition of France before and after

their flight. ]j0uis Blanc says of them that " they

made France an industrial power," and that the iev\\\

Protestant was '^ synonymous with wealth." To be
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'^lonest as a Huguenot/' moreover, became a pi'o-

verb. Being excluded from civil and political offices

on account of their religion, the Huguenots had

devoted themselves to industrial pursuits, and were

the best farmers, wine-growers, merchants and man-

ufacturers in France. The heaviest crops were to be

found on Huguenot farms, the finest woollen cloth

was of their manufacture, and so, also, were many

other articles largely exported to England and

Holland. Their paper mills were the best in Europe,

and the steel and iron industries of Sedan were known

far and wide. "If the Nimes merchants are bad

Catholics, at any rate they have not ceased to bo good

traders,'^ once wrote one of their bitterest persecutors.

Smiles attributes much of their success in business

to the fact that their time'_ was less broken into by

feast and fast days than in the case of the Catholics,

and that they were therefore able to work more con-

tinuously. It is probable that the training of their

schools, some of which had obtained a European re-

putation, contributed materially to their acknowledged

superiority in most walks of life. The recognised

fairness and ability displayed in their business deal-

ings, also gave them to an enormous extent the

command of foreign trade ; the great centres of

French commerce, such as Bordeaux, Rouen and

Caen, being almost entirely governed by Huguenot

merchants. Jurieu, writing on the subject, remarked
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that " the Protestants have carried commerce with

them into exile ;

'' and the Catholic merchants of

Metz also complained that " it was impossible to

recover the connection with foreign markets which

the flight of the most considerable traders of the

town had broken.''^ Poole quotes several instances^

both from the point of view of population and trade,

as typical of the injury resulting from the flight of

the Protestants. lie observes, "that Lyons, which

had emplo3'ed 18,000 silk looms, had but 1,000 remain-

ing at the end of the century. Tours, with the sanae

interest, had had «00 mills, 80,000 looms and 40,000

v/orkpeople, and in 1727, only 70 mills, 1,200 looms

and perhaps 1,000 workpeople. Of its o,000 ribbon-

factories only 00 remained. Equally significant was

the ruin of the woollen trade of Poitou, the drugget

manufactures of Coulonges, the serge and bombazine

manufactures of Thouars and Chataigneraie, and the

export trade to Canada, by way of liochelle.''^ Xor-

mandy, Brittany, Picardy, Burgundy, Lorraine, Lan-

guedoc, every part of Prance which had prospered

owing to the sterling character and incessant industry

of its Protestant iidiabilariis, felt the paralysing effects

of the general exodus, and it required all the ellbrts of

her subsequent rulers, all the fertility of her soil, all tlio

resource and versatility of her sons, to enable her to

recover from the desolation and ruin which the baleful

policy of Louis and his Catholic advisors had v/rought.
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The injury to Franco iu tlio mutter of population

is reckoned by different writers at from oOOjOOO to

500,000 ; but both in this respect^ and as regards

the distribution of the exiles throughout the difl'erent

couutries which afforded^ them shelter^ reliable statis-

tics are difficult to obtain. Taking the registers of

the French churches in England, where the refugees

naturally reported themselves on arrival, Weiss esti-

mates that 85,000 landed here in the ten years preced-

ing and following the Revocation, But this number

is as likely to be under as over the mark; for the

same writer admits that the consistories never

furnished complete lists to the English authorities,

for fear of inspiring the jealousy of tlie inhabitants,

and closingf the door to future immi<]crants. Just as

unreliable are the statistics which bear on the mone-

tary loss to France. Poole, however, gives an excel-

lent illustration of the damage suffered by that

country iw this respect. Citing authorities, he ob-

serves that the rate of interest on the Amsterdam

Exchange, in 1684-, went from o\ to 3 per cent, and

to 2 per cent, in 1687, owing to the influx of specie

from abroad, whilst at the same time the French,

Exchequer had to make up the doss by the universal

use of paper currency.

The effects of the cruel and stupid policy, pursued

through so many successive genei'ations and culmin-

ating in the revocation of the Edict of Xautes, becanie
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in course of time as visible in the moral as in the

material condition of France. AVitli a ruined trade

and a credit exhausted by war, the population soon

became mutinous, and openly defied the authority of

the government. The horrors of Saint Bartholomew

and the Dragonnades also taught their lesson. Those

who had been among the most bigoted persecutors

of the I'rotestants revolted against their own leaders

;

the principles of the Encyclopedists became the gospel

of the peoplC; and the majesty of the Church fell

into contempt. Long pent up feelings of resentment

ngainst tyranny and privilege at length broke through

all barriers of restraint, and the atrocities of the

Kevocation found their Nemesis in the excesses of the

Iievolution.

It is generally conceded that the English were

originally a purely pastoral and agricultural people,

who were dependent upon foreign markets for many

articles of clothing and manufacture which could not

be produced by their ordinary domestic industries.

Large quantities of wool, it is true, were produced here

and exported to foreign countries; but the skilled

workmen of Germany, h'l'auce, and Flanders dyed and

wove it into cloth for our use as well as their own.

An outbreak of war, therefore, occasiuned great dis-

tress on both sales of tlie channel. ^Ve in that case had
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no market for our fleeces, aud those who were depen-

dent upon us for their supply were driven to despair,

for want of the raw material witli which to keep

their looms going-. Smiles says that when hostilities

broke out, and communication between the two shores

was interrupted, as much distress was occasioned in

Flanders as in our own day was experienced in Lan-

cashire by the stoppage of the supply of cotton from

the United States.

The inconvenience of having to send abroad for our

cloth was so much felt, that as early as the reigu of

Edward III. large numbers of Flemish weavers came

over, at the invitation of the king, induced by the

high wages and ample employment offered, and settled

in London, Kent, Yorkshire, Lancashire, and other

places. Successive English kings, down to the time of

Henry VIIL, pursued a like policy and encouraged the

immigration of skilled artisans of all classes, such as

armourers, cutlers, brewers, miners, and ship-builders,

the principal workmen employed by the Court being

Flemings and Germans.

When Edward VI. came to the throne, it was no

longer necessary to hold out inducements for foreign

workmen, persecuted for their faith, to come and settle

here; the sympathy had been established, and skilled

labour flowed to England of its own accord. Latimer's

wish that valuable persons might be induced to settle

in this country as a means of '' insuring its pros-
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perlty " was realized ; for foreigners were soon to be

found in nearly every important town in England
'^ diligently pursuing their several callings." The in-

flux of Flemings, however^ at length became so con-

siderable that the native population petitioned the

authorities to put a stop to it^ and an estimate was

ordered to be made of the foreigners in London.

In the reign of Elizabeth persecuted Protestants

arrived in still larger numbers^ landing naturally on

those parts of the coast nearest to France and Flan-

aerSj namely^ at Dover^ Deal, Sandwich, Harwich, and

Yarmouth. ^Maidstone, Canterbury and Norwich also

offered them shelter. The Queen immediately gave

them her countenance and protection, writing to the

Mayor and Commonalty of one of the ])laces named,

strongly recommending them as likely greatly to

benefit the town by teaching the inhabitants knowledge

in " sundry handj'crafts "
; and she specially instances

the trades the foreigners were to cari-y on, such as the

*' makinge of says, bays, and other cloth which hath

not been used to be made in this our realme of

Englonde." Immediately the refugees landed they

began to pursue their various industries under the

protection of the local authorities ; from all of which

it would seem that England wns not in those days the

great market of the world for those textile manufac-

tures in which she now excels.

Again we read that, the year after the Flemings
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came to Sandwich^ and for several years in succession,

numbers of French people, of all ages and sexes, flee-

ing from their country, am-ived at I'ye, on the Sussex

coast, some in open ]:)oats, and in mid- winter. The

Mayor of Rye, writing to Lord Burleigh iu 1572,

states that "between the 27th of August and the 4th

of November no fewer than G4-1 had landed." It

would appear from the records existing that the re-

fugees were of all sorts and conditions : private

gentlemen, doctors, ministers of religion, students,

schoolmasters, tradesmen, mariners, mechanics, and

labourers. Beiug more or less destitute, collections

were made for them throughout England, the poor

Flemings w-ho had previously landed at Sandwich

giving from their own slender resources help to the

destitute Frenchmen in their need.

As the persecutions increased in severity in France

and Flanders, those who fled for safety continued to

arrive iu still larger numbers,—cloth makers from

Antwerp and Bruges, lace makers from A^alenciennes,

cambric makers from Cambray, and glass makers from

Paris, who as they landed were despatched to different

parts of England, where they maintained themselves

by their different trades. Facilities were also given

them for observing their own forms of worship, and

as early as the reign of Edward A' I. churches were set

apart for them in London, Norwich, Southampton,

and Canterbury. Throughout their wanderings they
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seem to have preserved the settled purpose of worship-

ping God in their own way, and their fasts and thanks-

givings generally had reference to events that had

occurred abroad, or that marked periods of calamity or

deliverance in their history. The records of " God's

House" at Southampton, which was resorted to from

an early date both by French and Flemings, contain

many interesting entries ; services, for example, re-

lating to the persecutions by the Duke of Alva, the

defeat of the Prince of Condc at the battle of Jarnac,

the ravages of the plague, the shock of an earthquake,

the appearance of a comet, the defeat of the Spanish

Armada. The last-mentioned event seems to have

filled the hearts of the little congregation with joy, and

they united in public thanksgiving for the wonderful

dispersion of the Spanish Fleet and the protection of

this kingdom from the tyranny of the Pope. A few

days later another fast was held for the purpose of

beseeching a blessing upon the English navy for

putting the Armada to flight. Another interesting

memento of the foreign exiles exists to the present

day in the Walloon or French chapel situate in the

undercroft of Canterbury Cathedral, where, with the

permission of the liberal-minded Archbisliop Parker,

the "^ gentle and profitable strangers," as he termed

them, were permitted to conduct their worship in their

own language, teach their children, and even set up

their looms and carry on their trades.
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When the Flemings first settled at Sandwich, the

town, which had originally been one of considerable

importance, had fallen into decay, and the inhabitants

were in great distress. Immediately on their arrival,

however, it began to wear a more thriving aspect

;

looms were started for the manufacture of different

kinds of cloth, and bi-weekly markets, which were

resorted to by London merchants, were established.

Other branches of industry were also promoted; wind-

mills were erected for the first time near the town, and

smiths, brewers, hat-makers, carpenters, shipwrights,

and potters began busily to labour at their different

callings. All these trades the native population

learned of the strangers, and general prosperity

ensued.

Gardening, which had become a lost art in England,

was re-introduced, the vegetables grown by the

Flemings being so much in demand in Loudon that

many of them removed from Sandwich to the neigh-

bourhood of the metropolis, where they started the

market gardens of Battersea, Bermondsey, and Wands-

worth. Before they arrived here the people of the liow

Countries had been noted for their horticulture; it is

even said that Katherine, the Queen of Henry YIIL,

used to send to Flanders for her salads, not being able

to procure one in the whole of England. Whether this

be true or not, it is admitted by writers of the time

that in the sixteenth century nearly all vegetables were
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imported from abroad^ and were vei-y dear and a great

luxury. Smiles^ quoting from Hartlib^ says that in

1G50 an old man then living reinembered ''tlie first

gardener who came into Surrey to plant cabbages and

cauliflowers^ and to sow turnips, carrots, parsnips, and

early pease, all of which at that time were great won-

ders, we Laving few or none in England but what

came from Holland or Flanders/^ The introduction

of the ho}? plant into Kent has also been attributed to

the Protestant Walloons.

Many refugees also settled in London, where they

carried on their different trades. The Borgeny, or

Petty Bergnndy, in the district of Bermondsey, took

its name from its foreign residents, as did Joiner's

Street, in the same vicinity, from the skilled Flemish

carpenters who worked there. In Bermondsey the

Flemings also started breweries and tanneries and

the manufacture of felt hats. The free school of St.

Olave's, in Southwark, owes its foundation to the

benevolence of one Henry Leek, or Hoek, a brewer

from "W'esel. The famous dye works at Bow were

established by Peter do Croix and Dr. Kepler, the

white cloth of England having previously been sent

abroad to be dyed, and when re-imported sold as

Flemish. The making of brass plates for kitchen

utensils, of pendulum or Dutch clocks, arras, tapestry,

printed paper hangings, articles of jewellery, cutki'y,

and mathematical instruments was introduced by the
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French and Fleraisli workmen, who settled iu Mort-

hake, Fulham, and different parts of London.

A French refugee named Briot, wlio had been chief

engraver of moneys coined during the reign of Louis

XITI. of France, was the first to introduce the coin-

ing-press into Enghmd, and in or about 1G33 was

appointed Chief Engraver to the Mint, Foreign

merchants also settled in the city, where they infused

new life and enterprise into commercial undertakings.

Want of space precludes mc from mentioning the

names of many leading foreign merchants who in

Queen Elizabeth's time acquired great weight and

influence in London; but their wealth may be judged

from the fact that to a voluntary loan raised by the

Queen the}- largely subscribed iu sums of €100 and

upwards.

Although the jealousy of the native population was

frequently directed against tlio refugees, they con-

tinued to come over in increasing numbers. From a

census taken in 1G2I it would appear that 10,000 had

already settled in London alone, where they carried

on 121 different trades and occupations. So as not

to interfere too much with eacli other, the foreigners

availed themselves of the royal license, and settled in

different parts of the country.

Norwich is a remarkable instance of the beneficial

results arising from the importation of foi'oigu enter-

prise and methods of manufacture, as well as of the
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narrow spirit which from time to time sought to re-

strict the strangers in the free exercise of the very

industries they had originally taught the inhabitants.

Although the commercial importance of this city

was mainly owing to the energy and example of the

I'rotestant settlers, the local guilds passed such strin-

gent rules against foreign labour, that the Flemings at

last left Norwich and went to Leeds, Wakefield, and

other places where they Avere allowed to prosecute

their trades without molestation. When they had

gone the industries oE Norwich gradually fell into

decay, the population diminished, houses stood un-

occupied, riots occurred among the workpeople, and

it was even proposed in Parliament to raze the place

to the ground. To put an end to so disastrous a

state of things the Mayor and Corporation, accom-

panied by the principal citizens, went in deputation

to the Duke of Norfolk, urging him to use his influ-

ence to procure a fresh settlement of foreign artisans,

in the place of those who had left. The Duke suc-

ceeded in inducing oOO families, Dutch and AValloon,

who were followed by others, to establish tliemselves

at his charge, upon which the manufacture of says,

bays, serges, arras, raouchade, bombazines, flowered

silks, damasks, and other articles of foreign importation

was begun. Tlio cultivation of garden produce was

introduced, employment was found for the people,

food became cheap, trade remunerative, and the city
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shortly regained its former prosperity, Bishop Park-

hurst stating as his conviction '' that these blessings

from God have happened by reason of the godly

exiles who were here so kindly harboured/^ Later

on the townsfolk again became jealous of foreigners,

but Queen Elizabeth and the local authorities inter-

fered, and the settlers were allowed to pursue their

occupations in peace.

As regards the material wealth—apart from in-

dustrial knowledge and enterprise—which the French

and Flemish refugees brought into this country, it is

difficult to form a correct estimate ; but if we take into

consideration the fact that Phillip of Spain derived for

several years many millions of dollars annually from

property left behind by the Protestants of the Low
Countries, and that both there and in France many of

the merchants and others delayed their departure until

they were able, in a measure, to realize their fortunes,

it is not unreasonable to assume that their aggregate

wealth was considerable, although some were so poor

that they brought with them " no other goods but

their children/^

Throughout England the industrious strangers from

Franco and Flanders communicated their skill and

knowledge to the native inhabitants, and everywhere

new branches of trade were started. In the west Flem-

ish weavers set up their looms at Worcester, Evesham,

Droitwich, Ividdermiuster, Stroud, and Glastonbury.
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In the east they also established themselves at Col-

chester^ Hertford aud Stamford^ and at Manchester,

Bolton_, Halifax and Kendal in the north. Thus addi-

tional sources of employment and fresh branches of in-

dustry were opened up to the people of this country, who,

instead of beiug dependent upon foreign countries for

their supply of cloth and the liner articles of manufac-

ture, began in their turn to make and export them.

In this way we learned the art of thread and lace-

making, thread spun from flax being still kuown at

Maidstone as ^' Dutch AVork." Lace-makers from

Alen^on and A^aleuciennes settled at Buckingham,

Stoney- Stratford, aud Newport-Pagnel, and in the

counties of Bedford, Oxford, Northampton, and Cam-

bridge. The trade iu bone lace at Honiton and other

parts of Devonshire was first initiated by exiles

from Antwerp. Foreign immigrants set on foot other

industries also, in Vvdiich they were more adept than

ourselves, such as working in metals, salt-making and

fish-curing. Newcastle-on-Tyne became noted for

swords, edge-tools and steel implements, the manu-

facture of which had been introduced by the exiles

from Liege. Sheffield, now so famous for its steel

and iron industries, owes its reputation to the

exquisite skill of Flemish workmen. Yarmouth

aud njany other places are also indebted fur their

knowledge of fishing and herriug-curing to tlie sailors

of tlia Lov/ Cjuniries v/ho fled to Enyriand. the fisii
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sold iu Euglisli markets having been previously

caught and cured by the Dutch. The refugees made

their way, moreovei', into Irehiud and Scotland, where

they introduced such industries as the conditions of

those countries permitted. In IGOD we find a num-

ber of Flemings settled iu the Cauougate of Edin-

burgh, " making, dressing, and litting of stuffis, giving

great licht and knowledge of their calling to the

country people."

Akhough a large number of IIugaenoL fugitives,

after the lievocatiou, sought asylum in Germany,

Switzerland and Holland, it is estimated that at least

]20,0U0 manufacturers and workmen, principally from

Xormandy and the northern towns of France and

I3rittan\-, took refuge here, and introduced the trades

they had practised at home. They were manufactur-

ers of fine linen from Xantes, Rennes, and ]\Iorlaix

;

clothworkers from Amiens, Abbeville, and DouUeus;

gauze and lace- makers from Lille aud V'alenciennes,

and workmen belonging to various crai^s from

towns and cities in the interior. Some of the refugees

were persons of rank, others were physicians, lawyers,

and ministers of religion, but the larger proportion

were artisans aud workmen. A Relief Couiraittee was

appointed, and the new-comers were distributed and

provided for according to their capabilities. Some

were placed in commercial houses, others in the army,

others again, for wdiom employment could not be fouud
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here, were despatched to America; but most of theui,

being artisans, were provided with tools and employed

iu English manufactories. They also formed benefit

societies for the help of their poorer countrymen, and

started workshops of their own, where those who were

able to earn a living helped such of their fellows as

were unemployed or incapacitated. Smiles remarks

that their mutual aid societies were probably, although

unacknowledged, the examples from which the Lodges

and Benefit Societies of our own labouring classes

have since sprung. AMiole colonies were founded by

the Huguenot refugees iu Loudon, where they set up

their school?, workshops, factories, and churches.

Several districts in the metropolis were almost entirely

occupied by them, as, for instance, Spitalfields, Bethnal

Green, and Soho. Others distributed themselves iu

the neighbourhood of the Guildhall, Temple Bar, Long

Acre, and the Strand, where they began the manufac-

ture of goods they excelled iu making, such as cutlery,

surgical and mathematical instruments, watches,

clocks, and articles of jewellery and vertu. AVell-to-

do people in London had previously sent to Paris

for things requiring taste and delicate workmanship.

VVc had before that period also imported from France,

velvets, satins, silks, gloves, laces, buttons, serges, paper

of all sorts, beaver and felt hats, ironmongery, cutlery,

linen, salt, soap, pins, needles, combs, and a variety

of commodities fur household use, some of which are
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in our day again imported from that country ; but wlica

the French artisans settled here, they induced money
" to flow into England instead of out of it ;

" articles

previously imported we began to make for ourselves

and export abroad, and in many respects the advan-

tage we then derived has remained with us to this day.

Of all the new industries and sources of wealth in-

troduced into this country by the Huguenot refugees,

none is more worthy of note than the silk trade estab-

lished by the workmen from Lyons and Tours, first of

all at Canterbury and Blackfriars, and afterwards at

Spitalfields. The latter place finally became the head-

quarters of the silk industry, and from thence it was

extended to other parts of England. The Huguenots

devoted themselves to this trade in all its branches,

introducing new or improving old methods in the

manufacture of brocades, satins, velvets and silks

of all kinds of texture and quality, by which means

we became endowed with a knowledge and skill that

we had formerly envied in our neighbours, and tried

in vain to imitate. Both Elizabeth and James I. had

endeavoured to foster in this country an industry which

had contributed so largely to the prosperity of France,

but it was not until the workmen of Tours and Lyons

had transferred their valuable talents to Spitalfields that

t really took root and became an important branch of

English trade. It is worth mentioning, as showing the

progress we made in this particular business, that
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according to Keysler, who travelled through Europe in

1730^ merchants wishing to sell their silk hose in the

kingdom of Naples invariably protested that they

were "right English/^ Not only did we now make silk

goods for ourselves^ and export to places hitherto sup-

plied by France^ but in a comparatively short time

our woollen trade enormously increased with those

countries from which we had to import raw silk for

our looms.

Canterbury and Ipswich also profited considerably

by the transfer to our shores of the artistic produc-

tions of the French Protestants^ and the linen and

lace industries which had been introduced by previous

refugees were greatly improved. Other useful articles

of manufacture, too numerous to describe, were also

developed or improved by them. The paper made

in England before the Revocation was a common

yellow or brown kind, all the finer sorts being im-

ported from France. AVlion the refugees came hero

they started paper-mills in London, Maidstone, Laver-

stoke, and other parts of England, and we were soon

able to turn out as good paper—even that required

for bank notes—as could be bought elsewhere. In

the manufacture of glass we had also made little pro-

gress, but the glass-makers from Paris, who settled

in the Strand, quickly established a reputation, which

this country has never lost, for some of the most

beautiful productions in glass and crystal.
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The llugueuots likewise founded colonies in Scot-

laud. In Edinbur<^li, where tliey began the manu-

factui-o of linen, a district near Leith Walk is still

called after them ; and Glasgow owes the first paper-

mill ever erected there to a Huguenot who escaped

from Franco with his little daughter, and managed in

the first days of his exile to earn a bare subsistence

by pickinj^ up rags in the street.

Ireland, too, is indebted to the French Protestants

for some of the most important industries which now

fiourish in that country. They settled in Dublin,

^Vaterford, Cork, Kilkenny, Lisburne, and Portarling-

ton, where thoy introduced their different crafts and

industries. The Irish are noted for their beautiful

linen goods; but few people are aware that it was to

the Huguenots they were indebted for the cultivation of

flax, in all its stages, and the methods originally em-

ployed in its manufacture, or that the mixed material

known as ''Irish poplin ^^ was originally the endow-

ment of foreign immigrants. It is principally in the

north of Ireland, however, that the Huguenots have left

the most durable record. There the busy industries of

Belfast testify to the generous return made by the

talented and enterprising refugees to whoever received

them with hospitality, and were willing to profit by

their teaching.

If we are tempted to assume v;ith insular self-com-

placency that the rapid growth of our industries, after
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the arrival of the foreign fugitives, was chiefly attri-

butable to our own receptive qualities and inherent

aptitude, we have but to turn to the pages of Weiss to

learn that in whatever other countries the Huguenots

settled, the same beneficial results are to be traced.

In Brandenburg, the cradle of modern Prussia, in

Switzerland, Holland, Denmark, and America—even

in Russia and the Cape of Good Hope—wherever the

exiles were driven to seek refuge, they communicated

to the people who welcomed them their native skill

and enterprise, and in each case there eusued a marked

improvement in the material condition of the countries

of their adoption.

It must not be supposed, however, that the intluence

of the Huguenots was confined to our industries alone
;

nearly every walk and profession in life was enriched

by the high and steadfast qualities of our foreign

guests. In the annals of literature atid science they

have left an enduring record ; and many and distin-

guished are the names of foreign refugees and their

decendants, which are to be found on the registers

of the lioyal Society and the muster-rolls of our

Universities. On our own Protestant institutions, too,

the strenuous exertions of the French reformers at

home in their struggles against Catholicism were

not without eifect ; neither was the example set by

their numerous churches in this country, before the

Huguenots became finally absorbed within the Angli-
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can community in creed as well as in language and

nationality.

Of the many important services rendered by the

Huguenots to this country^ not the least notable was

the part they played under William, Prince of Orange,

in the English rebellion of 1G88. AV'hen that Prince's

intended expedition w"as made known, large numbers

of Huguenots flocked to his standard, and he was able

to raise three regiments of infantry and a squadron of

cavalry almost entirely from veteran troops who had

fought under Schomberg, Turenne, and Conde,

Seven hundred Protestant gentlemen of French birth

also served as officers in his other regiments. Schom-

berg himself, an ex-marshal of France, commanded

the expedition under the Prince, with secret powers

in case his leader should fall; and it was to his politic

advice and vast experience that the success of the en-

terprise, which rid this country of its unconstitutional

monarch, was largely due. In his subsequent cam-

paigns in Ireland and elsewhere, ^Yilliam the Third's

refugee soldiers and sailors bore themselves with the

valour of their chivalrous race, and on many a hard

fought field added not only to the laurels of Contras

and Ivry, but also to the fjirae of British arms.

From the earliest times this country has been sub-

ject to a variety of incursions, of which some have left

ineffaceable traces on the character and temperament

of its inhabitants, whilst others, as in the cases of the
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Danisli and Roman occupations^ are so completely

forgotten that it would almost require the microscopic

eye of tlie arclia^ologist to discov^er any evidences

remaining. But neither the Saxon settlement, which

contributed so materially to the constituent elements

of our race and language, nor the Norman conquest,

to ^Yhicll we are indebted for our inclusion within the

circle of civilized nations, was pregnant with mor

momentous consequences to this country, fL-om tli?

point of view of material prosperity, tli:iu the advent

(-f the busy, quick-witted and cultivated strangers

wlio enriched us with their rare skill and novel indus-

tries. Any excess of description iu dealing with so

interesting a theme is to be condemned ; it would

detract from the merits of the picture and injure the

impression it is sought to convey. ]>ut when we com^

pare the commanding position our country now enjoys

as an essentially industrial and trading power, with

that which it occupied in this respect when I'rance

and Spain drove from their midst the flower of their

population, it is surely no exaggeration to say that

the friendly invasion of the Huguenots and Tlemings

may be regarded as one of the most eventful incidents

in our national historv.



SHOULD GOVERNMENT INTERFERE?

Bv MoxTA(:!UE Crackaxthorpe.

The Preliminary Report of the recent census has been

awaited with impatience by all who take an interest in

the Social Problems of the day. What yve have been

anxious to learn with certainty is— (1) the mode in

which our population is distributed throughout the

country; (2) its rate of annual increase calculated on

the average of the last ten years. The returns have

now been sufficiently analysed to furnish this inform-

ation, and to enable us to deduce several conclusions

of very great importance.

The population of England and Wales, which at the

end of the reign of Elizabeth was under five inillions,

is now twenty-nine millions. Its rate of increase—
meaning by this the excess of births over deaths

—

calculated on the average of the last ten years, is

about 30(I/J00 per annum. j\[r. Mundella stated a

short time ago that we were "crrowinfj a Birmiufrham

a year." As the population of Birmingham is nearly

400,000, it would have been more correct to say that

we grow three Birminghams in four years. It is true

that, owing to causes which will be indicated pre-

sently, the actual population falls short of the esti-

mate made by the Registrar- General by 800,000, the
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rate of increase liaviiig dimiuislied of late. Thus in

1871-81 it was 1 tGG per cent., whereas in 1881-91 it

was ll'G-5. Again, in 1800, the natural increase of

the population by excess of births over deaths Avas

303/2G7, while the average increase in the five preced-

ing years was 3GG,0I3. This is so far satisfactory.

But as the numbers accumulate on the principle on

which money accumulates when invested at com-

pound interest, the rapidity of growth is enormous.

If, indeed, the twenty-nine millions were all iiro-

vided with food, clothes, and lodging, there would be

no cause for uneasiness. But, unfortunately, this is

far from being the case. A large proportion is com-

posed of those who are eiiher unable to support them-

selves or have no desire to do so. Here are a few

fac(s. In 1 890, no less than Gil,COO of the inhabitants

of England and Wales were in receipt of poor law relief,

179,000 being assisted in the workhouse and •b)2,<'0o

out of it. Taking the average of the first quarter of

the joresent year, the number of these paupers had

increased to 700, 52G, of whom lSG,3o7 were receiving

indoor and oil,! 89 outdoor relief. Tliis amounts to

2o'5 pfr 1,00'J of the population. Again, take another

test, as supplied by the licgister of Deaths. In the

last quarter of 1890^ out of the total deaths registered

in England and AVales, 11 in every T") occurred in

Avoi'khouses, hospitals, and public lunatic asylnms.

After makincr allowance for the fact that manv
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persons not belongio"- to the pauper class may be

found in public hospitals^ wo may safely infer that

one in every ten of the above 1 1 per cent, was depen-

dent either on the bounty of the State or on that of

pi-ivate individuals.

When we come to consider the condition of the

Metropolis, the figures are still more instructive.

First, take Inner London—that is to say, the London

which embraces the area of the administrative county

of London, and also the '' City '^ or municipal Lou-

don. This Inner London, we may remark in passing,

is the same as the London of the Registrar-General

(otherwise termed Registration London), provided the

small hamlet of Penge, which lies outside " Registi'a-

tion London" but inside the '^county of London,"

is excepted from it. Now, the population of this

Inner London, which covers 77,110 acres, was, as

enumerated last April, 1,211,050. In 1831 it was

3,810, l-S^j, showing an increase in ton years of 391,573,

or about 10 per cent. All round Inner London lies

what is conveniently called the Outer Ring, compris-

ing l']nfield, Staines, Uxbridgo, EJgware, Harrow,

Watford, Hendon, Chipping Barnet, Totteridge, Ches-

hunt, East Ham, AV^althamstow, Lrith, Farnborough,

the Grays, Chiselhui'st, Carshalton, Epsom, Kingston-

on-Thames, Richmond, Hampton, Ilanwell. This vast

area covers 370^921' acres, and contained, in 1881, a

population of 950,178. That population had grown
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last April to ]j422,276_, an increase in the ten years of

472,098. The Inner and the Outer Eings, which

taken together constitute '^ Greater London/' showed

on the last census night a population of 5jGo3,o32. In

1881 this population was 4,7GG,GG1 ; so that, compar-

ing one census with another, the total increase of

"Greater London" in the last ten years has been

8G6;G71, or at the rate of over 18 per cent.

The growth of the districts immediately contiguous

to the iMetropolis has been truly surprising. It

will be sufficient to give a few instances. The popula-

tion of Plaistow and Tottenham has considerably

more than doubled since 1881. In Tottenham the

actual rise has been from IG.OOO to 97,000. Hornsey

has increased by 24,000 during the same period,

Willesden by nearly 34,000, Croydon by 27,000. A
like expansion has been going on at the same time in

our large provincial towns. Cardiff has grown by oG

per cent., Newcastle by 28 per cent., Portsmouth by

24, Leeds by nearly 19, Birkenhead and Oldham by

rather more than 18. In fact, town growth has been

the almost universal rule. The one remarkable excep-

tion has been Liverpool, the population of which has

decreased. This is probably to be exphiined by the

fact that the area of official enumeration does not

coincide with that of the extended district.

Kow let us look at the statistics of the pauperism of

London coiresponding to those already given for the
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wliole of England and Wales. Inside the Metro-

politan area 5/J0(> able-bodied men arc "relieved"'

every day, at a cost to tlie ^Metropolitan ratepayers of

£188^000 a year. This is the testimony of tlie living.

Lot US now listen to that of the dead. In ISOU the

number of deaths recorded in " Registration London '^

was 91/24o, Of these -31 were caused by sheer starva-

tion, and of the rest 21_,881j or 24 per cent., occurred

in institutions supported by the rates or by voluntary

contributions. Tliis 21 per cent was made up thus :

]2o per cent., or 1 in every 8, died in worldiouses;

8'5 per cent., or 1 in every 12, died in general hos-

pitals; 2'1 per cent, or 1 in eveiy i"^, died in lunatic

and imbecile asylums; and the remaining LI percent.,

or 1 in every I'O^ died in the hospitals for infectious

diseases under control of the Metropolitan Asylums

Board. The last returns to hand as we vv'rite are as

follows. In the first week of August, 1501, the num-

ber of Metropolitan paupers (exclusive of vagrants and

lunatics in asylums) was—indoor, 53,827; outdooi',

•30,851 ; total, 81,078. A record of poverty this, for

the hot season of the year, that mny well set all

Londoners a-thinking !

When a viral organ of the body is overcharged and

its active functions are suspended in consequence,

doctors are in the habit of saying that the patient is

suffering from congestion of that organ. A similar

malady prevails in England at the present moment.
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London is the heart of England, and the above figures

show that London is congested. If it were not, there

would bo no overcrowding such as we see in the poorer

districts of the Metropolis, and there would bo no

sweating such as disgraces its Eastern quarter. How
does a physician in the case of the human body seek

to relieve the congested part? First, by studying the

causes of the flow to it, and next by endeavouring

to arrest this flow by every means in his power. The

Social Reformer proceeds on the same lines in dealing

with the population problem. Having ascertained the

yearly rate of increase, he proceeds to ask himself two

questions : (1) To what is this rate of inci'ease due ?

(2) Can any means be suggested, consistently with

religion and sound morality, for keeping it within

moderate bounds ?

The answers to these questions are not far to seek.

Assuminji^ the death and emig-ration rates to remain

the same, increase of population is obviously due

either to growth from within or to influx from without.

Now, growth from within, or, in other words, the num-

ber of fresh births, vai'ies very considerably in differ-

ent grades of society. Tt is a curious but established

fact that the half-starved and the destitute multiply

far more rapidly than the well-nourished and the well-

to-do. So frequently has this been noticed, that able

writers—for instance, Mr. Thomas Doubleday, in his

''True Law of l\ipulation ^' (1841)—have ascribed the
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phenomeuoii to physiological causes. Mr. Herbert

Spencer, in liis 'M'rinciples of Biology " (vol. ii. part

G), maintains, however, that this is an error, and in

contradiction to the course of nature as observed in

the animal kingdom. Wo do not care to enter into

this controversy now. Assuming Mr. Spencer to bo

right and Mr. Doubleday wrong, the relative infer-

tility of the comfortable classes is only the more sig-

nificant. It points to the exercise of prudence and

forethought on their part. It shows also that every-

thing that tends to raise the standard of living tends

also to diminish abnormal rapidity of growth. It

shows, further, that everything which, like the sweat-

ing system, tends to keep down wages, and therefore

to lower the standard of living, must tend in the

opposite direction. The practical importance of this

last conclusion will appear later on.

Before leaving this point there is one other observa-

tion to be made. 'I'he State cannot, it is true, control

the number of births, but it can directly encourage

their increase. At present it does this iu a mischie-

vous way. In England we have an absurd law by which

boys of the age of twelve and girls of the age of four-

teen are permitted to contract a valid marriage. That

this license is largely availed of, the marriages at our

East End churches show. In France the marriageable

age is eighteen in the case of males and fifteen in the

case of females. Again, in England the consent of
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tlio parents of miuors is not necessary to validate a

marriage. In FraucCj no male under twentj^-five and

no female under twenty-one can marry without the con-

sent of both parents, or of the survivor of them if only

one be living. It is an obvious, and would be a salu-

tary, reform to raise the age of marriage in England

to sixteen in the case of girls, and to eighteen in the

case of young men. Education and a just sense of

parental responsibility must be trusted to do the rest.

The labourer, both in town and country, must learn

that he has no right to bring children into the world

whom he has no prospect of maintaining. This, as we

have said, is the maxim of the upper and middle

classes, as well as of the best of our artisans. In fact,

its general acceptance amongst these is the true cause

of the decline of the birth rate during the last ten

years to which we adverted at the opening of this

paper. The teaching which has long influenced the

hio'her social strata has now to bo extended to the

strata belov*^, until at length it permeates the entire

community.

The second cause of increase—influx from without

—is of a twofold kind. It is caused either by migra-

tion from the provinces to London and other large

towns, or by immigration from abroad. The rush to

the towns from the country is due, in part, to the fact

that hand-labour has been largely superseded by

machinery; in part, to the fact that the agricultural
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labourer has, owing' to enclosures and the consolidation

of small holdings, become divorced from the soil ; in

part; also, to the improvements in locomotion, to the

attraction of the higher wages of the town, and to the

love of change and excitement which is innate in the

human breast. We cannot put back the clock of time,

or divert a stream of tendency by any legislative

enactment, but we can enhance the attractiveness of

our rural districts by facilitating the acquisition of

land by the labourer, so as to relieve the monotony of

his toil. The Allotment Acts, of which the earliest

dates as far back as 1S15, and the latest is in 1890,

were passed with this view. The later Acts have been

attended with most satisfactory results; the number of

allotments having been 210,000 in 1873; in 1880,

357,000; and in 1890, 15-1,000. The Small Holdings

Bill of Mr. Jesse Collings is a further step in the

same direction, doing on a small scale for the EuQ-lish

peasant wdiat the Ashbourne Act has already done for

the Irish. The stimulus given to technical instruction

in agriculture, by the appropriations to that purpose

recently voted by County Councils out of their share

of the £7-13,000 transferred from the Imperial ex-

chequer under the Act of 1890, will greatly aid the

new occupying owners to make the most of their laud

wdien they get it. These measures have been sorely

wanted, as will appear from the following fact. The

total number of males and females engaged in ao:ri-
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cultural work auJ food production at the present day

is one and a half millions^ being barely one-half of the

number so engaged a century ago. In 1769^ Arthur

Young estimated that out of a total population of

8,500,000 the agricultural class numbered 1^,800,000,

a proportion of one in every three. With our existing

population of 21) millions, the proportion is only one in

every nineteen.

In considering the increase of population due to

immigration from nbroad, we propose to leave open

the question whether the influx of pauper foreigners

has, or has not, been of such magnitude during the

last ten years as to displace large bodies of British

workmen or materially reduce wages. At present, one

set of persons appears to be engaged in minimising,

another set in maximising, the figures. It is by no

means an easy task to strike the balance between them.

It will be sufficient for the present purpose to refer to

the report of the Secretary of the Commercial Depart-

ment of the Board of Trade, issued last March. " I

see no reason to doubt," says Mr. Giffen, a thoroughly

impartial witness, and one whom the miiiimisers con-

stantly quote, '^ that there has Ijeen a substantial in-

crease in the immigration of aliens into London in

1890, and an increase of that special immigration

which has attracted so much attention of late years

—

that of Polish Jews, many of whom are in a state of

great poverty, and some of actual destitution." It is
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bej^ond dispute tliat the arrivals in London in 1890 of

aliens of every description were about 4^000 more than

in 1889, the total number of the former arrivals being

placed at about 9,000 by the Chief Commissioner of

Police of the Metropolis. But 1890 is hardly a safe

criterion by which to gauge 1891, owing to the recent

action of the Czar and of the Government of the

United States. The imperial ukase issued a few

months ago for the expulsion of the Jews from Russia

has, according to authentic accounts, brought about a

veritable exodus to the South. Tliey were reported

recently as leaving Moscow at the rate of 100 to 150 a

week. Thousands were then preparing to quit Kieff

;

and the arrivals of these unhappy refugees at the port

of Hamburg and on the frontiers of Austi-ia were be-

comiug more frequent day by day.

Now, what is the destination of all these exiles,

many of whom are wholly without money and ignorant

of any trade ? 'I'hey can no longer make their way

to New York, for the law of jNIarch last excludes from

the United States " all paupers or persons who are

likely to become a public charge." They are equally

excluded by statute law from Canada and most of our

Australian colonies

—

e.g., Victoria, South Australia,

Tasmania, and New Zealand ; the only colonies in

which there are no prohibitive immigration statutes

being New South Wales, Queensland, Western Aus-

tralia, Cape Colony, and Natal. These, we may be
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sure^ will quickly follow tlie example set them by tlie

restj and if England alone remains passive_, slie may

soon find herself exposed to an invasion from the East

of Europe of an alarming-, albeit peaceful^ character.

What is her duty in these circumstances, and what

are her rights ?

It can hardly be disputed that every civilized State

is entitled to make what regulations it pleases both

as to emigration from, and immigration into, its

territory. Every such State may, for instance, on the

breaking out of hostilities with another State, refuse to

allow any resident in it, whether permanent or tem-

porary, to depart beyond its boundaries if his services

are desired for home defence. It may also refuse to

allow any person to cross its frontier or land upon

its shores whom it regards as likely to be dangerous

to its internal peace. Witness the Alien Expulsion

Acts passed by us in 170;j, 1815, and 1818. On the

same principle it may decline, as the United States

Government has declined, to admit any one who is

likely to become a public or private charge by reason

of any defect, physical or mental, disabling him from

performing the duties of citizenship. Thus much will

be conceded as a matter of international law. ^

' See the recent case, before tlio Privy Counci!. of 'Mi's-

grove v. Chun Tecovg T'jij (1891) App. Cas. 27'2, and author-

ities there cited.
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Let lis now push the arg'uineut a little furtlier, with

the help of one or two illustrations from life.

An Italian padrone arrives in England with some

forty or fifty children. Tliese children he has hireJ,

or rather bought, from their parents in the picturesque

but squalid villages of Calabria at a very low figure.

They are brought by him over here to earn money

in the streets of our towns, in order that their master

may end his days in his native land as a country

gentleman of independent means. All of us have seen

such children in different parts of London, though,

unless we have lived in the neighbourhood of Hatton

Garden, we shall probably know nothing of their

ciifrcj'irenc'ur. That this business exists and flourishes

was affirmed not long ago by Signer Righetti, the

Secretary of the Italian Benevolent Society. As the

nationality of the imported foreigner is only an acci-

dent, take another illustration from the far East of

Europe. A party of Syrian Arabs was despatched

from Marseilles (by whom it is not known, nor is it

at all material), with their passages paid to New York.

They had with them no money to speak of, and they

had no prospects of earning any. They were carried

through to Havre, and thence to Livei'pool, but when

they reached New York they were refused permission

to land by the American authorities. The American

vessel which took them out had to bring them back

to Havre, where they were kept at the public expense
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for about six week?. At the end of that time the

Havre people coaxed a captain of a British vessel

to bring them again to Liverpool^ the Liverpool

authorities having, as the law now stands^ no right to

reject them. In Liverpool the}" remained for several

months as pauper inmates of the workhouse there,

until at last a subscription was got up to send them to

their own country. This case was vouched for by the

vestry clerk of Liverpool in his evidence before the

Committee of the House of Commons on Foreign

Immigration in May, 18S9. "Will any one deny that

it would have been better, not only for the Lancashire

ratepayers, but for these Oriental paupers themselves,

if the British authorities had been armed vrith power

to refuse them access here in the first instance, and to

compel the skipper of the ship that brought them to

take them away to llieir place of embarkation at his

own cost and charges ?

Now, let us take the otlier class of case referred

to a few pages back, and which occurs on the average

twice a week in the East End of our metropolis. A
riumber of Bussian and Polish Jews—the religion is

not of the essence, any more than the nationality-

reach the port of London from Hamburg. Their pro-

perty consists of a bit of dry bread and a piece of

mouldy cheese, with possibly a herring or two tied

up in a cotton handkerchief. The purpose of their

comiiig is to compote for employment in the English
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labour market. Their staudard of living being ex-

cessively loWj tbey are able to do this with advantage.

Many of them are agricultural labourers ; others have

some little skill in tailoring, in making boots, shoes,

and slippers, and in a kind of light carpentering,

which turns out cheap furniture and knick-knacks.

The foul air of the sweater's den does not tell on their

constitutions, already enured to greater hardships in

the overstocked and plague-stricken towns and

villages in South Russia from which they have just

emerged. Ou^-ht the British Government to decline to

receive them ? This question is a more complex one

than the preceding, and to answer it satisfactorily

wo must look into the case a little more closely.

And, first, let us remark that any one who desires

to satisfy himself of the characteristics of these

'^ greeners ^' should pay a visit some Sunday morning

to Goulston Street, Whitechapel. He will there find

specimens of them standing at the street corner, on

the look-out for some one to hire them. The ear may

recognise them at once by their use of the Jiidisch

language, and the eye by their top boots, which pro-

bably have never left their feet during the whole of

the journey to liOndon. If we inquire what are their

antecedents, and why they have come so far on so

unpromising an errand, we shall probably find it is

not by their own fault. Since the days of Catherine

11. the Kussian laws have been very severe on the
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Jews. SoQie six millions of them remain cagcJ up

within the pale of settlement in Southern Russia, the

boundaries of which are prescribed by imperial edict.

In most parts of the pale they are reported, by those

who have made it their business to ascertain the facts,

to be treated, not as men, but as lower animals, or even

insects. In Berditsclieff, in the government of KiefF,

the official statistics state, apparently without a twinge

of conscience, that they are huddled, together more

like salted, herrings than human beiugs. Tens of

thousands of them are devoid of any constant means

of subsistence, living from hand to mouth. Several

families are often crowded into one or two rooms of a

dilapidated hut, so that at night there is absolutely

no space whatever between the sleepers. The lodgers

turn their rooms into workshops in the clayiime,

refiuiug wax therein, making tallow candles, tanning

leather, and doing other like unsavoury things. Whole

families live, work, sleep, and eat together in that

fetid atmosphere, with their tools and materials lying

around on all sides.

Again, the 'Moscow GazcUc, speaking of the same

town, says :

—

' The street:^ of the Jewis^h quarter are not more than four

feet "wide. On eitlicr side of them the tuml.de-down old

houses seem ready to fall to pieces. Children are lying

before the houses iu the street in a state of ahuost complete

uuditv. wallowimi- iu the .slouLidi. the mothers of these children
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sleeping in tlie midst of tiioiu, stretched out sideways and

longways luidor the rays of tlie burning sun." '

We do not; of course^ mean to afliriu that ull^ or

any, of the llussiau Jews who arrive here iu search

of work come from this town of Berditscheff". It does

not matter to the argument whether they do or not,

provided we assume, as it is conceived we may, that

Berditscheff furnishes a fair average specimen of the

native condition of the class to which these immi-

grants belong. Neither is it alleged that every such

immififrant arrives hero without a farthinf;^ in his

pocket. But at the best their store is a s:anty one,

and, in spite of police precautions, it often falls into

the hands of unscrupulous crimps, who are in the pay

of the low loJgiug-house keeper, or of the master

sweater.

An accurate description of the mode in which

these miserable folk live in London was given by

Mr. Lakemau, one of our Factory Inspectors, in his

evidence before the Sweating Commission.

" The habits of tlicso people are very, very dirty
;
they seem

almost to revel in dirt, rather tlian in cleanliness. Going
into some workshops, yon find a filthy bed. on which garments

wliich are made are laid, children perfectly- naked lying

about the tloor and on tlie beds; frying-pans and all sorts

of dirt\' utensils, with food of various descriptions, on the

' See the interesting article on the Jews in Etissia, signed

"E. Pi. Lanin," in the Fortnightly Bevieiv, October, 1890.
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bed, under the bed, over tlie bed—everywhere; clothes liaug-

ing on a line, with a large gas stove to dry them, the ashes

all falling about, and tlie atmosphere so dense that you get

ill after a night's work there. The temperature as tested by

me was found to be 00."

The ecouomical ett'ect of the introductiou of large

batches of meu who can exist under such conditions

as these is obvious: (I) They drive out of employ-

ment a corresponding number of Englishmen. (2)

They lower the standard of living all round, and by

this means reduce the wage-rate, which is determined

by the local standard of living, and not by an imagin-

ary wages fund. (3) They give direct encourage-

ment to the system of sweating, by which unscrupulous

sub-contractors contrive to grind the faces of the

poor. (1) They breed great discontent in the localities

where the foreign immigrants are found, tending to

foster international and even inter-religious hatred.

Here is the experience of Mr. Freak, the Secretary of

the Shoemakers' Society, when (piestioned by the

Immigration Committee.

•• I know that at the time when I first came to London any

one could get work at the middle or common class of goods,

and now the price is ]'educed >o low that to work single-

handed a man cannot get a living, lie has to sweat lus

children and his wife, and if a man and his wife and children

do not want anything more than just bread and cheese and

sleep, then they ma\- get a living out of it, because some of

these Jews that come over will not come out of the house for

a whole week ; they will sleep in the same place where they
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work day after day, aud they simply get food aud the barest

raiment to co\er them, aud that is all the}- get for their

work."'

As long- as we permit the East End of London and

our other large centres of industry to be invaded

with impunity by people of this class, it is waste of

energy to attempt to restrict our numbers in the

towns, either by raising the age of marriage, or by

schemes for settling the agricultural labourer on the

land. Our efforts in the cause of emigration, are, for

the same reason, both senseless and abortive. What

is the use of empowering Guardians of the Poor and

County Councils to raise money on the rates for trans-

planting our native paupers elsewhere, if for every

destitute Englishman we send out of the country we

let a destitute foreigner in ? Of what avail are our

thirty-seven Emigration Societies—there are, at least,

six of them in London alone—if their work of deple-

tion is to be undone at one end as soon as it is begun

at the other. One might as well try to empty a reser-

voir by opening a waste pipe at the bottom of it with-

out shutting off the pipe of inHow at the top. It is

the old fable of the Dauaids' sieve, with blood passing

through it instead of water.

But we arc told by the sentimentalists that con-

sistency is, after all, a poor business, aud that to

pass any restrictive measure would be a grave

breach of hospitality, and an infraction of the
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moral law. This argumeut involves a slight cou-

fusiou of thought. A political asjlum is ouo thing
;

a refuge for the destitute is another. It is not pro-

posed, in any way to inferfere with the immunity

which England has long secured to those who fly to

it to escape persecution in their own country on

account of their political or religious convictions^ and

who are not charged with any ordinary crime known

to the English Courts. But a State is not bound to

admit the foreign pauper who can only thrive at the

cost of the independence of its own citizens^ any more

than it is bound to give shelter and sanctuary to the

foreign fugitive from justice. Just as the surrender

of the one is a duty prescribed b}' international law,

the breach of which would be a violation of the moral

obligations binding on civili/ed countries^ so the

exclusion of the other is a duty which the nation

owes to itselfj the breach of which would be an act

of national suicide. Besides^ it is an entire mistake

to suppose that this right of asylum for political

offences is peculiar to England^ and that in this re-

spect we have a character to keep up which places us

on a pinnacle among the nations. It is now exactly

half a century since a French ^Minister of Justice

issued a famous State paper^ iu wliich^ after coi-rectly

stating the j)rinciples on which the practice of ex-

tradition rests, he laiil it down that olfences of a

political character formed an important excejition to

the "feneral rule :
—
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'"Lcrf crimes ]iolitiquc.s .s"accoinpliriS3ut dans des circou-

stauces si dilHciles a apprecier, ils iiaissent do passions si

ardentes, qui souvcnt sont lour excuse, que La Franco main-

tient le principe que I'extradition »e doit pas avoir lieu pour

fait politique. Cost une regie qu'elle met son honiieur a

souteuir. EUe a tou.jours refuse, dopuis 1830, de pareilles

extraditions; elle u'cn demandera .jamais."'

Another argumoat souictitaes urged against ex-

cluding the pauper foreigner is that to do so would

be rank ProtectioUj and directly contrary to the

principles of Free Trade. The answer to this may be

"•iveu in a sentence. Livin"; huniau bodies are not

commodities^ and in the presence of the sweaters' dens

free competition is a delusion and a snare. The Polish

Jew drives the British workman out of the labour

market just as a base currency drives a pure currency

out of circulation. The British workman is as capable

as the foreigner of manufacturing slop clothing, but

he cannot compete successfully with the latter unless

ho is willing to work for merely nominal wages and

under insanitary conditions revolting even to road

of. Nor is it merely a question of numbers. As Mr.

Ilobson well puts it in his '^Problems of Poverty"

(Methuen & Co., 1S91) :
" Where work is slack and

difficult to get, a very small addition of low living

foreigners will cause a perceptible fall in the entire

wages of the neighbourhood in the employment which

their competition affects." It is true that the Jew
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does not long continue working on starvation wages^

and that lie often rises by his industry and skill to

the position of a master sweater or the dignity of a

petty tradesman. But this is of no avail so long as

when one intruder quits the ranks another forthwith

enlists. Herein lies the gist of the nuisance. It is

not the mere fact of foreign immigration that damages

us. It is its pei'sistent and increasing flow.

But, it may be asked, Is it not the fact that

England has in modern times greatly benefited by

the introduction of foreign labour ? Undoubtedly it

is, as, for instance, when the Flemings came over

here in the reign of Edward III., and again in still

greater numbers after the sacking of Antwerp in 1585.

The same is true of the Huguenots who were driven

to our shores exactly a century later by the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes (1()85). But the circumstances

were wholly different. The Flemings, by introducing

a finer kind of weaving, and the Huguenots, by estab-

lishing new branches of the silk, glass, and paper

manufacture, conferred a direct and positive benefit

upon English commerce. Both alike brought with

them considerable capital, and neither entered into

ruinous competition with our own working classes.

There is as much resemblance between these immi-

grants and the Polish Jew as there is between the art

of painting and the manufacture of garments from

shoddy cloth.
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If precedents for State interference are asked for,

we may refer to what took place some years ago on

the western seaboard of the United States, wlien the

Chinese were swarming into California. It was then

nrged on behalf of the new immigrants that they had

created a trade in the country which they had adopted

as their home. For example, that they made cigars,

and that no cigars had been made in California before.

That they also made shoes and built railroads, and re-

claimed swamp lands, none of which things had the

native settlor cared to do so long as the population

had remained scattered and scanty. The answer of the

United States Commissioners was complete. Circum-

stances had altered since then, " The Chinaman had

begun to displace the white man. If Chinese im-

migration concentrated in cities where it threatened

public order, or //' /7 confined itsplf to localiUes where

it was an injnnj to tlic interests of the American people,

the Government of the United States had no hesita-

tion in taking steps to prevent its continuance." If

we alter " xVmerican " to '^ English, ^^ the contingency

which we have placed in italics has alread}' been real-

ized in Whitechapel and several of our northern

towns.
^- ^^ ^ t^ -^

One or two practical suggestions, in conclusion, as

to what ought to be done. The first and obvious

step is to collect more precise information than we at
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present possess us regards the nationalities of these

pauper immigrants^ wliere they have Last corae froni^

and whither they are bound. Tiie machinery for

this is ready to our hand. In 183G was passed

the htst of the series of Acts known as the Alien

ActSj the history of which is given in detail in

another part of this volume. This Act (Gth and

7th, William 17., chap. 11) provides tliat ^''all

masters of vessels coming from foreign ports shall

declare what aliens are on board or have been

landed. '^ It further requires that all aliens on their

arrival from abroad shall declare their name and

description. This declaration it is the duty of the

officer of customs to register, and to transmit a copy

of it to one of the principal Secretaries of kState. '^Iho

object of the Act, as explained by Lord John Russell

when introducing the bill, was not to impose any re-

strictions on foreigners, but merely to enable the

Government to ascertain how many foreigners were

in the kingdom at any one time. '^It wa^,'^ said

Lord John, "'far less vexatious to require a man

entering this country to say where he came from, and

where he Avas going to, than to be knocking at a

person's door, and taking a census of his whole

family." Unfortunately, the intention of the author

of the Act has not been carried out in practice. An
inspection of the form of report which the master has

to make, and which is set out in the schedule to the
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Customs Law Consolidation Act^ 187G^ shows that

the master is not required to state where the alien

intends to go, and that all ho has to report is the

number of alien passengers on board. Moreover^ the

practice of numbering* aliens under the Act soon

fell into general disuse. During the last two years

indeed, the Customs Honse authorities have been

making an effort to revive it, but the lists are still

very inipei-fect, and cannot be relied on for statistical

purposes. The intjuiry should be conducted in much

more stringent fashion. The master\s report should

give full particulars, not only of the number of the

alien passengers in his ship, but of their nationality,

occupation, and destination. This information, how-

ever, need only bo procured in the case of the great

immigrant ships which put in at Hull, Harwich, and

Tilbur}'. No inconvenience need be inflicted on the

rest of the continental traffic. The American arrange-

ments for inspection of immigrants are very complete,

and may serve as a useful guide. ]']vcry immigrant

ship is visited six miles from the port of New York

by officers of health, and any who may be sick and

diseased are removed to hospitals under the care of

the Commissioners of Emigration or the Quarantine

Commissioners. Tlic others are landed at Castle

Garden, where there is a large rotunda capable of

accommodating 4,000 persons. Inside this depot the

immediate wants of the immigrants are supplied,
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special care being taken to prevent tbeir falling into

bad hands and being victimised by the crimps.

Once we are satisfied that there is a case for State

interfei'ence, it is easy to suggest ways of keeping the

pauper alien from our shores. The indirect method

is to make the domestic workshop amenable to State

inspection, and so bring the sweater's den (the only

industrial opening which awaits the pauper on his

first arrival here) within the reach of the penal law.

The Factory and Workshop Bill now before Parlia-

ment seeks to accomplish this desirable object, and

we wish it Godspeed. The direct method is to pass

an Alien Exclusion Act, adapted from the legislation

of the United States, abstracted at the end of this

paper, so as to suit the special circumstances. The

indirect benefits flowing from such a measure would

be hardly less than the direct. For long before its

prohibitory clauses were enforced, it would have

checked the operations of the trafiickers in human

flesh and blood who are at present pursuing that

iiefavious trade for their own pecuniary ends.

Hostile critics, and there will be such, must not

charge us with exaggeration, for we have been careful

rather to understate than to overstate the case. Nor

do we suppose that we have done more than touch

the fringe of the population problem. The lively

discussion on the Polish Jew which has been going

on in public for the last few weeks, valuable as it
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lias been on its own account, has beeu more so for

tlio reflections to which it has given rise. Men are

beginning to see that the present discontent can only

be partiall}' healed by endeavours on the part of the

K^ew Unionism to organize the unskilled workers,

or by the "Fabian" policy of an eight-hours day.

The true remedy must, it is felt, coino in the long run

from within. State-aided and State-enforced educa-

tion have already done much for the vast multitudes

whose stock-in-trade is the labour of their hands. But

it has yet much to do. It has to impress on the toiling

millions those elementary economic laws, without the

knowledge and observance of which it is hopeless to

expect that their material })rospects can bo perma-

nently improved. In vain does the Social Demo-

cratic Federation insist that the State ought to cap-

ture the land, the mill, and every other instrument of

production, if we are to assume that the numbers who

will share in the fruits of all this State-owned capital

are liable to be indefinitely added to. Get rid of the

struggle for existence to-morrow, and provided this

assumption holds, the last state of this country would

in a few decades have become worse than the first.

Self-respect and self-control are two mainstays of

human happiuess, and where these qualities are want-

ing no State redistribution of worldly goods can per-

manently benefit mankind. That end will best be

compassed by less lofty methods. Abstention from
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improvident marriages^ and from immoderately large

families^ has^ we repeat, long been practised by all

possessors of property, and by tlie more intelligent

of our artisans. Moral, just, and reasonable in itself,

there is still one class with which it has hitherto failed

to find favour—namely, the unskilled and unendowed

masses, whose low industrial condition is a barrier to

their upward progress. These, unhappily, are just the

men to whom the modern theories of social plunder

are preached with most effect. It would be well if

these preachers, instead of stimulating the predatory

instincts of their audience, were to insist now and then

on the obvious truth that no one who is labouring

hard to gain a competency should habitually act as

if he had nothing to lose. The gospel of moderation

is not only for the rich. It has to be proclaimed to

the poor also. All classes alike must be taught to

recognise the fact that the brute creation alone is

without responsibility in this matter— without re-

sponsibility because without reason.

Here, then, is a field of missionary labour upon

which those who have the interests of humanity at

heart may be invited to enter boldly. The work is of

great and pressing importance. We commend it

especially to the energetic followers of Karl Marx and

Henry George, who rank, in Hyde Park and else-

where, as prophets and guides of THE PEOPLE.
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APPENDIX (,?fe pp. 49 and 64).

I.

An Act approved by Congress to prohibit the im-

portation and migration of foreigners and aliens under

contract or agreement to perform labour in the United

States of America^ Feb. 26th, 1885.

Section 1.—It is unlawful for any person, company, etc.,

in any manner to prepay- tlie transportation, or in

any waj' to assist or encourage the importation or

migration, of foreigners and aliens under contract or

agreement to perform labour made previous to the

importation or migration.

Section 2.—Provides that all agreements, etc., made be-

tween people to i^erform labour, etc., in the United

States of America shall be void.

Section 3.—The penalty for each violation of Section 1 is

a fine of 1,000 dollars for each and every oflence.

Section 4.—Any master of a vessel knowingly bringing

any sxich immigrant labourer into the United States

of America is guilty of a misdemeanour, and -will be

fined 500 dollars for each labourer or (5 months im-

prisonment or both.

Section 5.—Foreigners living temporarily in the United

States of America may engage other foreigners as

private secretaries, servants, etc. Skilled workmen
may be engaged to carry out anj^ new industry which

is not ali'eady established in the. United States of

America.

II.

An Act approved by Congress, Feb. 23rd, 1887, to

amend the Act of Feb. 26th, 1885 :
—
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Section V, (aJdod to the above Act).—Provides for the

examination of sliips and for tlie non-handini;- of pro-

hibited persons.

Section 8.— Proliibited i:)ersons are to be returned by any
Boards of Charities Avhich maj* be designated by the

Secretary of the Treasury, wliicli Board sliall be com-
pensated hy Government.

Tlie expense of return to be borne by the owners of

vessels bringing such prohibited persons; vessels re-

fusing to pay such expenses shall not land at nor clear

from any port.

III.

An Act to proliibifc the importation or niii^ration of

foreigners or aliens^ wliicli was approved by Congress

of tlie United States on March 3rd, 1891.

Section 1.—The following classes of aliens shall l}e ex-

cluded from admission into the United States in

accordance with the existing Acts regulating immi-

gration other than those concerning Chinese

labourers :
—

All idiots, insane persons, paupers or persons who are

likely to become a iiublic charge, persons suffering

from a loathsome or contagious disease, persons wlio

have been convicted of a felony or infamotis crime or

misdemeanour involving moral ttirpitude, polygamists,

and anj^ other persons whose tickets or passages have

been paid for with the monej' of others or who are

assisted to come by others, unless it is affirmatively

and satisfactoril3' shown on special inquiry that such

licrson does not belong to one of the foregoing ex-

cluded classes or contract labourers excltided by the

Act of Feb. 2Gth, 1885. But this section does not pre-

clude persons living in the United States from sending
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out for a relative or friend who is not one of the ox-

clucled classes.

And the Act is not construed to apply to exclude persons

convicted of a political offence.

Sectidx ;).—It is a violation of the Act of Feb. 26th, 1885,

to assist or encourage importation or migration of any
alien by promises of employment through advertise-

ments printed and published in any foreign country

;

and any alien coming to the United States in conse-

quence of such advertisement shall be ti'eated as

coming under a contract as contemplated by such

Act.

Section 4.—Xo steamship company or owners of vessels

shall directly or through their agents, either by

writing, printing, or oral rcpresentat'ous, solicit,

invite, or encourage the immigration of any alien

into the United States of America, except by ordinary

letters, circulars, and advertisements, or oral repre-

sentations, stating the sailing of their vessels and
terms and facilities of transportation therein.

Penalty under this section is a fine of 1,000 dollars for

every ofience.

Section G.—Any person who brings or lands in tlie United

States of America b\' vessel or otherwise, or who shall

aid any alien not lawfully entitled to land, shall be

fined 1.000 dollars or one \ear"?, imiirisonment or both.

Section 8. —Captains of vessels must give tlie name,

nationality, last residenc.-e, and dcstiiuitiou of each

alien before landing. Tlioy will be inspected on board.

Section 10.—All aliens who unlawfully come into the

United States of America shall, if p)racticable, be im-

mediately sent back on the vessel by which the\- were

In'ought ; the cost of maintenance on land and the

expense of their return shall be borne by the owners

of the vessels on which the aliens came; if the owner,

master, agent, or consignee shall refuse or neglect to
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return tliem to the port from wliich they came he

shall be fined 300 dollars for each and every offence,

and the vessel shall have no clearance from any port

till the fine is paid.

Section 11.—Aliens can he returned within one year at

the expense of the owners of the vessel bringing them

;

if that cannot be done, then they are to be returned

at Government exjjense. Any alien who becomes a

jjuhlic charge within one year after arrival, from

causes existing prior to his landing, will be returned.



THE MORAL ASPECT.

By the Rev. G. S. Reakey.

No apology is needed for tlie inclusion in this

symposmm of a sliort essay upon the moral aspects of

Alien Pauper Immigration. The ethical side of all

public questions looms largo at the present moment.

Political partisanship and political economy have their

place^ doubtless^ amongst the forces and facts of our

very complex national life ; and it were most foolish

for any one who thinks^ writes^ or works, in regard to

what arc called " the problems of the day/' to ignore

such potent influences. But^ on the other hand, the

" moral side " of all things with which this restless

age concerns itself must not, cannot, be ignored.

The fiercest political partisans may rave and rant

at the '^ fanatics/' as they are pleased to dub the

'' Moralists "; and the driest and most indifferent

"' economists " may add their less irate contribution to

the blatant abuse so largely poured out, in the press

and on platforms, upon the meu who give conscience

the first place ia public affairs : yet the fact remains,

beyond dispute, that the English people will not con-

sider such questions as the " state of the poor " apart
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from their moral bearing's aud etliical issues. So

deeply indeed Las this '' hig-hor aspect ^' of all puLlic

and national affairs forced itself into the common

mindj that it has become a powerful factor in both

political and commercial life. The "character of

political loaders/^ and the "conditions of labour," are

no mere sentimental sentences, culled from the random

rhetoric of excited philanthropists ; they are sober

words, full of force and meaning, aud big with prac-

tical results in the two worlds of statesmanship and

trade.

The subject which has given the occasion for, and

forms the matter of, this book is a part of the larger

question, " the state of the poor.''^ That question, in

its broad outlines, has filled a big place in the press,

and in the public mind aud imagination, during the

last few yeai's, and it has forced its way to the front

of all political, social, and religious discussions. At

first it looked so large, and presented such enormous,

not to say, monstrous, proportions, tliat the biggest

brains failed to comprehend it, and the most generous

hearts failed fully to feel it. l>ut with the practical

good sense and the real sympathy so chai'acteristic of

the English people, the grcit problem is now in the

course of being taken to ])ieces and considered in

detail; and as the result of that sensible endeavour

to master tl;e matter, the " immigration of jiauper

aliens'^ has been made the subject of oiiicial incpiiry.
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find bids fair to become one of tlio questions whicli,

ill the near future, will engage the attention of Parlia-

ment,

In order to nuderstand tlie moral bearings of the

subject of Alien Immigration, it will bo needful, in the

first place, that we recall to our minds some indisput-

able facts connected with the condition of the poor in

the great cities and centres of England. Much has,

doubtless, been said in regard to the poor, which has

erred on the side of rhetoric and sentiment. Poverty,

in all ages and in all countries, has been the shadow

of riches. In an ago phenomenally wealthy, and in

cities splendidly rich, poverty is sure to bo found
;

and, by the law of contrast, its miseries and its sins

will seem more deeply dark and more densely sad,

because of the "life of wealth^' with which it lies in

close contiguity, and with which it compares with an

intensity that nothing seems to mitigate or hide.

But in the iutoi'est of those for whom these pages are

written, it is of first importance that there be no

indulgence in exaggeration, and no overstatement of

fact. Vol' such exaggeration there is no need, and

l"ur such overstatement of fact there is little oppor-

tunit}'. AV^riters upon "the poverty" and the "East

Ends '^ of our great cities are under no necessity to

do more than let the light of verification fall upon

the dark alleys, the dirty streets, the overcrowded

"'homes'^ (!) and the laborious and sorrowful life of
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tho city poor^ to prove that a coudition of tilings

exists that calls for careful, vigorous, aud practical

treatment at the hands of Piirliameut, and at the cost

of the English people.

Let the normal state of many a city '' East End ""

be remembered. Poverty is there—whatever be its

cause—poverty of work, of wages, of comfort, of re-

source, of opportunity, of character, and of life. I will

not attempt to describe it. But a most truthful, yet

restrained description of the coudition of the "^ poor "

of many a city is given in the report of the "' Sweating

Committee '^ (1890, p. cxxxv), in which the ''ineffi-

ciency of the workers, early marriages, and the ten-

dency of the residuum of tho population in large

towns to form a helpless community, together with a

low standard of life, and the excessive supply of "un-

skilled labour,'' are said to be the chief '' factors in

producing sweating." No more accurate description

of the cities of tho poorest of the poor could be

penned. But let it be not be forgotten that the poor,

of which this dcsci'iption is given, are just those into

whose midst in Loudon, Leeds, Manchester, etc., the

turbid streams of alien pauper immigratiou arc con-

stantly flowing, deepening and broadening the area of

that community which, iu the expressive words of the

Sweating Committee's report is ''helpless"! We
start with a condition of things as miserable as it is

menacing. And yet iuto that area of '•' helplessness"
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we permit to pass every day a dirt}'', alien, and yet

more helpless inflow of humanity, cominc^ from the

far off cities of Russia, Hungary, and Poland ; and

bringing with it poverty, ignorance, and the vices

common to the deeper depths of continental cities !

On the face of it, it looks as if the practice of laisser

faire was not the height of wisdom or the depth of

statesmanship. It might be thought that something

could be suggested to remedy a state of things for

which the most profound political, economic, and

moral justification must be found, if it is to continue

after the revelations made of late before Parliamentary

Committees as to the condition of the poor in those

jDarts of London, Leeds, and Manchester to which

the alien pauper immigrants come by hundreds, and

under the force of attractions which, when once

understood, make their advent both a mystery and an

addition to the misery already too prevalent in the

East Ends of great cities.

I know it will bo said, " There has been inquiry,

and one result of that inquiry is set forth in a

sentence in the report of the Committee on Sweating,

in which the opinion is stated that too much stress

had been laid upon the injurious effects on wages

caused by foreign immigration.'"' But let it be added

that farther on in the report this statement is some-

what modified, and wo learn that certain trades are

undoubtedly affected by the presence of poor for-
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eigners. Now if trades be affected, all else is affected

—sanitation, social habits, liomo life, manners, and

morals. The normal condition of large areas of

English cities is sad enough and bad enough. All

the moral evils that follow poverty, overcrowding,

physical depression, the fierce temptation to the over-

tried and helpless of vice, drink, and idleness, are there

with a breadth and a depth that make good, men

despair and bad men grow cynical. So deeply is it felt

that the '•'conditions of life^' in city East Ends must

be bettered before the people will be " better,^^ that

strenuous efforts are made to '' lift
'^ men and women

out of these " submerged areas ^' into happier condi-

tions, where decency is possible, and where life may

find a fairer chance of being worth the living, and

childhood may be sweet, love pure, and humanity

human.

Yet, how strange ! down at the '' Docks ^' there

may be seen a crowd of emigrants standing on the

deck of some outward-bound steamer, and looking

their last firewfll—half sad and half glad—to their

old home and fatherland, and steaming aw;iy to the

\Vest, where they may begin ngain, under Ijrighter c(jn-

ditions, '' life's light that is ever iierce," but, while

lierce, need not always fail. And then, yet more

strange ! jn.st on the oilier side of the '^ Dock " there

pours out from the decks of some continental ship

a bigger mass of alien, dirty, miserable immigrants,
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bronglifc over to crowd iuto the very cities^ streets,

worksliops and houses from wliicli the emigrants

have just steamed away. Now this anomaly, strange

as it seems, goes on weekly. It has its economic side,

and it has its moral parable. At home we want more

room, more air, more work, more wages, and more

decent houses. AVe can only get much of this by

emigration. And yet side by side with emigration is

this immigration, making the physical, trade, social,

and moral conditions of our cities graver, more menac-

ing, and more difficult in every sense. On all hands

we hear the cry from the city to the country folk,

" Don't come up ; we are too many." And every

worker in city slums knows right well that they are

too many for health, for wages, for honest work, for

home life, for childhood, for decency, for chastity and

faith. And yet we are to stand aside, and let the

alien pauper in—with all that he carries on his face,

in his clothes, and in his person ; ay, let him in with

a hearty welcome from the sentimentalist and the

capitalist

!

Were not another word written, this seems plain.

On moral grounds, with liVLmci facie evidence of the

character, aims, and habits of the alien pauper immi-

grant, he is just the one person who ought not to be

admitted to bring himself, his belongings, his poverty,

and his habits into the overcrowded East Ends of

English cities and towns.
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But we are met afc once with the rejoinder^ " The

alien pauper immigrant is the modern political and

religious refugee to whom England has always given a

welcome, protection, and a home." The moral argu-

ment, we are told, is all in favour of our alien friend.

Of course this statement is made with perfect good

faith. Now, whatever it is worth, it is somewhat

limited in the area of its influence. The political

refugee and the rehgious exile are chiefly Semitics,

driven out of Russia, and perhaps in a few cases

exiled from Germany. If it is demanded of those

who oppose the present method and manner of alien

immigration that they give up contending for its

modification, restraint, and, in some phases of it

cessation, just because some one says that the Jews

are being expelled from Russia because they are

Jews, and on grounds purely political and religious,

it is but natural that we should ask for some very

definite proof of that statement, AYith the most

profound appreciation of the ability of "our own

correspondent," it is asking too much that the alien

pauper shall be allowed to " come in his thousands,"

on the bare statement made by himself, his co-

religionists, and gentlemen of the press, often hard up

for good copy, that he is a political exile or a religious

refugee ! Certainly England has aforetime welcomed

the victims of Spanish persecution, of French religious

bigotry, and in doing so she has in trade, in liberty.
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and ill faitli receiv^ed an ample reward. The people

who crowd Ilattou Garden, swarm in Solio, and

possess the very ^' gate of their enemies" in White-

chapel, may be men to whom the sale of horrible

spirits to the Russian peasants, the lending of money

on monstrous usury, and the gradual and utter de-

moralization of thousands of Russian communes are

things quite unknown; but before we are prepared

to receive the motley multitude that comes from over

the sea, and across the vast plains of Russia, with

open arms, as political exiles, and as religious

refugees, suffering for high, noble, and exalted

virtues, for faithfulness to the faith of their fathers

and to their God, we must know more about them,

and we must assure ourselves that the only reason

for their expulsion from Russia is because they are

so pure and saintly and true to the best traditions of

the remarkable race to which they belong.

Furtlier. Before Englishmen are asked to accept

the very lofty character given to these immigrants,

it might surely be granted that some such estimate

should, ere this, have been formed concerning tliem

by their co-religionists, both on the Continent and in

England. The great Semitic race includes within its

unique area the poorest and the richest, the alien

pauper and the naturalized millionaire. Now no one

can say that any very remarkable excitement or

action has taken place amongst the big people of
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modorn Israel in regard to the perseeution in l^ussia

and elsewhere of their poor brethren. If the perse-

cntion has been real, if it has been becanso of tlio

Israelite religion, and if it has been as severe and

undeserved as wo arc told it is, why, in the name of

'•'kith and kin,'' ''faith and fathers," have not the

emperors of the European bourses brought the for

ever borrowing emperor of the North to book ? If

these immigrants are political exiles or religions

refugees, it is rather hard upon the poor of ^\'liite-

chapel that they are to make room for them to come

in, and make the fight for bi'cad (iercer in order that

these hungry and hunted Semitics may find house,

home and liberty in I'higland. AVhy have not the

big-pursed men, who hold the secret, not of all the

creeds, but of all the stock-markets and bori'owing

houses in Europe, ])layed a nobler part, and biought

the persecuting Czar to his marrow-bones, and so

saved the exile and the refugee from his long flight

and sad escape from political tyranny to find himself

the slave of the East End sweater?

There is ample justification for the use of much

salt in regard to the whole story of the interesting

but not overclean "political exiles," and the uncouth

and not over devout "religious refugees" from which

the East End of London suflfers so much.

But supposing that the lot of the alien pauper when

at home is hard, does it follow that it is playing the
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part of a friend to liim to entice or welcome him to

the East End of London, or to Strangeways in

Manchester ? This is a question of the highest moral-

ity, for it appeals in no sense either to our fears or

our hopes. It is put purely in the interest of the

alien himself. Of course it may be said, '^ No one

entices these immigrants. They come, and we feel

bound to welcome them when they come.^' It is not

the place to discuss the means and methods by which

the pauper foreigners are attracted to our shores.

A full inquiry might however disclose some remark-

able facts. Let that pass. Would it not be kind to

let the pilgrims of the now exodus know what sort

of '^promised land" a^vait3 them here? Nay, might

it not be even more kind to make the path of that

pilgrimage more difficult, not to say impassable ?

Will some of the readers of this book take a stroll

in Hatton Garden, Soho, "Whitechapel, and some of

the slums of Manchester ? And let such think of

meu, women, and children brought ov^er in scores

and hundreds, and just pitched down in an alien

laud, ignorant of its language, ignorant of its trade

customs, wages, work, civic rights, and religion, and

left to make the best of it under conditions in-

tolerable to the native-born Englishman. There is

no need to accept the rhetorical description of the

Paris correspondent of the T'oaes about a Sunday

slave-market in Whitechapel. But there is need to

G
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read the pages of the evidence laid before the Sweat-

ing Committee as to the conditions of life to the

'' Greener '' down East. There is need to go and

see for oneself what life is behind Aldgato, in Beth-

nal Green^ and where the Semitic face pushes out

the " flat-nosed " Saxon^ and the weird names of He-

brew sound and foreign phrase spread themselves

street by street in Whitechapel^ and the language of

the pavement is not even the English oath or the

brutal Cockney jest^ but a speech that comes from over

the sea. Before we hear so much about the '' exile^s

home'' and the "refugee's refuge/' it might be well

to know what sort of a haven they will find who

seek our shores. There are moments^ it must be

admitted, when those who live and labour in the great

East End feel hot and angry at tlie sight of the faces

so un-Euglish, and the sound of the speech so utterly

foreign, which crowd pavement and road on White-

chapel waste, about the Minories, and all away down

Commercial Street and Bethnal Green. But anger

soon passes into pity when the thought comes into the

heart—-the thought of these poor wretches, landless,

homeless, and helpless — the victims of imperial

tyranny, say some, of their own wrong-doing and

greed, say others—for years the victims of trade cus-

toms so cruel, of sweating so brutal, and of circum-

stance and social conditions so debasing, that the

only thing in their life that makes it bearable is
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the compaiiiousliip of tliousands like unto them-

selves.

If these men aud women are political exiles and

religious refugees^ and wo, in England, arc bound in

conscience, in faith, aud in feaUy to the splendid tra-

dition of our freedom and our power, to give them

protection, safety and home, then let us do it, as in

the sight of God, with some thoughtfulness, some

wisdom, and some care. It is the sheerest hypocrisy

in the world for any one to talk of " protecting the

political exile from imperial wrath, and of guarding

the religious refugee from the bigotry of an ignorant

Greek priesthood,^' when all that we do is to let these

exiles aud refugees crowd into the dense, dark,

debased and horrible areas of our city East Ends !

Do the defenders of this cheap heroism realize what it

all means to the very poor wretches over whom they

are so sweetly sentimental and so selfishly indifferent ?

Let such '' defendei'S of England's noble name" take

a lodging down in Whitechapcl ; let them spend days

and weeks in studying the '"' labour market," the

^' lodging-houses," the ^'- food markets," the clothes

fairs, the Semitic Sunda^^s, and the ^' sweater's shop."

The result will bo everything but agreeable to the

amour propre of those friends of the exile and the

refugee. The hrlch/hjlds of Ejypt uiust have been

lileasant compared ivith the cellars, garrets, shops,

and so-called factories in which the miserable alien

pauper lives out his sad, toilsome, hopeless life,
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Of course they aro nofc slaves ! Tliey can sell their

labour and, if need be, tlieir life, on the best terms

they can get ! They are, in a sense, amongst their

own people ! Yes ; but it is possible that they find

little comfort in that fact. The worst '^sweaters ^^

at the East End are prosperous " exiles ^^ and '^refu-

gees," For oven the be.^t of them there is little in

their life calculated to lift them, reform them, or better

them. They never assimilate our habits or become

Englishmen. In face, instinct, language and char-

acter their children are aliens, and still exiles. They

seldom really become citizens ; and our code of moral-

ity they never get by heart, but our vices they learn.

As they come, so they remain— aliens, children of

another race, amongst ns, yet not of us. And the

East End produces no type of man or woman so

untit, un-English, and morally and personally so alien,

as the pauper imujigrant when he becomes a setller

in the regions of llatton Garden, Suho, and the

East End. If, when he comes amougr^t us, he is a

political patriot, exiled fjr his sturdy independence

and honest speech, or a i-eligiuus refugee, driven from

the land of his fathers by cruel laws and edicts for

the crime of which Daniel and the three Hebrew

youths were condemned, it is certain that the haven

of safety and the home of liberty to which he has been

welcomed have served him but ill ; for it needs only a

few years of life amongst us to turn the political exile
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into the dreariest drudfje of tlie sweater, without one

political idea or hope, and to change the present reli-

gions refugee into a poor slave of toil who knows no

Sabbath, feels no inspiration in the splendid psalms

and prophecies of his fathers, and finds no hope even

in the unutterable name of his God.

If we are to welcome these alien paupers as exiles

and 'refugees, victims of a brutal tyranny, let us do

our duty with them, and save them from physical,

social and moral conditions which make their last lot

worse than their fii'st, and life in England less to be

desired than life in the communes of llussia and the

cities of Southern Europe.

There remains a yet more serious aspect of Alien

Pauper Immigration. What are its moral effects upon

our own people in those localities into which the in-

comers crowd ?

Sufficient evidence has been set forth in other cliap-

ters of this book to make it allowable for me to

accept many facts as proved. In the first part of this

essay I showed from the report of the " Sweating '^

and the " Emigration and Immigration '^ Committees,

that tlio normal condition of thousands of the poor

was, to use the word already quoted, '* helpless." To

allow, and even encourage, the immigration of alien

paupers into such areas, where such conditions prevail,

is, on the face of it, perilous in the extreme. It is

quite impossible to traverse the whole breadth of the
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facts brought out in the two inquiries referred to^ and

substantiated most fully by independent research and

testimony. At the best, in London, Leeds, Manches-

ter, and all large towns, ilierc are tJiousands of pt^op/e

to ivJiom life is one grave, anxious, troubled tlwught

!

Work, for some reason, is always irregular, wages

fluctuating and low, houses difficult to obtain or

miserable to live in, and health precarious, and the

bright things of the world few or unknown.

During many years of close observation it was

forced upon my mind that the clironic condition oj

tens of thousands of the poor is tliat of a ceaseless and

almost unvarijing depression. It comes from many

causes. It is an heredity, the heritage of generations

of overwork and underpay. It is a social condition

occasioned by want of food, the uncertainty of em-

ployment, sickness, the fear of long illness, of the

workhouse, and of a pauper's funeral and grave. It

comes also from bad air, insanitation, overcrowding,

drink, and the awful monotony of daily life. In the

East End this "depression'' has become quite a

symptom of the common lot of thousands. It looks

out of the face of the poor in streets, in the trams, in

the workshops, and in their homes.

"Mostly men's many-foaturo:l faces wear

Looks of fixeif yloom, or else of restless care

:

The very babes, tbat in tlieir cra'lles lie,

Out of the depths of unknown troubles cr}-."
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This " depression " is very wide and deep amongst

tlie East End poor. I feel sure that the presence of

the alien panper increases it immensely. The sight of

one Semitic fxce seemed to act as a damper upon the

spirits of men and women wlio met the keen competi-

tion of their fellow countrymen as a natural thing.

But when visiting the poor when times were bad, I

often heard the weary complaint, '• It's them Jews."

Time after time have I heard that lament. Many

men and women, struggling to keep a home over their

heads, but driven out of work by the foreigner, who

could 'Mive on less," and who v:o>iJil take less, and

work longer, have said to me, " ^Vhat's the use ? the

Jews are coming by thousands, and there will be

nothing left." I know it has been said that the

Gentile has gone to the wall because he flies to the

'' pub " more than the Jew. There are such cases,

but my own experience does not justify the sweeping

statement made by ^liss Potter before the Sweating

Committee. "The Gentile makes money to drink, the

Jews to save." The coming of the alien pauper has,

I feel sure, a most depressing effect upon thousands

of English men and women, both in London and Man-

chester. I write from what I have heard and seen.

Now, if there is one thing we want to bring about

amongst the poor, it is hope. But the presence,

especially in London, of thousands of foreign-faced

men and women crowding into the dense parts of the
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poorer quarters of the great city does not so rancli anger

our own people as it saddens tliem. Quite apart from

other questions^ their alien looks^ habits and language,

combined with their remarkable fecundity, tenacity

and money-getting gift, make them a ceaseless weight

upon the poor amongst whom they live. The marvel

is that the depression has not turned to anger, and

that we have not had a ^^ Jew-hunt, '^ such as has

been known abroad. May it never come ! but many

things are more improbable. Not anger with the

alien pauper, but a kind of pathetic sadness at the

hardness of his own lot, seems to possess the minds of

thousands of the poor in our big city, who feel the

Semitic alien both a burden and a fear.

The moral results of this daily depression are seen

on all hands. Many give up the fight in despair, or

turn to the solace of drink, or even to the deadly

diversion of cheap vice ! People who go occasionally

to the East End may fail to realize these facts ; but to

those who have lived in its streets, and amongst its

people, the frightful depression, hopelessness, and

despair of thousands of the poor is the most difficult

factor in their sad lives. It is a foolish policy to

deepen that depression by permitting the incoming

of hundreds of alien people, poorer than the poor,

yet able and willing to live under conditions which

are bearable only to Englishmen who have given up

all hope and self-help, and who drift from street to
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street, from house to house, and from job to job, until

death seems life's most blessed expectation. And yet

such is the patient policy pursued by our authorities

at the present hour in regard to the immigration of

the pauper aliens.

The ]iauper alien intensifies the heen competition,

always too fierce, in the labour marJiet. That such is

the fact has been more than proved over and over

again. There is no need to do more than restate

it. But one or two illustrations of its method and

influence upon the moral life of the poor may be

ad rem. Only those who have watched the ways

o£ the '' Sweater" can understand how that a com-

paratively small number of men and women can bring

down the prices of work in the over-crowded East

Ends of our cities of the poor. It does not require

a thousand "seekers after work" to take off a half-

penny or even a penny in the dozen for articles in

the making of which the alien is a keen competitor

with English men and women. Such a scene as this

is not unknown dowu East, A crowd of seekers

after work. One woman goes into the office, or work-

shop, or w^arehouse. Slie is starving, or what is,

ill its effect, equally bad, she is fairly well to do,

but wants to make a little pocket-money, or to lay

up a small fund for a ''trip." Any way she is pre-

pared to take what she can get. The keen buyer

of her labour soon finds her out, and beats her down.
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little by little^ until she accepts, as is cfcea the case

when she is not in absolute need of the work, such a

price as her more necessitous sisters cannot live upon.

But that price rules tlie market for the day, and the

fairly well-to-do woman, wanting' to earn a little

sum for herself, robs the mother, the lonely widow,

or the solitary woman of what would have been a

better payment for her work. That aftects not one,

but scores, and in some cases, hundreds. Let the

one case be multiplied by scores; let the hungry,

eager, able-to-live-almost-upon-nothing alien come

in, crowd into the labour market of London or tran-

ches ter, and the result is self-evident. The '"' sweater"

becomes master of the situation, and the poor half-

fed, over-worked man or woman the victim.

Now the economic effects of such competition are

not within the scope of this essay, only so far as

they have moral results; and they hive very terrible

results upon the home, the character, and the tone of

the life of the p jor.

Lower wages, irregularity in work, with spalls of

idleness and spells of over-work, have very certain

moral results. Nothing so soon breaks down the

moral nerve of a man as keen competition, fuUowed

by a smaller wage, irregular employment, with the

necessity for clieaper lodgings, cheaper food, a cheaper

life all round. It just takes the heart out of a man.

But it may be saiil, and justly said, '"This eifect
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comes of all competition/'' It does. There is notliiug

singular in the fact that the influx of hundreds

of ])auper aliens into the labour market of Loudon^

Leeds^ and Manchester brings with it all the evils of

over-competition. That must be admitted. It might

bo a boon if the fact were singular. It does not

seem to show that the policy of letting ihings alone

is wise, because the immigrants from Eussia only

intensify a condition of things too prevalent in all big

centres of population already. But there is an aspect^

a moral aspect, to this competition, so far as the

alien pauper is concerned, which is somewhat singular

and unique. It is this. The alien, notwithstanding

many virtues, seems to bring a sort of social con-

tagion with him, which has the effect of seriously

deteriorating the life of those of our own people who

are compelled to be his neighbour. It is a painful

thing to write, but truth compels the statement, that

"wherever the foreigner comes in any number, the

neighbourhood in which he settles speedily di'ops in

tone, in character, and in morals. It can be seen

most distinctly in those districts in London where

the alien is to be found in large nundoers. Tlie same

fact is patent in regard to any trade into which the

alien enters in any considerable force. It is a fact

which soon makes itself felt, and those who watch

the steady and almost stealthy spreading of certaiu

importations from abroad iu London and ^Manchester
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can quite confirm tlie statement. It is somethiiic^

very subtle and strange. It may not l)o possible for

any one to say '^ they drink '^ or ^^ their life is filled

with lubricity/' yet it seems to liave a lowering in-

fluence upon the manners and the morals of all who

are compelled to herd with the foreigner. Their very

virtues seem prolific of evil when^ like some seed

blown by the winds^ they fall and fructify in English

soil. It may be difficult to explain the fact, but

fact it is. The statement of it mny give offence in

some quarters. That is to be regretted. But the

existence of the fact is an offence^ and a grave offence,

in our city life and in our national morals. It is

a very serious thing to know that in the ]']ast End,

and in other parts of London and certain well-known

cities, this contagion in the life of the poorest of the

poor spreads apace, increasing year by year in its

fatal force, and forming one of the saddest factors

in the poverty of thousands. Surely it belongs to

ns as a nation to consider this sincerely and earncstl3^

J\rr. Tillett's account of five hundred emigrants de-

parting from the Docks, driven out of England by the

pressure of over-crowded life, while, at the same hour,

and near the same spot, seven hundred pauper aliens

were coming in, has all the elements of tragedy and

comedy. But it can easily be surpassed, in that

respect, by the equally true statement, that while in

the East End w^c send hundreds of earnest workers.
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and spend thousands of pounds in an ondeavour to

drive out sadness, over-work, sorrow, and siu, we do

our best to defeat our philanthropic purpose by per-

mitting the incoming of the aheu pauper, who deepens

sadness, increases weariness, spoils much work, and

spreads a peculiar influence amongst the poor, utterly

inimical to home life, to honest toil, to fair work, to

fair wage, and to Sabbath keeping, and destructive of

that faiih and character without which the lifting of

city East Ends is a hopeless task.

Two grave facts have been set forth in this essay.

The alien pauper deepens the awful depression which

rests upon the life of the poor, especially in the East

End of London, in some parts of Manchester, and

other towns. Eurther, the alien immigrant spreads a

sort of contagion in all neighbourhoods where he

settles in any considerable numbcj-, and through any

trade upon which he lays his hands. It may be said

that these statements are vague and incapable of

actual proof. They are vague, I admit, when put side

by side with figures and physical facts ; but that

vagueness belongs to all morals when considered in

connection with what may be called the mechanics of

life. But let any one who has worked and lived east

of Aldgate Eump consider the two points I have

•sought to emphasize and illustrate, and I feel sure that

the conviction will force itself into his mind that I

have not written about mere imaginary things or the
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creations of my own fancy. Every clergyman and

minister, every city missionary/ every sclioolmaster,

and every worker in the East End and in the slums of

great cities, knows perfectly well that the two prime

necessities of all social reform are Hope and Health.

\\\\o has notj when working amongst the poor, longed

for something that would rouse tlieni from their apath}',

and lift them out of their depression ? Who has not

learnt that in every strike, witli all its necessary sorrow

and evil, there is a splendid force for stirring thou-

sands into mental exertion, and for quickening hope

and effort in the heart and life of men often too

dull to care for anything Ijeyond something to drink.

Now to such, the influx, especially into London, of

the ever-coming, ever-increasing, the ever-competing

pauper alien is a fact big with the saddest results to

tens of thousands in the suffocating streets of the

East End. It n^cans that work will Ijc less, wages

luwer, houses dearer, competition more keen, and life

more dull, dark, and depressing. Let it be imagined

for a moment that the '"open door'' through which the

alien enters were closed. Lot it further be imagined

that the splendid scheme with which Baron Hirsch is

credited had come to a practical realization, and that in

London a new exodus had set in under the guidance

of the modern Moses, and tliat thousands of the race

that spoiled tlie Egyptians journeyed down the broad

streets that lead to the Docks at Poplar—what would
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be the effect upon the poor in Whitechapel, Bethnal

Greon^ and St. Georgo's-in-the-East ? Immense. I

could believe that in thousands of hearts of London's

poor the thought would kindle like a now-born hope,

"We shall have a chance now!'' That thought would

be an inspiration and a help. But I fear the sugges-

tion is only a dream of a dream. Every day sees them

comOj and every week only adds to their numbers. The

"crowd of life" gets more crowded, the competition

becomes more keen, the poverty deeper, the sorrow

more hopeless, and the common life of the poor more

helpless. Nothing is done save a feeble and fussy

effort to count the aliens who land at the Docks or

come by more stealthy ways into the city. Never did

the good people of all creeds so earnestly care for the

poor, seek their betterment and their social salvation.

But, side by side with all their efforts, there is an

influence, powerful, prevalent, and iu ceaseless living

activity, which is foreign in character, apart in habit,

lacking all those hbrous characteristics which, even

amongst the worst of our people, help to keep men a

little manly and women somewhat chaste ; an influ-

ence that increases in force every day, that is fiercely

competitive in labour, unsocial, unpatriotic, because it

hath no real citizenship amongst us, and altogether

antagoni«*^ic to our common fiiith, and unsympathetic

towards all our highest ideals and noblest aims ; an

influence which lies upon the life of thousands of the
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poorest of the poor like a burden, and penetrates that

life with forces such as no English Christian can con-

template unmoved ; an influence that is amongst us by

our own permission, and is not a growth of our own

soil, but an importation. What is the duty of Goveru-

mentj of Parliament, and of the Nation ? To let this

thing alone ? To leave the door still open ? To stand

alone amidst the nations of the world, permitting any-

thing to make its home where there is least room for

it, and least moral and physical resources calculated to

master it, mould it, and make it into a peaceful factor

towards all that is best in our national life ? Is that

the duty of a representativ^e Government, supposed to

exist for the greatest good of the greatest number?

The policy of " let alone ^^ is pretty well played out,

and gone with the brutal doctrine of the '' survival of

the fittest." It has played its part of an implacable

indifference long enough. Governments must govern,

or the people will. Of course it will be said the alien

pauper is "a good deal of a bogey, '^ and we shall once

again be enjoined not to 'Halk about heruic remedies"

until we have ascertained that wo have a really dan-

gerous disease to deal Avith. But all that sort oi:

"arm-chair" criticism goes for little in face of the

facts which every day makes more palpable in regard

to the prcssttre of the alien immigration upon the very

poor of East London and elsewhere. As for the much

higher criticism of the '' |)olitical exile and the religious
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refugee " sort, that has pretty well had its day. It

starts with a great assumption, scarcely sustained by

facts. It lays upon the poor of the East End a

responsibility which surely belongs in the first place

to the co-religionists and the co-patriots of these per-

secuted people ; and it takes up with a fussy osten-

tation the case of exiles and refugees who, if they

deserve any care and sympathy as such, ought not to

bo left by the lofty-minded defenders of modern

Huguenots to find a haven of rest in AV^hitechapel, and

a home in the arms of the sweater !

If it is the duty of England to open her ports and

her cities to these immigrants, it must be equally her

duty to see that, when they come, they shall find

something more suitable to political patriots than an

East End slum, and something more conducive to the

better exercise of their religious convictions than

the horrible physical and social conditions under the

influence of which, poor, alone, and often betrayed

by false friends, they drift from street to street and

from sweater to sweater, until they become the most

hopeless and helpless of the deepest residuum of a

great city.

If, again, prompted by the memory of the days

when the Ilucjueuot found a refuo:e on our shores,

England stretches out sympathetic arms of welcome

to these '^ exiles and refugees," it surely becomes her

duty to see, not only that they are " housed " in
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decency, and treated with honesty and honourable

care, but that her own '' sons of toil/^ fighting in our

big towns for very life, shall not find that fight uaade

more fierce, and that life made more sad and sinful,

because of the incoming of men and women alien in

race, religion, and character. If it is impossible to

check, divert, or stop the inflow of the alien immi-

grant ; if he is a must-bo of our civilized inter-

nationalism and of our Christianized hospitality ; if he

is one of the very factors of our economic free trade,

—surely, by every consideration capable of realization

by a nation so generous and so noble, our own fellow

citizens, our own brothers and sisters after the flesli,

ought, with ecjual sympathy and with yet more than

equal Christian love, to be guarded from evils which

even a child might anticipate would arise from the

incoming into our poorer life of thousands of men and

women alien in race, in social habits, and in religion,

and so fiercely couipotitive iu that labour world

wherein our poor have to gain their daily bread, not

only by the sweat of their brow, but often by the

breaking of their heart. By cvei-y moral considera-

tion, bearing alike upon the condition, character, and

life of the alien immigrant, as well as upon the state

of our own fellov; countrymen, whose misfortune it is

to be poor, overworked, and underpaid, v.'o, as a nation,

are bound to see that, either we shut our ports to

the Russian and foreign refugees, or that their settle-
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ment in our midst shall not be inimical to tlieir social

progress and moral growth^ nor dangerous to the

liealtbj happiness^ and ethical betterment of our own

people.



STATUTORY AND OFFICIAL PROVISIONS.

By C. J. FOLLETT.

''x\. JiAN must live by Lis work^ aud his wages must

at least, be sufficient to maintain liim.^^

Thus wrote our great political economist of the last

century ; and, as a corollary to this, it has been

written that " man cannot safely increase in any

country beyond the means of subsistence available

for his support/^

The means of subsistence are not now as they were

then. The subsistence of a country is no longer

confined to its own produce. Steam, and other means

of communication, have made the subsistence of

countries the granaries of the world.

At any rate, so long as we keep the seas open, this

is so with us. The means of subsistence are with us

the power of purchasing them.

The paraphrase of the above quotations should,

therefore, nosv, be that man cannot, with safety,

increase in any way so as to make his purchasing

power of the means of subsistence no longer available

for his support.

AVhat is true of a country generally, is true, mainly,
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as to its labouring class, which are the largei' portion,

and the producers of its wealth; and so it comes to

this—that in no country, with safety, can wages be

reduced to less than the purchasing power of the

means of subsistence.

For a country to be, in this respect, in a thoroughly

wholesome position, it should be able to be asserted,

as to all its industries, that such a reduction does not

occur.

It may, perhaps, be Utopian to expect as much as

this, in even the happiest community. But a com-

munity falls short of the happiness which it should

aspire to attain to, if it can be said that this is

markedly not the position in any noticeable portion.

If any noticeable portion is condemned, from any

cause, to work for less than will give the means of

subsistence available for its support, something is at

fault which calls for correction.

But then comes the important question. What is

subsistence ?

This is a varying quantity dependent on the habits

of the particular society, acquired by generations

;

and, also, on climatic and other influences. Mere life

is subsistence in some countries and societies ; in

others life, so reduced, is not worth the having,

and its people are entitled, of right, to something

better.

Liberal reward of labour is the test of national
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wealth, aud should be proportioued to that wealth.

With its increase^ the habits and mode of life of

the labouring classes become more elevated. They

advance with it ; and they have as much a vested

right to this advance as capital invested has to its

repayment. Improved enjoyment is the interest on

their capital. A brighter life is as much theirs as is

the dividend on money in the National Funds the

property of the iuscribed holder.

In a wealthy comnmnity, tliereforOj subsistence of

the labourer means^ not only existence, but fair and

reasonable meaus to enjoy life. He has a right to

this. It is his mode of subsistence ; and if his wages

drag him down below this_, he has not got the nieans

of subsistence ; he is existing without them, and

contrary to the fundamental rules of how man should

exist and increase.

Aud if this should be largely the case, the injury is

not confined to liim alone. "Wages are the sum which

the habits of each society render necessary fur sub-

sistence according to its customs. If the labouring

class fails to receive these, it will lower, of necessity,

the habits of the larger portion of the community

which they are ; and, v/ith them^ it will affect the

habits of the community at lai'ge.

With decaying wealth in a community a decay

of wages naturally follows, and want and mortality

are the result. To allow this to occur in a communitv
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where wealth in the aggregate is not decaying, bat

holds its own, is a blot on the social system.

These are all, I know, only truisms, and very trite
;

but I venture to name them as leading up to the ques-

tion at issue.

The question is this : Are we, or are we not, being

seriously injured by large importations of foreigners,

willing to work, legally, honestly and quietly, it may

be, but for considerably less wages than our own

people do work for, and, indeed, can work for consist-

ently with our ideas of subsistence ? And if we are

being so injured, ought we to do anythiug to stop the

injury? And if we ought so to do, what should the

particular remedial steps be ?

I suppose there are some ardent worshippers of

cheapness, who would assert that lowered price of

commodities obtained, even at this risk, must be ac-

cepted as a blessing, and not resisted.

But is the good thus obtained in any way commen-

surate with the evil ? It takes a wide range, and con-

siderable time, for lowered wages to reduce prices,

generally, even if they do it at all. Meanwhile, the

suffering and misery are great.

Cheaper trousers and cheaper boots in Brook Street

and Bond Street will not add to the necessaries and

conveniences of the East End ; and if those necessaries

and conveniences fall short, by sharp reduction, of

what the habits and proper customs of the people, and
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tlie requirements of tlio climate to those horn in it,

demand, a grave deterioration must take place in their

habits.

This would bo sufficiently serious if nothing else

was imported except very clicap, even though not

dishonest, industry. Unfortunately, however, the

cheap industry does not come alone. Its Lares and

Penates are certainly at a minimum; but it brings

with it a most sinister companion, which largely

jiggravatos the evil.

Cleanliness is mainly an occidental religion, and is

not worshipped as much as it should be in the lands

of the rising sun. After the visit of Peter the Great

to inspect our metropolis, two hundred years ago, tlio

house in which he lodged was so filthy that the es-

pecial payment from the Exchequer to clean it is a

matter of history. Similar experiences of Oriental

visitation have, if rumour be true, been felt in recent

years. The inundation of the East End by the poor

foreigners who come, with their empty hands and their

unsavoury habits, not only reduces the capacity of our

own people to resist dii-t and degradation, but largc^ly

increases the volume of dirt and degradation to l)e

resisted.

An evil somewhat of the same kind has been at the

door of Great liritaiu always, and especially in the last

century with its easy sea. jias^age—in the larg(^ influx

of labour from Ireland.
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There was, thence, an influx of sturdy, quiclv-witted

labour, but witli considerably lower conceptions of

subsistence than in this country, and lower demand

for the power to purchase. The introduction of this

totally different labour, with lower tastes and habits,

would have been a most threatening evil to the

labourers of Great Britain, and to society, if strenu-

ous efforts had not been made to raise the standai'd

(still unfortunately much too low) of Irish labour, on

the one hand, and, on the other, to facilitate its emi-

gration to younger lands. What, however, we may do

on our own territory we cannot do on foreign soil.

We can only face the evil, if it is one, now threatened,

by consideration of how to treat it when it reaches our

waters. Can, then, anything be done ? Is it right to

do anything ?

Even if it were just to blame, it would be most

difficult to control, the use of this cheap labour by

employers. Competition, so keen whore trade is free,

so essentially part of free trade, puts interference here,

practically, out of court. It is certain that cheap

labour will be seized on hj some to undersell others
;

and this means that it must, if, and so long as, it is

available, be commonly used where it appropriately

meets reciuirements. It is Libour, not of the factory,

open to inspection, but of the garret, the solitary

candle, and the midnight hours.

Nothing, probably, but sumptuary laws, for which
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WG arc not yet prcparcLl^ can stop this. Tho rcmcily

must be souglit elsewhere.

I know that there is a variety of opinion as to the

extent of this evil of foreiiz-ii immio^ration ; and that

able statistics have been put forward to show that it is

not so formidable as some suppose; that the increase

is not great, and that it is^ to a large extent, an in-

crease only in transit.

I have no desire^ and^ indeed, no power to argue

this point ; but I recognise the well-known face that

a small element of undersellino- is stror.gf in reducino-

price ; and I feel bound to regard as the most authori-

tative view, the Iveport of the Select Committee of the

House of Commons on the subject, in 1880, wliich

announced as its conclusion that the evil was a grow-

ing one of serious dimensions, and that before long

tho wisdom of the nation would have, of necessity, to

grapple with it, and find a remedy.

In writing tliis paper I am not putting myself for-

ward as an advocate, strongly, of any particular

remedy. I do not know enough to do so. I am n(;t

in a position to do it if I did. 1 am merely, at request,

putting down some points for consideration on what I

lind suggested.

The prominent suggestion—indeed, tlie Select Com-

mittee itself n.amed it as the only eU'ectual one— is a

prohibition ngainst the importation of this cheap

labour; and it calls for a great deal of rellection.
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As a merely abstract pointy proliibition of iinporta-

tiou is not an unknown entity amongst us.

Wo proliibit various things—piratical books, false

coins, indecent works of any kind, false trade marks

or indications, disease in human beings, and in special

shapes iu animals, products dangerous to life, such as

explosives, or adulterated provisions ; besides various

other things touching our revenue. Prohibition, there-

fore, per .'-•'', would bo no innovation. It wouhl be new

only, if adopted in this matter, in the extended pur-

view in a fresh direction.

At present, our proliibitions may bo put under the

following categories :
—

Protection of mere life fi-om disease or, acci-

dent
;

Protection from disease in the means of sub-

sistence, and the adulteration of them
;

Protection from falseness in the medium of pur-

chase of subsistence
;

Protection of public morals, and of honesty in

trade.

To go beyond these in the direction suggested

would be the doing of two things more : vi/.—beyond

mere life, the protection of our habits of life, so as to

prevent their deterioration— to say not oidy, '^ You

shahi^t come \\\ to Icill us,^' but, further, " You shahi't

come in to hjwer our jnode of life ;

^' and, in doing

this, to make use of the powers o£ the Government,
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not only to prevent trade being- dishonest, bat to

secure its financial tone, and its scale of remunera-

tion.

This is the change which the suggestion means, or,

at least, which it would effect as regards advance in

prohibition.

Perhaps it may be further than strict political

economy would authorize us to go. I am not sure of

this when it is a question of human beings starving

out other human being's from their natural rights.

But take it so; and yet we have it on tlio highest

authority that the philosophy of political economy

may be bani^shed, wilh safety, to Jupiter or Saturn,

when national urgency demands its expulsion.

There are, however (and the question should be

treated with complete fravd^ness), reasons, besides

political economy, why we should, at first, shrink

from the stop of prohibition, and ilial notwithstanding

the example of other countries.

Many of these unfjrtunatc beings are flying not

merely from poverty, but from persecution ; frotn

death and cruelty, to the merest patch of life in peace.

The shores of England are supposed to bo the free

haven for any suffering, sorrow, or distress tliat

chooses to seek thcni. It is one of our glories. AVe

would not willingly turn from it, though it may exist

to our own hindrance. Pity, wonder what else can

possibly become of the poor things, would i-estraiu us
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unless duty, where duty most is due, imperatively

points otherwise.

Theu, again, the free ingress of foreign element is,

as an abstraet rule, a benefit to the nations. This has

always been so in the dissemination of arts and

industries ; and, although, at times, in the history of

the world, it has led to a lessening of physical strength,

it has scarcely ever failed in the increase of civilization.

'^ Girecia cnpta feriiui vidorem ceplL" The arts and

culture of conquered Greece took captive the conquer-

ing, but merely physical, force of Home by the influx

of Greeks over the lloman provinces.

The circumstances of the world now render iio

longer dangerous to us the cultivation which emascu-

lated the llomau ; and the various immigrations

which religious persecutions and other upheavals have

thrown on our shores, only taught us useful and

artistic improvements. They have never weakened,

they have always strengthened us.

The country in Europe which has been most free to

i"orci<i'ners—the Netherlands—has lon<jC been marked

as one of the richest and most self-reliant.

lleluctance, therefore, to exclude a foreign element

is part both of our feelings, our history, and our self-

interest ; and the question whether we have a sufficient

reason for exclusion, in this instance, is, consequently,

one to be approached with great care ; but I think

that the consideration of it may, possibly, be hulped by
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a short statement of how^ as regards arrival^ and free-

dom, to trade and work^ and other political necessities^

oar law and history has tre:itcd aliens^ and treats thorn

now.

Some of these provi^^iuns may^ in quotinL'", seem to be

but oljsolete enactments of a system t'.i which we have

bid farewell—a system of interfering paternal govern-

mentj inconsistent with the present elevation of indi-

vidual freedom. l-5at he would be a bold man who

would aflirm that the battle betsvcen individualism

and socialism has left the ring. It would bo safer to

allege that the concluding '"round" h:is yet to bo

fought out, on thoroughly doubtfid odds.

The extremes of such a combat raise their voices.

On one side, there are ardent politicians who would

elevate the individual to such a pedestal as not even

to tax him without his pers )nal consent. On the

other hand, there are prophets of socialism who fore-

cast all human life C'TutroUed in every action of state,

of commerce, and of property, by rules for commuua

benfht.

AVho can positively say tint we miy not yet search,

for instructive guidance, the less individual legislation

of our ancestors ? AVho cm tell that society may not

yet [)lace itself, with common acceptance, in leading

strings even tighter than any whicli guided it in the

(hiys at vvhich wo arc now J.ispo^-ed to smile with

sup/crior comnns^^ion.
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Sovereign States possess the rig-ht internationally to

order aliens out of tlieir respectiv^e territories^ or to

prevent their admission therein. It is stated that^ in

our conmion law^ there is a prerogative in this respect

vested in the Crown, as an appendant to its power of

declaring war. But the extent of the right is doubt-

ful^ and the regulation of trading permission and

social life has been mainly exercised uuder^ and by

virtue of^ special Acts of Parliaments a.s the exigencies

of the country required, an.d as the varyii:g views

taken of the desirability of admitting foreign traffic

and intercourse oscillated to and fro.

The dealing with aliens so far in our history has

turned mainly on two points—interference with trade,

and polilical agitatloji. The present point—its conilict

wdth the labour market— is a {jucstion chietly of this

day. I propose to shortly recount the dealings with

tlie iirst two t[uestions. I'ossibl}^ thereby, judgment

may be aided as to hov/ i'ar it is right to deal witli the

third.

Jn tlio great Charter, and tlic Statutes confirming

it, it was provided that :-

" All merchants, unless they were openly prohibited

before, shall have safe and sure conduct to depart out

of England, and to come into Eiigland, arid to tarry in

and go through England, as well by land as by water,

to buy t)r sell v.-iiliout an.y evil tolls by the old and

righttul customs, except in time of war.
^•'
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This was the generous pronouncement of the

Charter of our liberties. It mentions merchants ouly^

probably because merchants then, alone^ travelled.

Whether it \Yould have gone beyond tliis^ if communi-

cation had Ijecn then as noWj cannot be affirmed

;

butj at the time^ it more probably meant free access

to all strangers likely to reach our shores.

And yet it was very long before^ and only after

variuus changes^ that this freedom became complete

as to even merchants.

IJuriug the immediately succeeding ruigns of the

early Plantagenet kings^ it is quite clear that equality

of position was denied to alien merchants; and^ until

the reign of Edward I.^ they suffered here^ as in many

other European countries^ great disabilities^ and,

notably, amongst them, the unjust liability of being

arrested, one of them, iur the debt or crime of another.

The policy, however, of that great king, the first

really English king of the Norman concjuest, was to

encourage fureign trade, and especially the woollen

trade, in aid of agricultural hmgland ; and his Parlia-

ment enacted that, '"' in no city, Ijorough, or town

should any person be distrained lor any debt whereof

he is not debtor or pledge.^'

This policy was taken up, confirmed, and extended

by his granelson, Edward 111., whose Parliaments en-

acted, amongst other things :

—

" That all merchant strangers may go and come
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with tlieir mercliandises into England after the tenonr

of the Groat Charter ; and that all merchant aliens

miglit Lay or sell corn, wine, good.-^, flesh, fowl, and

all other provisions and victuals, wools, cloths, ware,

merchandises, and all other things, and freely pass

and sell them without interruption."

It is, however, clear that these free trade views

were those rather of the monarch than of the people.

Edward III. w^as, in his personal character, his firm

position, and his brilliant successes, strong enough to

force his own views on even a reluctant people.

For centuries after his death, the policy of tlie

country and its laws as to alien trade swung round in

the opposite direction.

Restrictions, disabilities and practical prohibitions,

dictated by the corporations of the towns and their

guilds, took the place of freedom, encouragement and

even privilege.

Until the strong Tudor times no Sovereign stood in

Edward's independent positioii. Feebleness of char-

acter, doubtful claims to the succession, dynastic w-ars

and family rivalries, alike, combined to keep the

Sovereign subject to the feelings of the people, and

the opposition of corporate monopolies.

Hence we find, in that interval, such restrictions as

these, which we can only regard as those of England

speaking its real voice at that time :
—

In 1300, Richard IL, "That no alien person should

I
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trade without proof given that he wouhl expend lialf

the vahio of his mercliandi-ie in other merchandise

here.'^

In 1;j92; after stating that the Acts of i'^dward

III. were a great liindrance and damage to cities of the

realm^ that '•' no foreign merchant shouhd sell or buy

within the realm to any other foreign, merchant to sell

again; that no foreign merchant should sell at retail

within the realm except provisions, and as to some

provi^iuns^ only in large quantities/"' thus furbidding

retail trade to foreigners almost altogethei-; and for-

bidding wholesale traffic except with British sub-

jects.

'i'his was fallowed, in 1 1('2, Il'mry IV., by })ro-

visions forbidding any carrying of the proceeds of

sucli trade out of the country, except in the shape of

other merchandise Ijought in exchange.

'J'his was a great retrogression, from the full free-

dom of the Charter, and the Edwards, to restriction of

manner of trade, ami restriction as to export.

But two str'Uiger measures followed.

In 1 121', Iftuiry \*I., tliero was an cnacnncnt, some-

what interesting in these days of contest Ijetween

mono-metallisni and bi-metallisni. Despite prohilji-

tion, the aliens evident!}' managed to take away coin

\\ith them. J'joth standards fjbtained then, and for

many years afterwards ; but, with a shrewd eye for

business, the traders were in the habit of refusing
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silvCTj wliich won 110 preiniutn in their own couuti'ies,

and requiring, in payment^ only gold, wliicli did.

This refusal ^Yas emphatically declared illegal in

1 120; and the law then passed is a strong instance of

that species of paternal gorernment rendering ^^con-

tracts out of an act''' illegal, of which we see specimens

in the present day. It provitles that :
—

^'' No merchant alien shall constrain or bind any of

the King's liege people by promise, covenant, or bond,

to make jiaymont to him in gold for any manner of

debt "—and, furihcr, ''•To prevent the great loss which

persons of this realm have by losses made of their

merchandises to merchant aliens, no Englishman shall

sell within this realm, or cause to be sold to any

merchant alien, any manner of merchandise for any

but ready payment in money, or else in merchandise,

to be paid and counted in hand on pain of forfeiture of

the same.'^ ^

The exclusion of pauper aliens may bo a strong

measure, 1)ut it would be a tride compared to this iu-

quisitori;d Act in the reign of England'.s feeblest king,

forbidding, paternally, any trust of any hind to an alien

in this country. \\"e sliould certainly be astonished at

an Act telling us, novr, wlioni we may give credit to,

and whom not. And, yet, are vre so very far from it

' This was extended to a pormis^jiou of six months' credit;

hy an early subsequent Acr,
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ill these daj^s of Jupiter and Saturn, of tenants wlio

may only agree on statutory terras^ and of artisans wlio

ask to be prevented 1)y law from selling their capital,

the labour of their hands, as each may think right ?

Then, there was another enactment \Yhich tells even

more on the immediate point—a law regulating the

location of aliens while trading in this country.

By an Act in 1430 (Henry VI.), not repealed until

this century, it was enacted :
—

^' That all alien merchants shall be under the survey

of certain persons, to be called Hosts or Surveyors, to

be appointed by the Mayors of the several cities and

to be good and credible natives, expert in n:iorchan-

dise/^ '' Such Hosts to be privy to all sales and con-

tracts of the -A.lien/^ "Aliens to sell all their merchan-

dise within eight months on pain of forfeiture/'' '^The

Hosts to heep books in which to register all contracts,

etc., of aliens, and deliver a transcrij^t thereof to the

Exchequer/^ " The Hosts to have 'Id, in the i on all

such contracts,'^ ''and to be sworn to be faithful,
^^

and ''any alien refusing to submit to these regulations

to be imprisoned until security given to comply with

them/^

Restrictions on trade led naturally to restrictions on

manufacture.

In llS-j, in tlic reign of Richard III.;, it was on-

acted :
—

" Tht'.t no person not born under tlie King's obey-
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sauce shall exercise or occupy auy handicraft, or the

occupation of any handicraftsman in this realm of

England, but that all such ])ersons shall (after date

then fixed) depart into their own country again, or

else be servants to such of the King's subjects only as

be expert and cunning in such Feats, AVits, and Crafts

which the said strangers can occupy/'' '

In the reigu of King llenry VII. (1191), when the

death of James III. of Scotland had strained the rela-

tions between the two Kingdoms, an Act was passed

simply in these words:—"All Scots not made Denizens

shall depart this IJealni \vilhin forty days after procla-

njation upon pain of forfeiture of all their goods."

AV'hile, one step further, in the reign of Queen Mary,

there is a Statute, directed against the French, in tinio

of difference with that nation, which, also, boldly

directed their departure from the realm and based it,

by the preamble, not only on political grounds, but

because the influx of such strangers tended to the

diminishing of the subjects of the Ivcalm and the

treasure of the Sovereign.

Such, in very brief instances, was the policy of the

late riantagenet and the early Tudor reigns. I do

not suo-orest that it was a treatment more harsh than

that of other countries. It was accompanied by

^ I'his, by pcveral Statutes, and, notablj', by one of Ilcnry

A^IJ., was lioL to a])iily to tfubjccts of the Ifanse Tonvus.
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various enactments against tlio ill usage or illegal

over-cliaigiiig of aliens; and altliouglij in some re-

spectSj the alien was charged more than the subject^

in other respects he was charged less; and his own

wit led Iiim to evade much that told against him.

But any allegation that our history has always

opened our shores to all trade and advent of aliens

without restriction^ is incorrect as to this period. 'J-^ho

feeling of the people was otherwise; and the Sove-

reigns aud Parliament followed it in their policy of

action.

There arc^ probably, few things in the history of

the world which have so completely failed in their

o])ject as religious persecution amongst Christians in

the last few centuries. It reduced Spain, where it had

its way, from a great empire to a third-rate power.

It led Franco to revolution and free-thought. It

raised Holland from enslavement as a Catholic

Province to a great free Protestant community.

While, above all things, it not only fixed Ei]gland as

an outwork against itself, which no storms have

shaken, but it changed the policy of that country on

the point under consideration.

A Protestant (^ueen of England, with a firm hand to

repress real danger, brave, vigorous and patriotic,

could afford to think, and had to think of persecution

elsewhere. A Protestant alien in Europe began to

look to Queen Elizal)eth of I]n"-land as his jruardian.
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Even tho trado prejudices of tlio country yielded

before this sympatlietic demand.

In the reii>'n of tlio great Queen^ the alien laws

began silently, and without objection, to be unenforced,

and the persecution of Alva in the Netherlands, sent

to his master's greatest enemy a number of useful and

law-abiding subjects, filled with tho knowledge of

arts and sciences, and calculated to be a wholesome

leaven to a still stronger and more agricultural peo-

ple. ^

The xVcts of tho Plantagenets and early Tudors

grew into desuetude; and, in the reign of Charles II.,

after the storms of domestic discord, it was enacted

that aliens might legally trade and nuuuifacture in all

the leading iridustries of the nation.

This was two years before the revocation of tlio

Edict of Xantes, and it was a fitting prelude to that

memorable eveut.

Tlie prejudices of the nation^ and its corporate

cxclusivcness gave way to tho brotherhood of re-

ligion ; and, in tho reign of Queen Ann, in 170S,

there was passed the Act for the Naturaliz:ition of

Eoreign Protestants, which is the f(;nndation of our

present laws for the easy natiu'ali/ation of foreigners.

During the first eighty years of the Guelphic

' (^'iiceu Eliziibetli, however, made no scruple as to the

liaiulliiig of aliens where her feelings led lier. V>\- simple

Proclatnation she ordered expulsion of Scots.
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dynasty^ and despite pretensions to tlie Tlirono^ no

special Alien Act appears to Lave been contemplated.

Bat, with the great upheaval of foreign thought and

foreign Government which convulsed the end of the

last century, a new consideration of the question of

aliens came upon this countiy, namely, that of deep

political and moral danger.

The provisions as to aliens in the Georgian and

\'ictorian eras are of three kinds, which may be

classified as follows :

—

('/) AVar Alien Acts.

{{)) I'eace Alien Acts.

(r) licgistration Acts— these last of two degrees of

stringency.

The Alien Acts contain regulations (varying be-

tween peace time and war time) for expulsion of

aliens if the State requires it. In all of them power

of expulsion is conferred on the central authority.

In war time it is more stringent. All these Acts

contain also provisions as to registration.

The chronological history of these Acts, put bi'ieily,

is as follows :

—
In 1703, in the throes of the French Kevolution,

there was the first Alien zVct, which, being of a

stringent character, became the model '^ A\'ar Alien

Act.^' This continued, willi amendments, until the

I'eace of Amiens, in l^'UJ. Then, for a year, there

was a Peace Alien Act, followed, in the succeeding
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year, by a "War Alien Act, when the Peninsuhir AVar

began, AVith the first French llestoration there was

in 1811, a ]?eaco Alien Act, followed again, in the

year ensuiugj by a "War Alien Act, with the temporary

restoration of the Treuch Empire ; and, again, by a

Peace Alien Act, when the power of Napoleon was

finally crushed.

This last statute was renewed, by biennial coutiuu-

auce Acts, until, in 182G, the expulsion clauses were

entirely removed, and registration only remained.

This registration was modified Ijy the Act of (3 and

7 William W. c. 11 (b^oO), the present Alien Act,

and the only disturbance of its free and generous

treatment has been the temporary Chartist Act of

1818^ 11 iK: \-l of the Queen c. :iO, which was an

Expulsion Act, })assed for one year.

This is the oscillating history of these Acts, grow-

ing from that first passed in 1793.

Describin": them sfenerallv, their force was this :—

•

In the war times, aliens were liable to expulsion at

the entire discretion of the Government, and also to

various other restrictions as to movements in the

country and otherwise. In peace, to expulsion only

on more special grounds.

Before 1 830, registration was required to be made

by the alien himself on lauding, and also, at stated

intervals, afterwards to an " Alien Oilice.'^ By the

Act of that year, registration, so far as the alien him-
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self was coucernotl^ was limited to a landing statement

to bo rendered to tlio customs onicor. That absolved

the alien; all tlic rest was official. And this is the

law that at present stands in the statute book.

Ic will thus bo seen that the great epochs as to

alien expulsion in the last hundred years were :
—

The Eeign of Terror; the outbreak of war after the

Peace of Amiens; the Hundred Days' lleign; and

the Chartist and Pievolutionary Upheaval of 18 IS.

The Restriction Acts of these epochs did not^ how-

ever^ as is well known^ pass into huv without strong

opposition ; and the debates which accompanied them

are not the least memorable in our history^ cither in

forensic ability or dramitic effect.

The Bills were introduced by Governments of

varying party politics. T!ie first was moved by Mr.

Pitt's Government, su])ported by Mr. Burke, and

opposed by Mr. Fox. Tliat in LSIG was moved by

Lord Castlereagh, and opposed by Lord (then Mr.)

Brougham. That in ISIS was introduced by the

Governn:cnt of Lord (then Lord John) Pussell, and

opposed by Sir A\'il]iam ^[ulesu'ortli, !Mr. Joseph

nume, and ^\\\ Bright.

Both great parties of the State, when in office,

deemed such Acts necessary, and cai'ried them by

large majorities. For right or for wr^JUg, such was

the fact.

No doubt great iuipulses at those epochs swayed
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the coimtry. It was in supporting tlio Bill of 1 793

tliat ^Ir. Burke, in a speech of impassioned oratory,

denouncing' '' the French murderers and atheists,"

and nrging the absohite uecessirj of keeping them

out of those realms, drew from his breast the dagger

whicli he had kept concealed there, and " in frenzied

dechimation " threw it on the floor of the House. " I

warn my countrymen," he said, '' to beware of these

execrable philosophers"; " hlc niiji'i- 6\</, Jtinic fa

Bo'inunn rarclo."

The oratory of statesmen, however, on one side or

the other, is not so sure a guide as tlie calm study of

history, and the dry legisladve results which indicate

rightly enough, in the main, the wish and policy of

the nation.

The vigorous statements in opposition

—

In 1703, that '' the proposed measure was in

direct violation of the law and the Con-

stitution," and " would ])d an illegal sus-

pension of the laws of the land."

In IS] 5 and 131(3, that '"'to the Constitution

such a measure was unknown, as the Con-

stitution allowo 1 free ingress and egress to

all foreigners without restriction;" that ^^ it

was an innovati^ju upon the laws of the land

and the principles of the Constitution."

are not borne out by the legislative history of the

Plantaa'cnct and earlv Tudor rei""'is.
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Nor tliat^ ill ISiS, that "it Lad bceu the privilege

of Euglaud in all times to afford unrestricted hospi-

tality to the unfortunntes of all conntries in the world,

and that not only by law, but from the natural inclina-

tion of the national mind and character/'

History rather j"ustities the words of Sir George

Grey, in introducing the Bill :
" The grounds on

which it is proposed are simply those which this

country has always maintained, and has every right

to maintain, namely, that of self-protection.'' '

The Act of ISJS soon expired. An Act for a

similar purpose now, when the naturalization of

foreigners is so easy, would have to be either pro-

hibitory of admission, or to extend to naturalized

subjects.

The Registration Act of & 7 William W . c. o<\

is now, therefore, the last Act standing on the Statute

Book on this subject, and ic is the one generally

spoken of now as '' the Alien Act.''

' lu all t]ic>c ileliatL'S cnnsiiliTalilo (liscus^ion took \\\\vm as

to the nieanini;- of the words in the G I'eat CliartiT. "" unless

iliey were openly iirohihited before "' (rthl anfi-a jnibl/cr jiru-

hlbUi). Did this reserve a royal ]ireron'aiive. or only a

statutory power ? or what, if anything ])recise, did it ]ioint

to? So far. however, as aliens themselves are concerned it

i-^ of little moment to them hy what sjiecial branch of the

governmental machinery the law adverse to them becomes

law. The point is oul,\- interest in.n^ as indicatint,^ how far an.d

in what direction expiilr^ion was in the consiiliUion, some-

wliere, a reserved rii^ht.
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It provides, in section 2, for a i-eport l)y tlie master

of every arriving ship, sliowiiif^ tlic number of aliens

ou board or lauded^ with penalties for non-compliance.

In section 3 for a declaration by the aliens themselves

of their names and country and other particulars. In

sections \ and 5, for registration of these declara-

tions, and transmission of a copy to the Secretary ot

State.

For the first of these requirements special provision

is made in the form of ship's " Report " prescribed

by the Customs Acts, which has a heading, " Number

of Alien Passengers, if any." Bub the enactment

generally has, of late years, and probably with intent

and from feelings of confidence, been but loosely

observed. The crudesconce of the present question,

and the desire expressed for more accurate statistics,

have led to a more strict revival of section 1 in the

ports csp(>cially affected. At the ports of rapid

channel transit close observance is not attainable

;

but those ports are not the inlets of destitute poverty.

In brief sketch this is the history of our law and

statutes as to aliens. It shows a great leaning on the

part of our country to generous hospitality. From

the Great Charter downwards this has never been

wholly forgotten, even in the hardest and most selfish

times.

Ou the other hand, it is impossible to affirm, with

truth, that it lias ever been the fixed policy of our
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country to liolJ itself bound to this view against

proved national interests.

Taking the statutory history from first to last^ and

giving it close study^ the conclusion it leads to is

rather that; while hospitality; free and unfettered; is

loved and wished for; if it can be properly conceded;

national interests arC; and ever have been in the

history of our country; deemed the superior call.

Is therC; theU; this superior call in the present

subject-matter? Docs an influx which; unassimi-

lating as it iS; threatens a progressive lowering of

wage-earning in our working-classcS; constitute such

a call ?

The evil is in our lovrest class. That is true. But

the lowest class can least defend themselves; and the

lowest pricO; moreover; ru.lcs the higher markets.

Previous legislation rested on exceptional circu'.n-

stanceS; and found opposed acceptance only on that

''•round. Is the present an exceptional circumstance

as serious as political and moral dar.ger ?

Views on this may differ; but; compared with the

position under which the previous legislation obtained,

the circumstances arc certainly; in one sens(\, utterly

exceptional.

Rapid communication V'.diichj in these dayS; has

changed the world, force on us now and exceptional

views.

The evolutions of science may evolve a new political
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economy, ami establisii, by tlicir own force, accepted

by the rest of the world^ a sapei'ior call, wliere^ iu our

spirit ami oar .sentimxent, we should, in the abstract^

least desire it.

13iitj grant it to bo a siiperior call, then comes the

last question, Ts it practicable for us to do it ? A call,

liowever imperative, is limited by practicability.

Some of our coLjnies and various other countries

have adopted plans ot" pruldbitiou— notably the legis-

lation of the Lnited States. Xo ;diens arc admitted

there without proof of some standing, and some means

of supporting themselves without detriment to the

community. Without tliis proof they are sent back

as
"'•' returned empties.^'

It does not, however, necessarily follow that such

steps can bo adopted here. There is no traditional

history to tie the hands of these younger countries.

Their examples are not necessarily appropriate to

these isles of ours^ where trade is freer and inspection

less close. Our country is the centre and depot of the

world's ti'ade and intercourse; while transit to our

nearest ports is over a very small silvery streak.

AVe have therefore in this, as in other things^ our

speciad difilculties to face. But I am sufRciently

optimistic to believe that if our country once decided

that this was an evil which must bo met, the precise

method of facing it would work itself out^ as most

thino's do with its.
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If wc arrive at tlic conclusion of tlic old Greek

cliornSj ylryjcfii^ofiev rl Spdi', " we are decided ill at

something must be done/' I feel it impossible to

doubt that the wisdom of our administrators Avould

find some means, not inconsistent with our history

and our policy, to check an evil to the community

at large, and to our great centres of population

especially,

'"London, the needy villuins' t!,'cucral lioiiio
;

The common sewer of Paris and of ]lome,

Condemned by fortune and resistless fate,

Sucks in tlie dregs of each corruj)ted State."

(Such are the words which, in one of the great alien

debates in IS'iS, were quoted as to our vast metropolis.

Vast it was then ; it is now—it seems almost fabulous

to state it—twice as vast. It lias sprung from two

and a half to nearly five millions in those four decades.

It has a<lvanced also in beaui y, iu enlarg(ul tlioi'ough-

fares, in magnificent streets, in grand open spaces,

in great sanitary works, in multiplied opportunities of

liealth, and enjoyment for the inasses. Are we to say

that in the extrinsic debasement of its lowest class we

are powerless to mend it ?

(^ueen EU/.abeth, in loDo, thought that London had

grown large enough for the proper management of

any congregation of human beings. Jn that year she

passed an Act which, reciting tliat London "doth

daily grow and increase by reason of the pestering of
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houses with clivers hiiuih'esj and the harbouring of

inmates, whereby great infeetiou of sickness and

dearth of victuals and fuel hath gi'own and increased/'

enacted that "' no person or persons should from

thenceforth make or erect any new building or build-

ingSj house or houses for habitation or dwelling,

within tliree miles of the gates of the city/' Loudon

contained then only 150,000 inhabitants—not very

much more than its now annual increase.

This remarkable Act remained on our Statute Book

until its repeal only three years ago. It is almost to

be regretted that it has disappeared, and that so

curious an historical fossil has been thus obliterated.

^Moreover, although it has not, as events have shown,

been sirictly observed ! it was not without its effect

on the shape of the growth and the configuration of

London; nor is the interest of it altogether past.

The dangers then apprehended were, in their pre-

cise form, met bravely, boldly grappled with, and

surmounted; and we can justly afford to smile at

some of the fears and the views of those days.

And yet the uuderlvino: current- of tlicm is with us

still. It is still London which '•' sucks in the dregs of

each corrupted State ;

"'
still there is amongst us '' the

pestering of houses witji divers families," and thereby

the ''infection of sickness and the dearth of victuale

and fuel," as in the days of tlie great 'J'ador Queen.

Are we to touch this disease in its most feverisli
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development? And if sO; how far and in what way

is it wise ? how far and in what way is it rights

national, just, and benevolent, that we should touch

it in these more experienced days of a still greater

Qneen ? That is the question !



THE niPERIAL ASPECT.

By "W. a. McArthur.

Thk avei'iige Eng-lislitnau is vei'y proud of his oiiipire—
perliaps^ at tiinos, even a little arrogant. He is never

tired oi: telling the world how the sun never sets on

his flag. He is always declaring liis cheerful willing-

ness to die for the empire at a moment's notice. He

loves the ]:)oems which tallv of the flag which has

l)raved the storms of evei-y sea_, and which never floats

over a slave. The unity of the empire has been a

most successful electioneering cry. A new society

has sprang into being, under most distinguished

patronage, to forward the movement for the federation

of the empire. J'A'erybody joins it. Speakers find in

the empire matter for glowing perorations— it is a

safe subject for a leading artich^ Even among the

politicians in tlio House of Commons, who have long

since lost belief in most things, there may be found

some who still hold to their faith in the empire.

All this indeed is to the good. Xo one who has

seen with an intelligent eye the countries which make

up the British Empire, cati i'ail to return to England

stirred to the very soul with a sense of the enormous
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possibilities wliicli lie bofoi-e those vasfc tei'ritories,

wliicli tlie courage and enterprise of I'^nglislimon liave

added to tlieir empire. And no impartial observer

can fail to sec tliat on the wIk^Io the empire of I'hig-

land is a factor in the world which makes for right-

eousness. AVherever our Hag is |)lantcd there follow

the arts of peace. And tlierc follows also the spirit of

fair I'lny and of just dealings with native races which

lias made our government always tolerated, and in

most cases welcomed by peoples the most diverse in

race and religion and character.

All this is true, and it is well that the original John

]^ull at home should appreciate it, and bo proud of it,

and be always ready to cheer for his cmpirt\ But his

testing time has yet to come. Up to the present he

has had nothing to do for his emjiire but to cheer

and to pay the bill. And this, to do him justice, he

has always done cheerfully enough. iMit the world

moves fast, and in matters of opinion it moves faster

in the English world outside J'higland than it does

in Eufjland itself. And John Ibill will 11 nd out that,

if he is to I'calizc his dream of a federation of the

empire, ho must do more than cheer for his colonies

and pay some of their bills. It is good that he should

cheei-, and also, within limits, that he shoidd ])ay.

But he must also do violence to some of his opinions.

Ho mnst give up some of his pet prejudices, lie

UH! ,t lie C(iiit(^nt to sink, to some (extent, his own
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iiiJiviJaality. Ho can no longer poso as the all-

powerful father, lie must take his place as the wise

elder bi'otlier of the English family. And he must

admit that there are some things which his younger

brothers can teach even him, and iu which their

experience may bo a useful guide to him.

This is a hard saying for John 15uU. No one, on

the whole, has such useful prejudices as the good

John. And he has found many of them serve him

so well in the past that he clings to them with a

dogged desperation which has become almost a part

of his religion. AVe lay violent hands on the very

Ark of the Covenant when wo assail John Bull on

any of these dear beliefs of his. And vet, if we are

to make any progress with tlie subject of which this

book treats, we shall have to attack John Bull on two

of his most cherished illusions.

He believes in Free Ti'ade as he does in the Thirty-

nine Articles. He probably does not quite understand

either, but he is convinced they are necessary for

salvation. Protection he will not have in any shape.

And for England itself no doubt he is right. Pro-

bably, also, for most of her colonies, though many c»f

tlicm have taken a dillerent view, being under dif-

ferent conditions. Ihit his belief iu b'ree Trad(>, like

all the beliefs he holds strongh^ becomes to him a

sort of fetish. He has blindly worshipped it so long

and so ardently that, like Mr. Dick, who found it impos-
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slble to keep tlie Lead of Charles I. out of his memoirs^

our good John finds an attack on Free Trade in every

proposal for legislative interfereuco with anybody or

anything which conies into this country. He jumps

to the conclusion that we are tampering with his most

cherished principles in trying to exclnde the pauper

foreigner. But if he would learn from one of the

most flourishing of his colonies, that of Xew South

Wales, which is a free trade colony, ho would find

that she has long ago, despite her almost pedantic

devotion to free trade, taken very strong steps indeed

to shut out such immigrants from other countries

as have seemed to her undesirable. I am not now

referring to the Chinese. Tlicy are practically ex-

cluded from Australia also, though for a different

reason, and I will return to their case later on.

]3ut I am referring now to instances in which Aus-

tralia has refused to admit English subjects, natives

of these islands, for reasons that have seemed to her to

be sufficient. And, indeed, so strong has been her

determination to keep her people free from moral

contamination, that she has at times refused admission

to English -born subjects even without the authority

of a law to back her. AVhen the Irish informers, after

the trial of the Phoenix Park mui'derers, attempted to

land in Australia, neither New South AVales nor Vic-

toria would receive them. Their action was grossly

illetral. It had no Icixal sanction. And vet tlie Homo
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Goverumeut had no clioice but to acquiesce iu tlic

decision of tlio Colonial Government; it being felt to

be an impossible thing to attempt to coerce a great

colony into receiving scoundrels of this class.

Most of the colonies have also taken steps to pre-

vent the introduction of persons likely to become a

charge upon the public or upon charitable institutions.

And in so doing they have only followed the general

practice of the world outside the British Isles. The

whole weight of colonial opinion and experience is

iu the direction of imposing reasonable restrictions

on the introduction of undesirable elements into their

society. They acted in the case of the Irish informers

upon moral grounds. They are acting in tlie case of

the Chinese upon material as well as moral grounds.

The Cliinamau has about as low a standard of comfort

as can be imagined. It is a standard which apparently

cannot be raised to our level ; at all events, not iu

Australia. And therefore they have been practically

excluded from these colonieS; in absolute defiance of

treaties between England and China. I should like

to see the English Colonial Secretary who would at

this time of day attempt to interfere with the Anti-

Chinese legislation of Australia. Sir Henry I'arkes,

the premier of New Soulh AVales, when charged with

havino; broken the laws of the land in excludiuo- the

Chinese, replied, " 1 care nothing about your cobweb

lA technical law; i am obeying a law fir superior
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to any hiw \vliicli issued these permits, namely, the

law of the presorvatiou of society in New South

"Wales. '^ Tliat this is the right attitude no one who

knows the habits of the Ciiinese can doubt. It is, of

course, an attitude which shocks the pedantic free

trader. It is an attitude which is not for the benefit

of the consumer. If the be-all and end-all of govern-

ment is to obtain unrestricted competition at the price

of public morality and of decency of life, then no

doubt Australia is wrong. But if it be a good thing

to risk paying a shade more for a nation\s goods, in

order to exclude a moral plague which may turn a

great city into a modern Sodom, then there is no

friend of his kind who will n(jt approve Sir Henry

Parkes^ declarati'jn, and the action of the Xew South

AVales and other Australian governments. I am justi-

fied in saying that the In:iperial view—that is the view

of almost the whole of the enipire outside of England

—

is in favour of the restrictions we are seeking to obtain

in England. Is it not a strong thing for England

absolutely to refuse tu listen to the teachings of the

experience of almost every J:lnglish-speaking com-

munity in the world except herself':'

And how, in fice of her per.-istent defiance of

English opinion outside Jhigland, can she hope to

succeed with her pet jn'oject of imperial Ecderation ":*

There can be no such federation ^vithlJut some kind

of mutual give and take. Indeed, on this point of
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Chinese iininigTutioiij ]\[r. Gillies^ tlie then premier

of Victoria, declared that he was not aware of the

exact nature and extent of the obligations of the Im-

perial (government to China; and went on to argue

that as the colonies had had no voice in the making

of these treaties their governments could not be held

to be bound to receive Cln'neso itnmigration to an

indeiinite extent. This is one of the points^ and a

most important point too^ upon which John ]3ull must

be content to sink his prejudices and learn from his

younger brothers before he can convince them of the

benefit of a closer union with him.

This Australian determination to preserve them-

selves from moral contamination is no new thing ; nor

has it sprung into being over the recent dispute about

Chinese imtnigration. The feeling on that subject, as

1 have already shown^ is so strong in Australia^ that

the Chinese are now practically excluded from Aus-

tralia in absolute defiance of the treaties made

between Jhigland and China, which gi\'e citizens of

the Chinese Empire the right to go to Australia^ or to

any other part of the J'ritish Empire^ if they please.

The same restriction is applied to Chinamen who are

actually Jhiglish subjects, and colonial feeling is so

strong u})on this i)oiutj and so general throughout all

classes of the community, that, illegal as it niay be—

•

in total disregard of treaty-rights as it is—no English

vernment has yet been fuuiid courageous enough totro
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disregard wliat is practically a unanimous colonial

opinion.

1 venture to propbesy that we sball never witness

ihe intervention of tlio Imperial government in order

to compel l*]nglisli subjects in Australia to carry out

the treaty-rights which England has provided for the

Chinese^ or that such intervention will ever be used to

compel Australia to receive Chinese immigrants who

may even be actually British subjects.

I said just now that the Australian action against

undesirable immigration v,as no new thing !

Between ISIO and 1850 Victoria was prepared to

prevent^ by force if necessary^ the landing of British

convicts at Melbourne. They passed in 1^:52 the

" Convicts Prevention Act/' which prevented convicts

who Avere pardoned^ or whose time had expired, or

who had received tickets-of-leave, authorising them to

go where they pleased in Australia, from landing in

\'ictoria ; and which imposed heavy fines upon the

captains of ships atlemptiiig to introduce such })as-

sengers.

I do not think that in Australia these laws are

dictated by any race-hatred, or Ijy any religious preju-

dice.

There is no desire, so far as I have ever experi-

enced, to shufout Cliinese y-' Cliinese— or t<j shut

uul any other kind of immigi-ant solely because it

may be ihougliL that he is likely to add to the cumpe-
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titiou which prevails already in the colonial labour

market—or because he is of a different religion to the

bulk of the community. Australian opinion usually

puts the case against Chinese^ against ex-convicts,

and against undesirable immigration generally, upon

high moral grounds—upon the grounds that the Aus-

tralians have a now country, with an educated, intelli-

gent, and moral papulation, and that they are not

willing to run the chance of seeing that population

corrupted by the introduction of a horde of immi-

grants, whose habits of life, whose notions of morality,

and whose standard of comfort, are far below that of

the existing population.

Nor is the agitation against the Chinese connected

with any movement in favour of protection.

tSir Henry Parkes, whose words I have already

quoted, is premier of a free-trade cabinet in the free-

trade colony of New South Wales. The Hon. Mr. Mc
]\Iillan is his colonial treasurer—also a very strong

fi'ce-trader, and one of the most prominent leaders in

the recent struggle between free-traders and protec-

tionists in New South Wales. lie says to the electors

of East Sydney, " A\ e have decided, although per-

haps in a precipitate manner, that our virgin soil

shall not be contaniinaled l)y hordes of an alien and

uuniixable race."

In one of his speeches u])on this subject, Sir Ilemy

I'arkes takes up the veiy^ strung ground that the un-
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restricted iiitroductiou of Chiaeso into Australia

would absolutely cliange tlie whole character of the

Australian people.

Abandoniiif]^ for a moment the aro-ument on the

ground of public morality^ he declares that '^ they are

a superior set of people belonging to a nation of an

old and deep-rooted civilization. A\'o know the

beautiful results of many of their handicraft; we

know how wonderful are their powers of iuiaginatiorj^

their endurance^ and their patient labour. It is for

these qualities that I do not want them to come here.

The influx of a few million of Chinese here would

entirely change tlie character of this young Austi-a-

lian commonwealth. It is^ then^ because I believe the

Chinese to be a powerful race^ capable of taking a

great hold upon the country, and because I wish to

preserve the type of my own nation in these fair

eountrieSj that I am, and always liave been, opposed to

the influx of Chinese.
^^

Now I am not arguing here in favour of race-anti-

pathies, or of religious hatred ; and I am far from

advocating that anybfaly should break the law. I am

only using the Australian example, which shows their

feeling to be so strong that they have even risked the

defiance of treatv-ri^jhts, and the brcakinu" of |-hi2"lish

law, in order to keep out what they regard as being

undesirable immigrants, and in order to preserve the

typo of their own race, to prove how strong is colonial
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o|)iiii(.)ji Tipnii these points, and liow vitally nocessaiy

for the welfare of tlieir country tlu^y believe to be t'no

poAvers wliieli tluy liav(» taken for the exclusion ef

such ])eople fi'oni their short s.

Is it not, then, a strange thing- fur J'higland to

refuse to learn lessons wliich are the result of the

experience of every other ]"]nglish-speaking nation in

the woilcl ? For it must not be forgotten that the

United States also have found the burden of undesir-

able immigrants intolerable. Twenty years ago

iVmerica was inclined to be proud of the number of

her immigrants, but within, comparatively speaking,

the last few years, they have begun to pour in npon

her in swarms from all parts of Europe, until she has

becc>n^.e saturated, so to say, with very much the same

class of immigrant whom we ai'c seeking to exclude

from iMigland.

These immigrants—many of them—do not speak

English, and do not assimilate with the population as

do immigrants of the Scandinavian, German, and

even Irish tyj)e. They bring with them a low

standai'd of morals, and a low standard of physical

comfort, and they therefore compete unfairly with

existing labour in America, which has, for the most

part, attained the enjoyment of a wage which enables

\Xj to live in tolerable comfort. There serious troubles

have recently arisen from this very cause. They find

that the lower class of foreign immigrants liave secret
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societies of their owu, with objects which are not

compatible with the obhgations of respectable citizen-

ship. Some of these evils have recently come to light

in the most marked manner daring the !Mafia Riots in

New Orleans ; and although the lynching of the

Italians in New Orleans, whom the American citizens

regarded as having been acquitted, owing to the

terrorising or bribing of the jury by a secret Italian

murder society^ was no doubt grossly illegal, and

ought to be repudiated in the name of law and ordei-,

yet there is not the slightest doubt that the entire

current of American unofficial opinion is very strongly

with tlio citizens of New Orleans, who are regarded as

having on the whole taken the only course open to

them to free themselves from the burden of an intoler-

able foreign tyranny. The presentment of the grand

jury of New Orleans points out that there is no rpies-

tion more intimately connected with the sultject

matter of their investigation than immigration, and

records its opinion '' that the time has past when tliis

country (America) can be made tlie dutuping-grouml

for the worthless and depraved of every nation.^'

Amongst the foreign miners in America there is

also a grievous trouble. The Russian and Italian

miners are in open and armed revolt against the law,

and so strong is the public opinion which has been

stirred up in the face of all these facts, that it is very

probable indeed that the I'nited States will pass
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legislation excluding from their country all immi-

grants— pauper or otherwise—^excepting English,

German, Scandinavian, and perhaps the Swiss.

In the face of all the experience of other English-

speaking races it seems to me impossible that Eng-

land can stand still. Atnerica h.as an area of some

three million square miles with a population of be-

tw*een sixty and sev^enty millions. Australia has

about the same area of country with a population of

between four and five millions. If these young coun-

tries, with a practically boundless supply of land, and

so comparatively sparse a population, find it expedient

to exclude the pauper foreigner—nay, more, regard

it as so vital to their interests to do so that they

ai'o willing to run the risk of European complication

in the one case, and of infringing treaty rights

and l)reaking the law in the other, in order to accom-

plish their object—how mucli the more necessary is it

for us ':* We possess in i'higland one hundred and

twenty thousand square miles, as against three

million, with a population of, say, thirty millions

of souls. Neither America nor Australia, with an

inhnitely smivller ratio of inhabitants to their acreage,

can afford to allow 'i\-(iii entry to all comers. Nor, 1.

think, can we. It is surely time that our old country

should wake out of her sleep and set herself resolutely

to work to purge herself of her dangerous foreign

elements while there is vet time.
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The other n.i'O'iiaienfc Nvliicli sorely oppresses John

Bull is the argnmeiifc in connection with political

refugees. He fears that if leg-islation oF this kind be

passed^ lie may be found some day handing over conti-

nental political prisoners to the tender mercies of des-

potic governments. It is a fear which does him credit,

but which, I think, is not well founded. ]\Iean3

might very well be devised to shield the political

refugee. To begin with, very few of them conic here

as paupers, and still fewer come who arc totally un-

knowi], and whose cases conld not therefore be en-

qnired into before they were sent back.

Finall}', I think eTohu Bull shonld reflect that he

owes a duty to his children. AVe believe the Anglo-

Saxon race to be the finest of the world. I'lvery

Ihiglishman, at home or abroad, or in America, is

proud of his race, of his langnage, of his traditions,

and of the great Anglo-Saxon stock from Avhich he

sprung. Ivingsley has told ns the touching story of

the old warrior Wulf, who, on the point of submitting

liimself to Christian baptism, suddeidy bethought

him to inquire from the ofiiciating bishop where were

the souls of his heathen ancestors. "Jn hell!'' re-

plied the bishop. And Wulf drew back from the

font. " lie w^ould prefer, if Adolf had no objection,

to go to his own people.'^

So, I think, say wo all. We prefer our own people

and our own race. Let us see to it that we preserve
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its vigour and its noble characteristics^ so that our

cohniial olfspi'ing may still bear themselves proudly

when they think ol; the parent race from which they

came, l^et us be wise while yet there is time^ lest in

years to come our children should despise us. Surelj'

they must despise us if tliey see us heedless alike of

our own race traditions and of the experience with

which they themselves have furnished u-j.
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J5v AV. n. Wjlkix.s.

I lAf.v^ tiiie of Xature's garJen.-^ a land teouiiiig with

relics of the mighry past^ rich iu treasures of literature

and art; a country great in ]"iatur;d resoui'ces with

.some of the very best sta|)]e products^ is yet one of

the Worst as regards her economic condition, ller

exports are varied and rich ; but over-populated^ and

with au internal system whicli does not ])rovide to

keep her }Vjor employed, her surplus population drifts

from hotne to work, to beg. or to starve iu other

lauds.

For inari}- years the influx of Italians into this

country lias been very lai-gi;; and increasing. Italv

would seem to show a partiality for England over all

other countries, except perhaps America, iu sending

to its shores hi'r illiterate masses, Eondon, and many

of our large proviiicial cities, are cro.vded with a class

of Italians, who are, for the most part, iion-producers.

,\bhorrin!i- agric-.liure, and in fact an\- setthjd oecupa-

tlon or trad", they cliiig to our large cenl re's of p")pu-

lation, and eke out a:i cxi.-teuce by nieans of the most

de^"'a-adinQ' purc^uits. Tlitre are. of course, notable
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exceptions. 1 do not include in tliis category that

numerous class of Italians wlio^ upon their arrival in

J'Jngland; take up some definite trade or employment,

such as confectioners, cooks, and waiters. These are

in no sense an evil, for they supply a felt want. They

come to us as skilled workmen, and are decent and

cleanU' in tlieir habits and mode of life. Gradually

they are ;ibsorbod into our national life, and become

g'ood and usefid members of the community.

Unfortunately, the great mass of Italian emigrants

differ widely from such as these. They are, for the

most part, the idle, the vicious, and the destitute, the

off-scouring of their own country, who, forbidden or

hampered by the drastic laws now enforced in Italy

against Viigrancy and mendicancy, drift over to

England, and here endeavour to pursue that nefarious

mode of life which is denied them in the land of their

birth.

Mmy Italians arrive in this country in an absolutely

destitute condition, knowing no trade and having

neither friends nor money. They apply for relief at

once, and very often upon arrival go straight from the

railway station to the Italian Consulate, and beg for

fdins. Thoy are ignorant of the country, of its lan-

guage, of its laws, and being thus unamenable to any

good iniluences wliich may exist, they quickly fall into

baa hands. It is one more illustration of the truth of

Dr. Waits' old nKixim, that mischief is always found
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" for idle hands to do.''' rrofessional bco^a'ars lav inDO J

wait for theiiij and teach them how to approach with

success the different charitable societies, or, worse stilly

they fall an easy prey to one of the secret socialistic

ci" revolutionary leagues which abound in the uietro-

] ulis. I am informed upon trustworthy authority that

the number of foreign revolutionists in this country

has very largely increased duiing the last three years^

and with the object-lesson which the Mafia in New
Orleans has recently presented to us, there can be no

doubt that in this rapid increase of foreign revolu-

tionary societies lurk the elements of a very grave and

serious social danger. As an instance of tliis, the

Italian Ijcnevolent Society quite recently befriended an

Italian on his arrival here, l)y providing him with the

implements of his occupation, that of a couk in a re-

staurant, lie was dischai'ged from his situation after

repeated trials, because of his dirl\', filthy liabits, and

because he absolutely refused to work. When with-

out employment, he fell in with some gang of foreign

socialists, whose evil influence (piickly counteracted

all the good the l>enevolent Society had attempted to

do for him. lie woidd do anything i-ather than woi'k,

and came again and again to the Societ}', begging fur

alms. At length he became such a nuisance, and was

so insolent, demanding as a right that to which he had

no right at all, that he had tu be furcibly ejected from

the oflices of the Societv. Another case is that of a
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7nan wlio lias boon twico sent, l)ack to Italy at the

Society's expense, anJ each timo lias fouml liis way

back agaia to London, One more very recent instance

Avill snffice. As I am indebted for this to Signor

Regdietti, tlio secretary of tlio Italian Bouevoleut

Society, I will give it in liis own words. Ho writes

in a letter dated from the Italian CousuLate^ April

27th, 1891 :—
" On. Friday last, a man arrived by steamer from

Genoa, with the avowed pnrpose of begging. He had

fifty fra )}<'>; at Genoa, which he paid for his passage,

and from the dock ho camo at once to the Consulate,

perfectly penniless. He asked for help, and how to

get a license to go out begging on account of being

deprived of four fingers off one hand ! Similar cases

often occur."

Tlie Italians, of whom these three cases are fair

specimens, mostly come from Naples and the vicinity,

where they live in pauperism, filth and vice, with no

higher ambition than to get cheap food enougli to

keep them alive. Uneducated and slovenly when they

come, they never improve, and despite all efforts to

restrain them, they persist in fuUowing here the same

mode of living which they practised at home. They

are ineradicably bad, and only the fear of the law's

punishment, of which they have a lively dread, keeps

them in any w;iy disciplined. The degraded habits of

this class of immigrants, innate and lasting as they ai'c,
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stamp tluMii a.s a iiidst iiudosii'al^lo S(4,^ wliose affiliation

witli our f)\vn pcioplo must in time work great injury.

One of the most serious aspects of this question of

the immigration of the destitute^ and by far the saddest

and most pathetic, is that whicli relates to the disgrace-

ful traffic in Italian children carried on under the

auspices of the Padroni. The employnaent of a large

number of Italian chihlren in England as vagrants and

itinerant musicians, is a matter wliich has for a long

time exercised the minds of philanthropic persons
;

but few, save tlioso who liavo made this c|uestion an

especial study, liav(^ an\' cr)nception of its increase and

extent.

The traffic is cari'Ied on in this wisi; : —Tiie chihlren

are brouglit ov<M" from tlieii- native country by men

who obtain tliem from their parents for a very small

sum, for a few ducats annually — a ducat equals

.'3.S'. Gd.—-and upon uad.'i'taklng t<) clothe and to feed

them. The heartless parents who thus dispose of their

offspring are, for the most part, very poor peasants

living in Calabria and the South of Italy ; Caserta, in

the South of Italy, is one of the principal places from

whicli tliese vagrant children come. The land around

Caserta is very pooi-, yit^lding scai'cely sufficient sus-

tenance to keep the ])eople who dwell upon it alive,

and tlie conditions of existence ai'o nocossai'ily hai-d

in th(^ extreme. This, p(>rhaps, accounts to some

extent for the unnatiiivd ahu'i'ltv which tliese parents
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show ill ]iai'tin<jf witli tlieir cliildicn. Tlioir desire to

get rid of ])areiital rosi^onsiLilit}' is i::o doubt stimu-

lated by the glowing tule of JMiglaiid's fabled wealth

"which the pn drone unfolds to them^ and bj the way

in wliicli he dwells upon the rich and ]M-ospei'Ous

future which is open to the children. lias he not

himself been once as they are? Is he not now rich,

as ricli as the village nsurer or the sindivo? So

drugging their consciences to sleep— if, indeed^ they

can be said to have any conscience at all—the parents

surrender their children, and a few coins change

hands. The children are sold into what is a veritable

slavery without any heed being tak(^n of their future,

and the parents are glad to ])e I'clieved of the present

respoiisibility by tlieir maintenance and education.

It is not always the iiadroni though_, who bring the

children to England. Sometimes they are consigned

to relatives^ and sometimes the pai-ents bring them

themselves; but whether tliey come under the cai'O

of the parents, or the care of the padroni, the evil

etTects of the system remain the same.

The padroni, that is tlie masters^ having thus

oljtained possession of the children, they bring them

l)y circuitous routes to England. How these slave-

drivers—for they are little better— manage to evade

the new Italian law against their traflic it is not easy

to say ; but when they have once got clear of tlu;

frontier, theii- course is plain. Some travel by rail-
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way ; but many of tlicm actual!}' jonnicy on foot^ from

town to town^ and village to vJllagp, all the "way up to

Dieppe or Calais, from thence crossing over to our

shores.

Once arrived in England, tliese poor children are

compelled to begin their sad career of degradation,

vagrancy and hardships. They are, in fact, imported

simply for the purpose of following one or the other

of the vagrant professions in the streets of London,

and throughout the country. AVe are all familiar with,

the little dark-eyed southerner Avho plays with sucli

pathetic patience npon his whee/y accordion, and

thanks ns for our pence in a broken tongue. Early

in the morning they arc sent out with an accoi'dion,

concertina, or other instrument, and t(dd to sing or

play before houses^ and there to wait for money. As

a rule, they do not openly beg for alms, as this would

bring them within i-each of the law ; l)nt they just

stand and wait, and charitabl}' disposed persons,

attracted by their ])icturesquc appearance, and moved

to compassion, give them money, ignorant or foi'get-

ful of the fact that this Tiioney benefits them ])crsonal]y

not at all^ but the j'f/'/yo//e whose property they arc.

Tlie piidruni nvc cruel and ])itiless masters, and

treat the children just like slaves. If the littk' ones

do not briitg home a suiricient sum, they are cruelly

Ijeateu and ill-treated, kept without food or nourish-

ment, and sent hungi'y to bed. Aery often these poor
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c'liilJrou do not i^^ct liome from tlieir wrary rounds till

])ast midniglitj aiul aro oftoii found ui tcM'ly woni out

and fast asleep under an arelnvay or on a doorstep.

The eff(>cts of this evil system upon its victims are

necessarily very bad. They do not go to school^ they

become very idle, and begin early to drink, smoke, and

take to all kinds of vices. They are habitually over-

worked and underfed, their staple food being much the

same as that to which they are accustomed in their

native country, such as maccaroni, rice, and so forth.

]jut the climate is so much more rigorous in England,

the fogs of smoky London so different from the ^Yarm

clear air of sunny Italy, that they cannot live propei'ly

on such dier, eveu if they had enough of it to eat,

which is very seldom the case. They suffer especialls'

fi-om the diseases of the throat and pulmonary affec-

tions brought on l:iy this underfeeding-^ and by being-

exposed to all kinds of weather. The mortality from

these causes is, of necessity, considerable. Eveiwyear

luany die. ]3ut the lot of those who survive is sadder

still. They grow up immoral, illiterate, vicious, and

low, a degraded class, exercising the most undesirable

inlluence upon those with whom they come iu contact.

'J'hey aro wretchedly lodged, huddled together, four

or five sleeping in a bed, when they have one to sleep

in at all. Ik-ing private houses, their lodgings are not

in any way open to iuspcction. To them the word

'' home," so sacred to English ears, has no meaning
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al:- wW, and witli thcin decc'iicy, cleanliness and

niodostj 1)GConie uiiimag'iiiablo tliin^-s. IToro is a

description of a sleeping room— it often serves for a

living- room as well— iu one of the ordinary dwelling

houses in tlie neighbourhood of Saffron Hill. In this

one rooni^ neither very lofty nor very lai'ge, may fre-

quently Ijo found a dozen persons herded together

rather like cattle than liuinan l)eings, slee])ing pi'omis-

cnously as f(jllo\vs :—In one be d^ or what serves for a

bed^ a married couple ; in the next^ two young girls
;

in a third^ a single young man ; in a fijurth, three oi'

four childr(.'n of different ages and sexes^ and so on !

The sanitaiy arrangements rif these dwellings leave

eveiything to ];e desiixd^ arid in the slee])ing room

I'eferred ic, owing to the lack ol' ventilation^ and the

nundx'r of human Ijeings crowded therein^ to quote

the words of my inf'Ji'mantj " The stench is awful."

And yet this particular instance is a fair sample of all

the rest !

As a result of this promiscuous intercourse^ the

girlsj especially, neaily all go to the bad. They are

entirely at the mercy (jf the infamous j'^i'lruni', who

gets these young and unprutecte-l girls under his

baleful influence^, and at an age of fuurteen, fifteen, r-r

sixteen, seduces them. After that their downwai-d

couivse is certain, and it is. rendered (Msier fi'om tlic>

fact that in the exei'cise rd' theii- vagi'ant calling, they

ai'e fifren sicit iiit'i fisv di'inking-slKMis, ])ub!icdiou-es,
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au<l siiiiihu" pl;u'(>s wlioi'o l);ul cliara-ctei's abound. Tlio

boys, wlieii tliey ^^\\^\\ up, become beg"g-ar.-; by pro-

fession, and always remain so, for they learn no other

trade, and can neitijer read nor write. Some remain

in England, but many go over to Italy and bi'ing

back children themselves. Sometimes, when they are

seventeen or eighteen 3^ears old, they run a\vay from

iXxQ j)a<lfO)tl and set up on tlieir own account.

The y>ar?/'o;// are men utterly without principle, and

morally bad in every way. I will sketch the career of

one of them, wdio is, I believe, not a wit more infamous

than many of his fellows. T am not p.'n-mittc^d in this

instance to give the precise soui'C(> of niy information,

but it is absolnfi:ly trnstworthy.

Guiseppe Delicato, for such is this man's name, is

a padi-one., who foi* many years has carried on his

infamous traflic in Bii'mingham. Ilis business would

seem to be a very extensive one, since, in addition to

the establishment at Birmingham, he has also similar

houses in Pluouix Street, Plymouth, and. ]Marsh

Street, Ilanley, for the purpose of plying his trade in

those places as well. lie is a native of Posanico

Contrado, in the province of Attina, and W(jnld seem

to be a juan of some standing in his native country,

since he is well acquainted with Signer Bernardo

]\lancini, ^Nfayor of Attina, with whom he is in the

habit of frefjueiitly corresponding in reference to his

business matters. Delicato h:i- nvidc fs-equent jonrnevs
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to Ifaly for tlio purpos'o of cnf^aging reci'iiits. On

several occasions lie has brouglit with liini, on his

return, girls whom he lias snbsc^qnenily sedncetl. It

is impossible to give a fall list of his victims, luit in

order to show that I do not exa^-o'erate this man's

inicjiiities, I AviU give a few instances which are well

autheDticated. One case is that of ]\Iarannia Tada,

aged twenty, a native of Sora-di-CompignO; in the

province of Cersata, who has borne two children by

him. A second case is that of a young girl named

Macolata Faccinda, of Pisanisco, province of Cersata,

by whom he has had another chihi. Some time since

lie also seduced an English girl named Annie Tyler,

who bore him three children. He afterwards induced

an Italian, Tiamed Pietro Dibonce, to marry liei', and

they left England f )r America in ]\larch of this year

(1801). ]\Iany other young Jtalian girls have also

fallen victims to this man, but as the iurpiiry into his

antecedents is not yet complete, it is not possible at

present to give more details. \\\ common with many

otlier pudronl, Guiseppe Delicate has not confined his

traliic only to children. Whole families, motiier,

father, and children, arc brought over to iMigland f )r

the purpose of begging and playing instruments about

the streets. Here is an instance of a family imported

by him—a fither, mother, and two children, 'i'hey

were in Delicato's service for two or three years,

carrying on the Mrsiu've, or trade of vagrancy an.d
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begging. At the cud of that tiino the record of this

iinfortuniitc family was as follows : Delicato paid the

father 12 only for three ycars^ work, and discharged

him; the mother he had previously sent back to Italy,

as froui ill-hcaUh she had become practically useless

to liim; one of tlu> girls he seduced, who is still living

under what, by a cruel misnomer, would bo called

liis "protection,'^ and he refused to pay the other

girl's wages because she had married and left him.

IJer husband has brought an action against him to

recover the money, 'i'he action is still pending, and

since it has been brought, inquii'ies havG been insti-

tuted, wliich have brought to light the inicpilties this

man has been carrying on for years. These incidents

happened in Jjirmingham,

The parents arc often as cruel as the jxiilroiii ; in

fact, considering the relations wdiich ought to exist

between them and their children, they are worse.

'J'hey seem to have no sense of parental responsibilities,

and they look upon their children only as means

whereby to fill their pockets with mone}^ Although

often well able to alford it, they will not even supply

their children with boots, and allow them to run about

bare-footed in rain and mud, or apply to the Italian

l>e]ievolent Society for assistance, representing them-

selves as being in such a destitute condition that they

cannot alford to buy them.

The rratiic is most lucrative, and the gains whieh
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the jnidroiii, more especiallyj make out of these

cliilclreu, are very hirge ; so much so^ that after a

few years they ;ire able to retire to sunny Italy, and

to live as 'proprletari , or country gentlemen. Some-

times the children will bring home as mucli as ten

shillings in a day, and as^ often, one pndrone has as

many as fifty children under his care, spread about

in companies in London and the country, under the

supervision of his confederates, it will be seen that the

total amount of tiie number of small sums accuuiu-

lating daily nmst be very large. Of course, sometimes

the children bring home very little, and sometimes

nothing at all, but as the ])enalty in this case is a

beating, and being kept without fooil, fear stimulates

their efforts, and they seldom return empty-handed.

Many efforts have been made to put a stop to this

disgraceful traffic. The Italian Benevolent Society,

established in London—a Society which might serve

as a model for others, buth from its admirably organ-

ized system of relief, and for the efforts it makes to

discourage these people from coming to England—
has been especially energetic in the matter. Lender

its anspices, several petitions have been made to the

I'higlish Government, one to the Kome Secretary, ti

bring the matter befbro him wi;h the aid of the

I^mbassy. So long ago as IS/ 7 an incpiiry into this

Cjuestioa vras instiiuted by the Charity Organization

Socierv, and a depuration waited on the Home
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Secretary^ then Sir Kicliard Cross^ with the result

that a circular was addressed to the police magistrates^

a^sking them to help in dealing with these chihlreii, so

that where it was possible they should be returned to

Italy. The Italian Ijcucvoleiit Society cau only deal

with the chiklren wlien they are handed over Ijy the

magistrates. Tlio Society has returned a great many

in this way to Italy, but as a rule they come back

again. If the children are taken from the [xulrnnl,

the parents often bring them thcraselveSj and theUj of

ciairse, they camir.t be taken away from their parents,

'i'he only visible etlect has been to reduce slightl}' the

number of ji'i'h''ni'i
, and to increase the number of

parents; but, as J have saitl belbre, the parents are

s(j unn.atural, that whether the children are bronglit

ht.'re by them or by the ii'i')nmi , the evil elfects of

the system remain the same.

In 1^7') the Italian Benevident Society went on a

dejmtatiop. to the London Scliool Buard, and it vras

decided to compel these children to go to school in

the same way as if they had been English ciiildren,

and an Italian Schoul F>oard oHicer was appointed for

the purpose. The consequence Vv^as that many were

conipelled to go to school, chiefly to the schools

connected with the Roman Catholic Ciuuvh (;>f St.

Peter, in ilatton Garden, v.dii.jl), wilh the adjoiiuug

portions of SatTron Hill and Xew li:>iebery Avenue,

forms the principal Icaiian quarter \i\ L"'nd:)n. There,
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ill stuuted streets and in narrow courts cliokcd willi

ice-cream barrows, vendors of hot chestnuts, aud such-

like delicacies, will be found not only a large colony

of these iniported itinerant musicians, but also a

young Italy which has never been further abroad than

the sunny slo})es of Clerkenwell Gi'een. Jjut to return

to the action of the School Board. The i^adrDiic was

e(|n;il to the occasion. Leaving his beloved haunts

of Saffron llill he fled eastward and westward to

the suburbs of Deptford, Greenwich, Kingston and

Hammersmit^h. The School .13oards out of London

take no action in this matter, to compel these children

to go to school, so there his slaves reside, and ply

their trade undisturbed by that terror of indigenous

truants, the School ]3oard officer, aud the evil is not

sensibly affected or diminished.

]jy the recent Children's I'rotection Act a step has

been made in the right direction, and the state of

alTairs sliglitly ameliorated. Li consequence of this

Act, a good many Italian bo^'s under fourteen years of

age, and girls under sixteen, have l)een taken up for

playing and perfbrining in the public streets, and the

])arents or masters })nnished. This new Act, if only it

were rigorously and universally aj)[)liL'd, would be a

great h.i'lp in cheeking the e\'i!, but it is not sunicicnt

lo or;iilicate it altogether, as the limit of age is fixed

ralihcr too low. Sigiior Lighutti, tho courteous and

energetic secretuiy of tlie Italian fienevolent Societv,
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to wbom I am indebted for much valuable information^

and who has been untiring in his endeavours to check

this trufHc, wrote to me in a recent letter :
'' the state

of affairs is somewhat better on account of this Act,

but not very much."

In Italy, where the evil had attained intolerable

proportions, seriously affecting the social wellbeiug

and prosperity of the nation, a very rigorous law was

passed in 1870. The history of this Act is rather a

curious oiic. Ten years previous to its passing, a

former Italian Ambassador to the Court of St. James^,

at that time Secretary to the Embass}-, on coming out

from a grand reception at one of the mansions in

Piccadilly, found himself literally surrounded by a

crovrd of Italian children, wdio postered him for alms,

and impeded his free progress by their importunities.

This incident made tnch a profound impression upon

him, that he dii'ccted his esjiccial attcnlion to the

ccmdition of the Italian colcmy in London, and with

this result. He was so horritied when he became

aware of the nature and extent of the evil, that his

strong representations to the Italian Government, and

the nuceasinag efforts which ho made to obtain some

legislation for the purpose of checking the system of

mendicancy and vagrancy, which had become a bye-

word and a reproach to his countiy, were mainly

instrumental in passing the drastic Italian law of

1;S70. .By this Act, whoever hands over to be
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employed^ or employs persons of either sex under the

jige of eighteen in the exereise of vugrant professions,

such as '' jugglers^ conjurerSj clowns^ itinerant phiyers

or singers^ tight rope dancers,, diviners of dreams,

exhibitors of animals, mendicants, and such like,''^ is

liable to both fine and imprisonment. Italian subjects

who emr)lov Italian children in a foreign state in

vagrant professions, or who CTitrust them to others to

be so employed, are also liable to the penalties (>f tine

and imprisonment; in case of bad usage and iilircat-

ment, the punishment is three years' imprisonment,

and if the children have been entrapped or kidnapped

by violence, the penalty is seven years. In Italy this

Act has produced most beneficial re.-ults, but it does

not appear to have in any way lessened the evil traffic

in England, where all eilurts, legislative or otherwise,

have hitheiio fallen short of the mark.

h-everal suggestions have been made Ijy which the

existing state of afl'aiis may be remedied, all worthy

of consideration. One is to increase the liniit of age

laid down by the Children's Proteciion Act to eighteen

years of age in the case of persons of both sexes.

This would bring the Act still closer iji accord with

tlie law of Italy. The linut of age at pi-esent fixed l^y

the law is too low, and for this reason. Directly the

children leave school, at about fourteen years of ai:e

— I speak here of those resident in London, wl.o

lire under tlie suuervision of the Italian School Board
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ofliccr— tlioy ai'C put on to the streets to ply the

met^tifjre. It is an impressionable age. All the good

they learn at school is quickly undone, and tiie law is

powerless to touch them, whereas, if the limit of age

were fixed at eifj:liteen, the uirsfirrc could not lontr be

followed, and the jiarents would provide them with

some definite occu])ation, or put them to learn some

proper trade, so that their time would not 1)0 wasted.

Another suggestion is that there should be a general

tightening of the compuls(.)i'y method by the School

Jjoards all over the country. J.et the pa'/rumj know

that in eveiy I'higli^h t(jwn his singing hoy^ and

playing girls will be hurried off to school by the

.Sehool Board Oilicer, he \vill scon find his i:';iius

decrease. If only the children could be compelled to

live laborious days in schuol, the occupation of the

//uilrunc would be gone, and his dream of returning to

lU' beJU ItaVfj , to live there as a country gentleman,

v/ould vaiiish for ever. Jl is> illogical that the com-

pulsory action (A the School Hoard should be en-

forced in kondoii, and ajlo\\ed to I'oniain idlo in the

pro\ inces.

'J'ho third and most dra.-tic remedy, and by far the

most effective, vrould be to adopt the Anncrlcan plan,

and stop the clulJren at the })orts of arrival when

they come to England, and send them back at once

to their own country; and not the children only, but

the wliole class of destitute, idle, and useless irnnii-
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gi'ants who attempt to land upon our sliores. Bignor

Piifrlietti, who lias gone into this question of Italian

immigration more thorouglily than any one eUe, is

especially emphatic in declaring tliat this is the rinly

efficacioi.is way in which the evil can be eradicated.

At present^ however^ we have no laws on the

subject of foreign immigration^ and tliough doubtless

before long some such restrictions as those recently

enforced by the United States Government will have

to bo adopted here^ yet it is idle to deny^ Jiaving

regard to the present state of public business and

public feeling, that any legislation of this kind must

of necessity be tartly. \i\ the meantime^ what is to

1)0 done ? For a nation wliicli was foremost in

abolishing the slave trade to tauiely tolerate in its

midst an inhuman traffic such as this, is something

worse than an anacluvinism. It is a blut and a I'e-

pruae;! up<''n our ^'aunted civili/.ati'Ui,

'I'hc Ciiiklren's Pri)t(_'ction Act is declart'd to Ijo

iiisuflicient to cope with this evil. \ ery onergulic

measures are needed against the masters and parents

of these p':or children. At ])i'esent the punishment

is far too mild. A fine or a ffW wucks' imprisonment

counts as nothing to them in comparison to the gains

thev make. As an instance of this a liingistrate once

made a /(/(//"/('' dtunjsil l20 \\\\\\ the Italian Ixmevo-

lonr Societv a> a Liuaraiirou that lie W'jedd take S'uno

childrori bjaek to iialv. bur ibo 'A'.» silll r>.rnoaiij> in
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tlie liands of tlio Society, and tlio man did not go,

.saying-, as lio quitted the court, " What is tlie money

to us ? "\\"e can soon make it over again !

^' If a

child is left an orphan there is always a great rush

for it among the fxulroni. They will promise any-

thing^ however extravagant, if they think they can

gain possession of it to use it for their own infamous

purposes.

One remedy, at least, can be put into force at once,

and that independently of all legislation. It is simply

for the English public to refrain from giving the

children money. The misplaced generosity of charit-

able persons is the cause of so many of these little

ones being brought over here to lead a life of degra-

dation and I'uin. 'J'he public should bear in mind

that neither directly nor indirectly do the children

beneiit by the alms so thoughtlessly given. Ou the

contrary, the money goes to swell the ill-gotten gains

of the parents and iiaiJroni, and to encourage and

foster a system fraught with evil consequences, not

only to the recipients of their bounty, but to the com-

munity at hu-gc.

The great thing is to lose no opportunity of bring-

ing this truth before the notice of the public. Some
little time since the Tinn-s^ commenting upon a letter

which I, at the request of the Italian Benevolent

Society, had written for their columns, condemned in

no measured terms this dis<irraceful trafhe. The
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inattor was taken up wjii'iii'y liy the provincial papers,

and by tlie Press of Ita.ly, and for a time ic really

seemed that some good mis^^it be done. For a time

only, and then some new sensation, arose, and the

iniquities of the pitdroue, and the sufferings of his

poor little victims, were tlirnst aside and forgotten.

In fact, instead of the Press usiu"- its g-reat influence

to stamp out the evil, one portion of it—some of the

children's papers—have unwittingly encouraged it.

Oidy the other day T came across, in a paper for chil-

di'on's reading, a jnctni-e of an Italian oi'gan-grinder,

with an expi-ossion of unusual amiability on his

swarthy face, and by his side was standing a litile child

Inohing up in mute appeal f(M' alms, while underneath

the legend ran :
" (live something to the jn'otty litth^

Italian child, wlio comes iVom the sunny south, and is

so {)Oor, and yet sings hap[)ily all the day." A pretty

illusion indeed ; l)ut the verirst fable that was ever

invented by the imagination of man ! The legend

sliould rath(u' have run :
" Have mcrcn^ on the poor

little Italian child, who comes fi'om the foul dens of

Saffron Tlill, who is half-starved, cruelly beaten, and

robbed of every penny <A' its earnings, and who sings

in mortal terror of the biaital master, who gi'ows rich

u])on its sufferings."

A good deal of anxious thought has of late been

expended on the su])j(^ct of black slavery in Africa.

Would it not be well that some attention should be
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given to tliis iunn of white slavery at homo ? Oa

a superficial aspect of the life of these youthful

vagrants, the idea of slavery is probably the last

which would occur to one in connection with them.

They are apparently free and listless as the air they

breathe, and as lightly tasked as any children in the

land. It is only when we come to look beneath the

surface, and examine the conditions of this seemingly

careless existence, that its cruelty, hardship, and

injustice become manifest. I have shown that many

succumb to the miseries of their lot, and go down

unheeded to an early grave. But what of those who

survive, who gr-o'iV up to manhood and to woman-

hood amid the contamination of these corrupt sur-

roundings ? Is not their lot sadder still ? Can

nothing Ijo done to rescue these worse than orphans

from their life of moral and physical ruin ? Tlie

problem is not an easy one, I admit, but surely some

attempt might be made to solve it, some organized

effort on the part of 'charitable and philanthropic

persons, bearing in mind the words of One who made

little children llis especial care :
''" Inasmuch as ye

have done it unto one of the least of these My
brotl'.ren, ve linve (hmc it unto ^le."
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Bv S. IT. Jeyks.

" Let tlie alarmist sleep easy on his Led'^— so Mr.

Charles Booth declared in the first volume of his

'^ Labour and Life of the l^eople "—'^untroubled by

visions of Oriental hordes of barbarians^, streaming in

like Huns and A^andals, and snatching the bread fi'om

the mouth of the much-enduring Londoner. Wliat-

ever may have been the cause for alarm presented by

the immigration of the Jew, it is all over now—at

least for the present.'^ These words of reasoned com-

fort were published in 1830 : they could not be re-

peated in 1891. Wiien Mr. Booth wrote them we had

apparently' reached the end of a period marked by an

abnormal influx of destitute exiles. In 1881 and 1882

a violent if somewhat intermittent persecution had

been directed against the Jews in Russia; about two

years later an edict was issued by Prince Bismarck,

which aimed at expelling the Poles from I^russia.

Realizing, as best they could, such poor possessions as

they owned, and departing with all possible haste, the

expatriated wretches made every attempt to reach a

more hospitable land : those who could muster the

passage-money were bound for America; the rest, the

more destitute and the elderly ones (the great majority

IGS
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of tlic exodus), were hoping- to settle in tlio great

Englisli towns. Tlic iniinediate and permanent result

may be given in Mr. JJooth's carefully moderate

language :

—

''The u3wcoin3rs liavo i!,'radually roplacod tlio Eni^-lisli

population in whole districts wliicli Avoro formerly outside

tlie Jewisli ([uarter. Fonncrly in Whitechapel, Commercial

Street roughly divided the Jewish haunts of Petticoat Lane
and Goulston Street from the rougher English ([uarter lying

to the east. Now (L8S!)) the Jews have flowed across this

line : Ilanbury Street. Fashion Street. Pelham Street, Booth

Street, Old Montague Street, and many other streets and

lanes and alleys have fallen before them ; they fill whole

blocks of model dwellings ; thej' have introduced new trades

as well as new habits, and they live and crowd together, aud

work and meet their fate almost independent of the great

stream of London life surging round them."

Nor must it be supposed that this is the only Jewish

quarter in the metropolis ; that London is the only

town wdiich the foreigners invade ; or, finally, that

the host of immigrants is exclusively recruited from

the Children of Israel. A7e have no trustworthy

means of numbering onr uninvited visitors, though

various bases of calculation have been suggcstcLl. A\"o

may count the Jewish funerals reported to the Jewish

Board of Cuardians in a year, and thus ft)rm sonu:;

approximate estimate oC the total Jewish population.

But it is well known thtit infant mortality constitutes

a large percentage of the death-rate, and there are

but iK^\N infants among those immigrants, for reasons
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winch are sufficiently oljvious. Again, wo niay locik

at tlie returns of Jewish children in the Elementary

Schools^ and adopting the method of the Education

Department, multiply by six to find the total colony.

But these Jews are notoriously and unhappily prolific
;

their multiplying capacity cannot be estimated on a

Gentile basis. Final!}', we may resort to the Alien

Lists which are supposed to be drawn out Ijy captains

of ships entering the port of fiotidon. They ai'o

enjoined by the Alien Act of AVilliam I\".—which

10is not obsol(>(e, but merely disregardeil. '"'
'i

are still handed in/' W\\ liootli sjiys, "and filed al, the

JTome Office, but they are never chocked, ami are so

loosely made out that a wlude family is often returned

as only one person. '^ Kor can we expect that the

ngents and servants of the steamship companies will

go out of their way to call public attention to the

magnitude of a traffic on which they subsist and thrive.

'i'horo is no reason to accuse anybod}' of systematic

evasion or wilful deception ; but we aix; entitled to

make a very considerable addition to any figures

which mioht lie reached by a study of the Alien In.-t-,

documents so generally ignored that (although they

have been summarised since 18^8 and the results pub-

lished) on •June 22nd a inember of Parliament felt

hiip.self justified in asking the iIonu> Secretary

Mhethei' the Act under which they wer(> re (|uir(Hl was

^till in ( xistence ! Fur the iiKsent, until tlicv have
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been strictly enforced and a return published^ we ar(i

compelled almost to ignore them and to make our

computation, sucli as it is, upon the other data men-

tioned by ]\rr, ]3ooth. Using these he reckoned that

in 1889 the Jewish population numbered some-

where between 60^000 and 70_,000, lie put the gross

annual influx between 1881 and 1889 at an average of

abont 4,000, "falling from about 5,000 or (3,000 in

the earlier years, to 2,000 or 3,000 in the later years/'

From these confessedly rougli calculations, ^Ir. Booth

was justified in writing the sentences quoted at the

beginning of this article. The alarm, he said, was

all over then

—

a.i lea^t for ihe pre.'^put.

lie did well to add that final proviso. The tide had

not turned, though it seemed for a brief period to be

slackening. We were very soon nndeceived. Let us

turn to the official reports for the following year, the

" Statistical Tables relating to Emigration and Immi-

gration from and into the United Kingdom in the year

1890, and report to the Board of Trade thereon.''

These were published last March, and their accuracy,

so far as they go, is attested by the name of ^Mr.

Robert Gilfen. Without giving the total number of

Jewish immigrants in any year, the following table is

confined to those persons who fall under the title of

destitute aliens. AVhen. they arrived in England, or

soon afterwards, they were compelled to ask for assist-

ance from their charitable co-relio'ionists here:—
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Xl'mbkr of Ai'I'I.icatkjxs ]()U Rklief to Tin; Jewish Board

OF GUAKIUANS, XUMliFR OF CaSFS liKLlFVKl), AND Xu.M-

F,ER OF XkW CaS?:s liKLIKVKD BY TIIK liOARU IX I;A( 11 OF

Tin-: I'NDKRMKNTIO.NEI) YkaRS.

Xumber of Ajipli-

Year. cations for Relief
Xumber of Cases

Relieved,
Number of Xew

Case.^ onl.\'.
(Cases).

1876 . . . 1,903 1,851 606'

1877 2,296 2,242 862 1

1878 2,471 2,410 873'
1879 2,639 2,557 1,003'

1880 2,588 2,441 945 '

1881 2,629 2,380 98 4'

1882 2,953 2,775 1,306'

1883 2,882 2,737 1,103 '

1884 3,313 3,054 1,368
1885 3,586 3,408 1,536
1886 4,497 4,139 1,914
1887 3,415 3,313 1,205
18S8 3,719 3,513 1,318
1889 3.131 2,980 923
1890 3,569 8,351 f 1,319

Ijiifc these figures are oven more forinidaljle than

tlicy appear to he. No statement is made ou the

point; but we are reasonably entitled to assume that

a very great proportion, and perhaps a majority, of

these '^Applications for Ivelief ^^ stand^ not fur so

many individuals, but for s<j many families—perhaps

lai'go families. It has already been hinted that the

plague or (shall we say ?) the embarrassment caiisod

by these destitute aliens is not confined to London.

' L'p to 1883 tlie ligures in this column include case-: rel'usetl as

well as cases relieved, but the numbers are small.
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Just to bring out this very important^ but often

ignored^ part of the problem^ it may bo useful to

quote the case of ]Manchester :—

Statistks r)i- Eki.ief i;y the M \N(]ii>ti:i; .Jewish J^daim) of

CUAKIHW.S ]\ EA( H OF THE E M) E KMENTION ED YeAKS.

[Compiled from the TIeport of the Mancliestci' JeAvi.<li Board

oC (iuardiiip.s.^

Ninnber of applicants .

Kumber of applications

Applications refused

Eclieved :
—

KesiJcnts . . . .

Casuals
Fixed weekly cases .

1,085

95

888
183
372

I
I

843
1,094'

112

75G
196
BOG

1,109
1,3.S7

178

995
219
389

Total

Kiinibcr of times relieved

1,143

4,511

1,348-

4,3G5 2

1,603

4,7tiG

It lias ah'cacly been explained wliy the Alien I.ists

cannot be accepted as containing any near approach

to the actual numbers of foreigners landing at the

port of London. Yet^ in ^Nlr. Giffen's words, they

show '^a notable increase/' especially as regards

arrivals t^roni Jlamburgj tlie point from which most

' To compare 1839-90, when holidays occurred in April, Septem-

ber, and October, witlr 1583-89, when holidays occurred only in

September, and no Passover relief v,-as given — Passover having;

occurred twice during the financial year 1887-38— deduct 70.

- To rouipaie 1883-S'.t with 15S7-S3, add 170.
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of the superfluous Jews of the Continent are passed

on to the United Kingdom^ or perhaps to America

—

-

no matter which^ so loug as they do not stay on the

European Continent. The number of aliens entered

in tliese Lists (where one person's name frefjuently

stands for those of a ^Yhole family^ fe.<ti: ]\Ir. Charles

Booth), rose from l>,,sl.t; in 13S9 to 11/2(32 in 1^00—
an increase of 4.11 O. It is not, however, to foreigmors

as such that we make objection, but t<j those of them

who are destitute or on tlie verge of destitution. For

these we must pm-ticularly look to the immigrants

from Hamburg. And we hnd with less surprise tliau

concern that the number of arrivals from this port

alone rose from .j;078 in 'i^^''.) to 0,8o t in l^OO^an

increase of ;!,8oo. Xot all are destitute, not all stay

with us ; but those who go away are just those whom,

if we had to choose, we sliould prefer to remain : those

with some money in their pockets, some vigour in

their bodies, some enterprise in their hearts. The

Continent shoots its outcasts on these devoted

islands : they are sifted here l)y natural selecliun :

and we keep the refuse.

According to the Chief Commissioner of the ]\Ietro-

poiitan Tolice, by one line which trades between

Hamburg and London, no loss than -I,*,")') aliens were

landed here last year, of whom ciijhfij j":-!- cent, appeared

fej he qi'il'' destitiif': ; the total additional number of

^^ar. ',1 immigrants was from L' '''"-' to o.O'JU ; and,
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;ilili(jngli sumo were merely passing through London

on their way to Auierica; the uiKJuritij camo to settle

hero. The Chief Constable afc Mancliester reports

that of the ]-^,00U or lO.CKHj Jews in that city not

less than seventy per cent, are believed to be Eussian

PoleS; and that the Jewish population there has very

largely increased during the last few years. The Chief

Constable at Leeils^ on tlie authority of the local

Jewisli Ijuard of Guardians^ says that the number of

Jewish immigrants arriving at that town last year was

about 2;UU0, this being an increase of a few hundreds.

But before we part with the report from Lceds^ we

must quote a particularly enlightening passage. Tlie

authorities I'eferrcd to^ it is declared^ know of no

societ}' in Leeds to assist alien immigratioUj but

—

"Aiii-iii of money louders ,->taH' tiiat tUey lead money to

•]i"A-isli iip[i]ic;uit- for any pui'pose, hut, iji many cases, there

are aiiplicau^s \vIio oxpres-; a do-ive to send for their friends

or r.-lations IV.im Ru-^sia or Poland wlicn tliey otdain the

money; Ijut t heir .>oclet \' is not estaldislied for any .-uch pur-

po.-C' : tlicy lend ]"noney to any ou''^ who finds tlie necessary

.security."

Ilero we come upon a clue to the puzzle how it is

tlnit destittito aliens find the raeaits to pay their

]xissage mono}^ to England. And connected with this

is the system of clniritaUo relief established by the

Jewish lijards of Guardians (some of whose work is

purely beneficent^ that p.^rr^ at leasf^ which consists
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in sending back to their own conntries those new-

comers Avho conld not pick np a hving hcre^ and in

passing others on to Atnerica)^ and by tlio I'oor .Jews'

Temporary Shelter (whose philautliropic activity some-

times assumes a more questionable sliape), and, in

principle the worst of all, Ijy the London Society for

Promoting Christianity amongst the Jews, Of the

last-named institution Miss Beatrice Potter has given

a dryly humorous account. It enjoys, she says, an

income of £o5,<J00 a year; it is housed in magnificent

premises, comprising a chapel, a missionary training

institute, and an operatives^ homo. In the year 1888

it Ijaptized twelve Jews in the chapel, maintained

forty children in the school, and supported twelve

converts in tlie home. ''The process of conversion

is very simple; board and lodging at a specially fur-

nished house during the in([uiry stage, constant charit-

able assistance after conversion, and free education

and free maintenance (jf Jewish childreii brought up

in the Christian faith. . . . Imagine the tempta-

tion to the poverty-stricken inhal)itants of tlio crowded

alleys of the Jewish slum." Ihit the infinitesimal \)lv-

formaiicos of this Gei:tile society might be left out of

account for the present purpose, were they not krrown

to hav(.' aroused an uidiealthy ennilation among the

charitable Jews. Determined to protect the I'riend-

less, destitute, unern})lu3ed immigrant from these the

nuiterial •:illurt.-nient.> of Chrisli;;n enterprise, tliey ^^ct
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up ;i rival iiisLitution in tlio abovc-iiicntioucd Poor

Jews' Tem})orary Shelter, wliicli lias fallen into con-

siderable disfavour, even in the community to which

it belongs, because, rig-htly or wronfi^ly, it is believed

to attract pauper immigrants to this counti-y. Nor

could we be surpriscnl if such were the case, since in

1883 it
''^ provided board and lodging llu' a period of

from one to fourteen days to 1,322 homeless immi-

grants."

The mischievous effect of these charitable agencies

(which have been reduced to the practicable viiiumuni,

it should be admitted, in the case of the Jewish ])oards

of (luardians) is not greatly counteracted by the

onicial warnings which are issued by our ('onsuls

al)road. Against them h;ive to be set the uudeniable

chances of making some sort of a living here j the

certainty of complete political liberty and religious

toleration ; escape from the conscription ; the gener-

ous assistance of their co-religionists ; and—last but

not least— the blandishments of the agents of the

German ship|)ing companies. 'J'he I'ritish vessels

engaged in this trafhc—so we are informed in the

report of our Acting Consul-General at Hamburg—
oidy carry the boinljldc emigrants, that is, those wdio

have obtained through tickets to the United States

or other parts. But the German vessels are under no

such restrictions. The (piestion is how long we shall

wink at a trallic which we could stop by a shoi't and
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simplo Act of l?arli;imont. At ]ire.seiit we seem to

confine onrsclvos to publisliiiif,'-, in certain foreign

newspapers^ clrcnlating among the class from wliicli

the emigrants are taken^ notices sncli as tlie f .llriwing,

in (ierman^ llehi'cw^ and iMiglisli :

—

'• l[cr liritaiinic IMajiHty's ( 'on-;ul-( ieimral at lias been

i list met e.l to causo it l j 1)3 made jiublic that destitute jjer-ous

intending to omigratc to Great Britain to soelc eni]ilo\-ment

ai'e lil-cely to be disaiijioiiited on arrival, the prosiiects of

obtaining enii)loyinent being very limited.'"

Destitnto persons ! ]jut wlio is destitute if lie lias

friends abroad who will lend him passage-money, and

a society which gives him temporary board and lodg-

ing, starts liim in a humble way of business, and, at

the very worst, pays his passage back again to the

place whence he came ?

This qnestio;i of Alien Immigrati(jn came to i\\v,

front in England when the news was confirmed that

the Czar had at hist hardened his heart to publish and

enf irce those edicts against his liussian subjects which

had hjng been lying in his desk—edicts wliich he had

allowed to remain dormant, perhaps through the ft^ai-

of enraging (as Ik.' has enraged) iln^ cosmo])olitan

Jewish millioriaires, who can make a loan or mar it

(they chose to mar the last)
;
jU'rhaps through some

remtuning sense (jf duty or spark of pity towards

subjects who have as full a right to his care and pro-

tection as any Shiv in his de)minions, J]ut policy and
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religions zeal— tlio })<'li''y of keeping ltn--,sia i'oi" the

TJns.sians^ (lie zeal of bigotry— liavo at last pi'cvailed
;

and a series of rnle.s and regulations are being re-

morselessly exei'cised against the daily life of tlio

Jewsj their religion^ their traditions, their ways of

subsistence, ^Yhich amount in effect to a general

decree of exile. Nominally restrictive, they are really

expulsory, and five million Jews are looking out for

a home. 'J'here are |denty of reasons why they should

tni'u to I'higland as the land of their choice. They

will not come at once : to mobilize an army of one-

fifth of that number, consisting of able-bodied men,

and without regard for expenditure, is a feat of

organization v/hich would puzzle a groat captain.

These expatriated Jews can only pass over in driblets.

But the important and the dangerous thing for ns is

that the process has unmistakably comnienced, and is

going on non(i the less steadily because the beginning

was slow.

There is no doubt that these aliens are swarming

upon the Port of London; no doubt that the majority

will remain anu:)ngst us ; no doultt, unhappily, that

they are practically paupers,

Tlu> opinion that wo should impose some legislative

restriction upon the free immigration of destitute

aliens is naturally strongest among the working

classes of the great towns, Avho find the rate of wages

for Unskilled Labour sensibly reduced by the compe-
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titiou of foreigners more frugal auJ certainly more

sober tLan themselves. On tlie face of itj that is a

selfish and almost an ignoLle motive. Hut \vc nnist

remember^ in the first place, that we have made tlie

working-men our masters, and that through their

parliamentaiy lepresentatives, whom they are able to

treat as mere delegates, tliey have the power of giving

ofTect to their views. Already we find that a con-

siderable number o£ Members of Parliament, in rssi:

and in ijosse, are prepared to vote for regulations here

such as are in force in Germany and the United

States. Amongst them are men who are above the

suspicion of mere popularity-hunting, and who have

achieved a certain position in politic^, such as ^\v.

Darling, Q.C., ]\[.I\ for Doptford, and .Air. P. G.

Webster, M.P. fur East St. Pancras, and .Mr. L.J.

Jennings, ]\r. P. for Stockport -not to mention Lord

Dunraven, wlio has no votes to court, in the present

demoralized state of politics it is easy to suggest

doubts about this man's honesty and tliat nian's ear-

nestness ; we are not concerned, however, with the

inner workings of tlie parliamentary conscience, but

with the reasons wliich nnderlic what is certainly a

powerful sentiment in man}' populous constituencies.

'J'o begin with, the dislike for alien competition is not

purely selfish : it proceeds not from individual avarict>,

but a feeling of corporate loyalty. Ivnglislimen who be-

long to the siime traih' hnve a not i"n tliat the\' ought to
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st;uid by ouo another in the iiitcrcsts of all ; they de-

spise tlioso whom they regard as traitors to the common

cause. That is why, in a strike, decent and generally

amiable men will bully and maltreat the " blacklegs
^^

and the ^'knobsticks" and the '^scallywags.''' The

motive does not justify, but it does explain, conduct

which ought to be vigilantly exposed and sternly

punished by law. Now these resident aliens in Lon-

don are the " blacklegs " and the ^^ knobsticks " and

the " scally wngs '^ of the Unskilled Labour market.

They will do more work for less w^ages than their

English rivals ; they submit without grumbling to the

petty tyrannies of the overseer and the mean exac-

tions of the sweater; they join no Trade Union ; many

of thorn, ])erhaps most, do not speak English, and

they mix very little with Englislimen ; they marry

and give in marriage amongst their own poo]:ile ; in

their virtues as in their vices they are a race apart.

Under no circumstances would they bo popular here
;

but since they succeed, if not in taking the bread out

of English mouths, at least in reducing the margin of

wages whicli might be spent on beer and gin, they are

naturally and not (piito unfairly detested. \\\ line,

they are believed, rightly or wrongly, to be respon-

sible for that bundle of abuses and misfortunes which

are lumped together under the name of the Sweating

System.

If we are ever to abolish or modify that system, we
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must control^ not the much-abused Sweater^ but his

rauch-pitied victims the sweated workers. The sweater

is generally an industrious and often a decent fellow
;

he takes his share iu the job that is going- on iu his

place, supervising and stimulating, sometimes with

encouragement and sometimes with curses. His

functions ai'e to find out trustworthy workmen and

keep them up to the mark— a business which must

be learned and practised by somebody. If it were

not done under the sub-contract or '' sweating ^^ sys-

tem, it would have to be undertaken by paid agents of

the great trading houses, and there is nothing to show

that it would be carried out with more humanity or

greater generosity. Let us look the facts in the face

and admit that every producer who is working for a

profit in days of free and open competition is bound

to cut down expenses to the lowest possible figure.

Turn and twist the principle how we may, this cumes

to grinding the faces of the poor. "We should not

eradicate or even mitigate the practice by abolishing

the middleman or "' sweater/^ and replacing him by

the paid agent or departmental supervisor employed

by the principal. The money now taken as the

middleman's profits would then be absoi'bed in the

supervisor's sahuy and percentages V<o, if we wish to

see better wages paid, we must go to the workniau

direct, and induce him to insist on a more ade(|uate

remunera.tion. To such an exhortation Mn'^'lish work-
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incu give a ready aiid^ perhaps, too ready respouso ;

])ut these pauper, or nearly pauper, aliens are deaf to

it. Our own couutrymeu liave a higher standard of

comfort ; rather than accept wages which fall behjw

it they will go on strike, if they have a Union at their

backs; and, if tliey have not, they will resort to the

workhouse or, more likely, pick up a precarious but

not fatiguiug livelihood as corner-men, street-loafers,

cas^lty labourers or occasional criminals. It is be-

cause the pauper aliens prefer to go on working for a

regular pittance (and even save money on it, so penur-

ious arc their habits) that they reduce the rate of

wages in the Unskilled Labour market, and, in fact,

make possilde the Sweating System which we all

d('plore.

It Would be impossilde lun'O to cover the vast and

rather shifting topics discussed in the evidence and

report of the Lords' Committee on the Sweating

System. But one or two points nmy be touched

upon. j\Lr. Arnold White made the remarkable state-

ment thac if Ihcrc iccrc no iioorforeijners there ivonid be

no siceailiKj i;ijsli:in—a statement which he subsequently

modified and C(jnfined to the special case of the boot-

making trade. The origimd statement was, of course,

U) ) broad ; v,'e nuist take account, nut oidy of the

poor foreigners, but also of the poor Jhiglishwomen,

whose ctnnpetilion with male labour has a luweriug

tendency on the general rate of wages. Jiut it is
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certain that^ if wc could remove '^ the greeners " from

the slums of our groat towns, we should unfailingly

strike at one of the two taproots of the Sweating

Sjfttem. And our own women, under the tutelage of

agitators and philanthropists, would very soon learn

the useful and necessary, if occasionally inconvenient,

lesson how to start and carry on a strike for better

wages. The principle of human advancement is

"progressive desire" — that is, the amiable side e-f

incessant discontent. At present our underjiaid

women are too sensible to refuse work at the current

rate of wages. The money would go to the " greener,'"''

and they would be so much the worse off. Jjut take

awav the "' fji'eener " ami thev would very soon form

'J'rade Unions, and extort inore reasonable wages.

It is said on behalf of the "'greener" that he does

not absorb the money hitherto earned by English

])ersons, Init introduces new trades, and accepts work

which our own countrymen reject, 'i'hat is true to

some extent : the lower branches (if tailoring and biKjt-

nud-:ing are almost his sjK'cialities. lUit what is the

result ? 'J'liat the better work of our (nvn eountry-

men is beaten out of the held. Jn the mania fur

cheapness whieh has deuioralized many branches of

J'higlish industry, jH-ople hiok to the outward form of

an article, not to its genuine (pialitiL's. A coat is a

coat if it covers a l)ack, and a ]iair of Ijoots is a pair

of boots if thev will go on the I'eet.
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Some of tliG most moderate, least prejudiced, and

most trustworthy evidence taken before the Sweating

Committee was given by Dr. Billing, now Bishop of

Bedford, but then Iicctor of Spitalfields. He declared

that, withiu his immediate observation of East Lon-

don, the " greeners ^' have '^ very largely displaced

native labour,^^ and that under stress of the competi-

tion our own people arc being driven into pauperism,

casual labour, or emigration ; that Jews and Gentiles

'^•' very seldom work together" (a point in which he

was to some degree contradicted by the evidence of

Doctor Adler, the late Chief IJabbi) ; that during the

past Jew years (liere confirming Mr. Charles Booth's

statement already quoted) whole streets had become

entirely popuhited by foreign Jews '' where there was

not a Jew before" ; that mauv of those who, havino"

come in search of work and failed to find it, had been

charitably assisted home, only returned a second time;

and, finally, that ho was prepared to refuse to admit

by the law of England men fiyiug from persecution

abroad. " They are flying," he said, " from one

great evil to another, and producing an intolerable

evil here." As a rule, it should be admitted that these

foreign Jews do not become a direct charge upon the

Poor Bates. But they drive our own people into the

workhouse or, still worse, into vagabondage; so that

in o'ivinir asvlum to them we are turning Englishmen

out of their own homes. It is pretty to talk about our
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luitional liospitalitj, but are wo prepared to practise it

(ju these terms ? Will the working classes permit us

to continue it at such a sacrifice ?

There is uo proposal to exclude here^ as the United

States exclude, persons who come under contract of

labour; though it might hereafter bo advisable thus

to extend our let]:islation if we found that it was bein^jf

violated by colourable evasions and bogus engage-

ments. At present it will be sufficient to turn back

all immigrants without visible means of subsistence,

and to send them away in the vessel which had

attempted to land them—thus throwing the expense

on the persons responsible for the mischief. In the

United States a money penalty and a term of im-

prisonment are further provided to meet the case of

any captain or agent who succeeds in unlawfully

landing a contraband human cai'go, and some such

provision would, perhaps, have to be ad(jpled here.

J3ut it would not be necessary, ia all probability, to

make it here, ai in the United States, a punishable

offence to solicit or encourage immigration. AV^e should

probably effect our object—English officials as a rule

not being venal—if we made the business risky at all

tituos, and generally futile.

Tiie provisions of the United States Act of 1885

were nuiinly directed iigaiiist tlu; unrestricted im-

migration of Chinese cheap labour. And this Ijrings

us to an incidental diplomatic advantage which we
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slioukl .secure by aJoptiug siinilaf legislation. It is

^\•ell known that one of tliG points wherein we are not

quite at harmony with the Australian colonists is as

to the feasibility of regulating Chinese immigration.

The colonists insist upon doing so; and it m;iy some

day become so urgent a domestic question with them

that we shall have to concede them an unlimited dis-

cretion. This ^vill be highly offensive at Pekiu, and

we have the strongest Imperial reasons for wishing

to remain on cordial terms with China— the great

I<]astern counterpoise of Russia and the not uncon-

cerned spectator of her ambitions in Asia. The sting

of our refusal to permit Cliinese immigration into

Australia woukl be taken away if we could show that

restrictions imposed on a particular nation in a par-

ticular quarter of the globe were but ])art of a general

Imperial policy—a policy so like the Chinese tradition

oi: exchisiveness that it would not lie in the mouth

of I'ekin statesmen to protest against it. 'JhaiC; they

might retortj if they cared for a barren dialectical

triumplij by threatening altogether to close China

against British capital and British enterprise. But

they will exclude or admit our merchants and en-

gineers according as they want or do not want them.

\\Q :^]lad enter when our presence is required ; not a

day s<jonci', not a day Liter.

It has been said that '"' cver\' nation has the Jew

whom it deserves.'^ ^Ve have, then, our native Eni;--
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lish Jews—a better^ a sturdier stocky a more desirable

body of fell(j\v-citizGiiSj it woidd not be easy to find.

They have tlieir f\iults_, but tliey are Eii<^disli to the

core. lu patriotisiu tliey are not inferi(jr to any of

us Gentiles. But the Jews who are comiu<^'' to us

from liussia and Poland have all the vices which are

generated by many centuries of systematic oppression

varied with occasional outbursts of violent persecution.

It is absurd, of course, to pretend that the morals of

our Ivist End will be corrupted b\- Oriental vices.

In the first place, tlie Jews tliere do not mix freely

with the Gentiles; in the second place, they will com-

pare favourably in many respects with our native

counti-ymcn. IJut—such tis they are or have been

made— they are politically unfit to be suddenly trans-

planted into those democratic institutions for which

wo have adajfted ourselves^ or partially adapted our-

selves, bv a Viwi course ol self-LTOvernintr liljertv.

'J'hcir advent nn'ght Ije welc(.)med, or at least tolerated,

if the fjualities which they brought were such as would

reinforce the weakened fibres of our own to>wn-bred

[copulation. If they were a martial race, we might be

glad of them. If their tastes and gifts l;iy towards

pastoral and agricultural ])ursuits, we could find a

place for them or their children in the depopulated

vdhiges. If the same penurious content and the Siime

untiring indu.-try which they show in the slopshops

and sweating-dens were devoted to the work of farm
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luboui'crs—which imisfc always bo underpaid; and

therefore unattractive to EnglislimeU; so long- as we

import cheap corn—we iniglit utilise the new strain

of blood. Ijut tlio foreign Jews do not come to man

our Army and Navy (many of them have fled to avoid

the conscription at homo) ; they do not come to till

tlie soil (they never keep to farm work if they can find

the uicanest opening in trade) ; they come simply to

swell the swollen tide of inunigraiion into the towns,

to reduce the rate of wages there, and therefore to

strengthen that spirit of discontent and disorder on

which the agitators live and batten, and which in

time may pollute the ancient constitutional liberalism

of Ihigland witli the visionary violence of Continent:il

Socialism. That would be a disaster not to this or

that pai'ty, but to the whole i;ation. At present it

has not seriously sliov^-n itself, for tlie very good

reason thtit the foreignei's as a body take little part

in our public life. But it would be seen and felt as

soon as they began to anudgamate Avitli our own

people : it is certain that any measure of success

which might be obtained in Anglicising these resident

aliens would be badly compensated by the concurrent

process of Continentalising the native Englishmen.

One word more. It is frequently asserted that the

immigration into England is roughly balanced by the

emigration. That is partially true. But it is not

true (as is siuiwn by the oHici;d i'(>j)()rts of the T'olice
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Commissioners, and as is known \)\ all who have any

thorough ac(:|U:untancG v.'ith the slums of onr great

towns) that anything approaching such a balance is

struck amongst tlie aliens who come to our great

poi'ts. Perhaps the m;ij')rirv, and certaiidy one-half,

come to stay with u-. And tlic emigration lists are

swollen with the names of Englishmen prevented

from making a worthy living in their own hind. A\ o

are turning away the pluckiest, the most enterprising,

tlje most valuable of our ordinary workmen, in order

to find room for the least progressive and the least

desirable natives of other countries. AVe are ex-

changing the pick of our m.aniial workmen for the

residuum of foreign states. Alost of us are vain

enough to think that Enghslmien are worth retaining

at home ; that England should bo kept for English-

men, and tlie British Empire for the Ih-itish people.

Let the politicians look to this question. The agitators

have taken it up : the strike-leaders are discussing it.

At present it is a managealjle problem ; but if it were

neglected much longer, we may witness '\\\ civilized

England scenes not greatly unlike those outbursts cd'

popular persecution which have recently shocked u-

in the Ionian Islands— followed, af no distant date, by

summary measures of similar aim with those n(j'>v

n.dopted by the liussian (.Jovernment. 'I'hat would

not be so much a disgrace to our civilization as a

reproach to our short-sighted legislators. If wc would
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go on doing our duty by tlioso aliens whom wo have

too freely adniitted to onr citizi^nsliip, wo must pre-

vent them from growing into a l)ody at once more

noxions and more disliked than they ai'c at present.

^Ir. liurns and 1s\y. Tillett and ATr. ^Nlann could raise

a Judenliet/e to-morrow if they liked to do it. It is

for the prudent statesman to cut away the ground

nnder their feet. ^Ve cannot go on keeping open

house for the paupers of all the world.

[Eeprinted by jjevmlssion from tlio Furin'njhUij Ih'rieir of

.Julv. 1891.1

Uutlti- i rauntr, 'I'Lc strl»\;<jd lTii.l.i.,i.- W.^rLs Fr^me, uud Lokduii
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